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1. Introduction 
The competent authority of VTS Finland is the ministry of transport and communications. The Finnish Transport 

Agency (Liikennevirasto) is the designated VTS authority in Finland. The VTS Finland is incorporated into the 

division of traffic and information of the agency, included within the department of the traffic management 

centres (VTS unit). There are two particular legislations stating the function and responsibilities of VTS Finland, 

the Vessel Traffic Service Act 623/2005 and the Government Decree on Vessel Traffic Service 763/2005. VTS 

Finland provides services for monitoring, communicating and reporting any event or issue related to the 

maritime traffic in the seven VTS areas monitored and controlled by the three established VTS centres in the 

country. Moreover, the services are complemented with the management of the mandatory ship reporting 

system in the Gulf of Finland (GOFREP), safety radio communication controlled by Turku radio and the 

management of the Traffic Separation Schemes in the Gulf of Finland and Åland Sea (Finnish Transport Agency, 

2016.).  

This report presents an integrated systems and safety engineering process describing the safety function of the 

Vessel Traffic Services in Finland. The process is based on the analysis of the safety intent specification of the VTS 

system, this analysis is guided by a structured methodology linked to the Systems-Theoretic Accident Modelling 

and Processes (STAMP) presented in Leveson (2011). The aim is to systematically represent the function of the 

VTS regarding the control constraints utilized to ensure the safety of the navigation in Finnish sea areas and to 

accurately represent the contribution and support provided to other maritime partners involved in the execution 

of navigational operations. This analysis covers the complete functioning of aid services provided by VTS, and it 

makes particular distinctions between services provided during spring-summer-autumn season and winter 

season (navigation in ice conditions). 

The process proposed in this study provides a description of the outcome of the executed analysis to key 

elements interacting in the VTS safety system. Thus, covering the program management ruling the system, 

identifying and clearly representing the system purpose and functional principles, defining a system architecture, 

design and physical representation, and the actual development of the system operations. Moreover, this 

process identifies and analyses the link between the functioning of the Finnish VTS safety system and the 

demanded regulations (guidelines) by the International Association of Lighthouse Authorities (IALA), having a 

special focus in the provision of training and formation to VTS personnel who are mainly responsible for ensuring 

the system functioning. 

Finally, the constructed process culminates with the provision of a performance monitoring tool that implements 

a set of determined Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) which are created to support the planning, monitoring 

and evaluating of the key elements interacting in the VTS safety system. These KPIs are integrated into the 

structure of a Bayesian network model which aim to be utilized as a decision-support tool in the actual safety 

management of the VTS system. 

2. VTS Finland: safety system background 
The description of the VTS Finland safety system background includes: specification of the type of vessels that 

are obligated to participate in the services, the common operation modes of VTS Finland, the general description 

of services provides by Finnish VTS Centres, the description of the management of extraordinary events, and the 

delegation of responsibilities. Furthermore, this section presents a general description of the established VTS 

system for managing the operability of the centres. 
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2.1 General description of VTS Finland 
All vessels of 24 metres in length overall or more are obliged to participate in the vessel traffic services when 

navigating a determined Finnish vessel area. These vessels are required to maintain a continuous listening and 

monitoring of the working channel used in the area. The vessels navigating in the VTS area, which are not obliged 

to participate in the vessel traffic services, are recommended to maintain a listening and monitoring of the 

working channel when navigating in a certain Finnish VTS area or sector. 

Finnish VTS are operated by the Finnish Transport Agency (Liikennevirasto). The sea areas at the Finnish coast 

are divided into six VTS areas. These are Bothnia VTS, West Coast VTS, Archipelago VTS, Hanko VTS, Helsinki VTS 

and Kotka VTS. In addition, Saimaa VTS operates in the Lake Saimaa region. The centres provide services the 24 

hours of the day during a complete year. Any interruption due to planned maintenance, technical failures or 

other failure types is properly communicated as navigational or local warnings, together with appropriate 

instructions to transfer the service provision via other VTS centres. The produced traffic image in each VTS area 

and the related VHF radio communication are saved in the VTS centres and kept stored for at least 30 days as 

demanded by IALA guidelines 1056 and 1032 and IALA recommendation V-127.  

The service and assistant communication provided in the Finnish VTS centres is given as required in Finnish, 

Swedish and English language. Anyhow, the initial contact is always taken primarily in English. Currently, the VTS 

centres keep voluntary participation in an established trial period where English is used as the primary language 

in the VTS areas along the Finnish coast. This trial period if effective during 1.10.2015 – 30.9.2017. 

The general services provided by VTS Finland include information, navigational assistance and traffic organization 

which depend on the service provision designated within a certain VTS area. Information is given to all vessels 

when necessary or required, meaning that VTS centres report to vessels or when vessels request it. The 

information provided to vessels comprises several elements which affect the vessels’ safe and smooth 

navigation. This includes information of traffic conditions in the VTS area and the condition of the aids to 

navigation and channels. The main task of the VTS officers is to monitor vessel movements, organize traffic in 

the area and when necessary informs vessels about any dangers threatening them. The information provided is 

based on the data received from the radar or the AIS system used in the VTS centre. 

Another important service provided in the VTS centre is navigational assistance. Navigational assistance is only 

advisory and normative, the master of the vessel is still responsible for the manoeuvring of the vessel and 

executing the final operation. Navigational assistance includes the provision of information about the vessel’s 

position and bearings/courses over ground (e.g. the fairway centre line or the pilot boarding place). Bearings or 

courses over ground can also be provided so that vessels are allow to pass navigational hazards (e.g. passing 

shoals at a safe distance). Navigational assistance is provided at open sea, and from the open sea to the vicinity 

of pilot boarding places and also outer anchorages. 

A VTS centre has the objective to organize the traffic vessel in order to improve its flow and safety.  The main 

intention of the traffic organization is to prevent dangerous meeting, crossing and overtaking situations and 

congestion. For this purpose, VTS can separate the vessel traffic in terms of time or distance according to the 

situation and circumstances, so that vessels are able to meet in a safe area. In addition, VTS centres during 

navigation in ice conditions (winter navigation), when the Traffic Separation Schemes (TSS) are disabled, have to 

monitor the operations executed by ships, pilots and icebreakers. Simultaneously, VTS centres have to provide 

support prior and during the execution of these operations. 
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In exceptional situations, such as extraordinary weather conditions, search and rescue situations or any other 

incidents in which vessel traffic is restricted or endangered, a certain VTS centre can temporarily close a channel 

or fairway section. In these cases, VTS can also issue speed limits or instruct vessels to anchor and the vessels 

involved in these situations must immediately report all incidents relating to maritime safety to the VTS centre. 

In case of accidents or risks of accidents, vessels should first contact the Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre 

(MRCC), VTS centres can also support in the contacting and development of actions together with the MRCC. 

The responsibility of the master for manoeuvring the vessel is not affected by the participation of vessels in the 

services provided by VTS. In the event that the master of the vessel, for a valid reason relating to the vessel’s 

safety, is unable to participate in the vessel traffic services or is not capable to follow the instructions given by 

the VTS in exceptional situations, he must immediately inform this situation to the VTS centre. 

2.2 VTS centres in Finland 
Finland has three VTS centres established in different locations among the Finnish cost. These centres are 

responsible for monitoring and controlling the maritime traffic in seven determined VTS areas. The functions of 

these three VTS centres are established as follow: 

- Gulf of Finland Vessel Traffic Centre: it is located in the city of Helsinki and it provides all types of services 

(information, traffic organization and navigational assistance) to three VTS areas (Helsinki VTS; Hanko 

VTS; Kotka VTS).  The centre is also responsible for GOFREP system. 

- Western Finland Vessel Traffic Centre: it is located in the city of Turku and it provides services to three 

VTS areas (West Coast VTS; Archipelago VTS; Bothnia VTS) and it also responsible for the Åland Sea Traffic 

Separation Schemes and Turku Radio. 

- Saima VTS centre:  it is located in the city of Lappeenranta and it only provides information services 

2.3 VTS areas established in Finland. 

2.3.1 Helsinki VTS 

The master has the obligation to notify the VTS authority in the case of occurrence of the following events in the 

VTS area or its vicinity: 

- Any incidents or accidents affecting the safety of vessel 
- Any incidents or accidents endangering the safety of navigation 
- Any circumstances that may cause the pollution of waters or the coast 
- Any pollutant spills and containers or packages drifting in the sea 
 

The VTS area covers all merchant shipping lanes in the Emäsalo, Helsinki and Porkkala areas. The VTS area is 
divided into two sectors. Helsinki VTS sector 1 covers the fairways to the Port of Helsinki in the area between 
Kytö lighthouse, Helsinki caisson and to the east the area between Kaunissari and Kalkkiranta. Helsinki VTS sector 
2 includes the fairways in the waters of Porkkala and Emäsalo, excluding the harbour areas. 
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Figure 1. Helsinki VTS area (sectors base point’s). 

Helsinki VTS has established particular reporting procedures for those vessels navigating or approaching the area. 

Moreover, all reports should include a general information which consists of the name of the vessel, name of 

reporting point, destination and intended route. The required reports for each vessel navigating and approaching 

the area are: 

- Report upon entry into the VTS Area 
- Report before anchoring 
- Report before leaving an anchorage 
- Report after berthing  
- Departure report before leaving port, vessels shall submit a departure report in order to be given 

permission to depart. 
- The preliminary notice of departure for vessels departing from Port of Helsinki (except those in liner 

traffic sailing according to a published timetable). 
- Commuter ferries must report only in restricted visibility 

 
More details on the description of these type of reports are available in FTA (2016). This guide includes other 

practical procedures for approaching to certain channels and port areas, specification of areas where meeting 

and overtaking are prohibited and specification of the speed limits in the different sections, including channel 

and harbour areas. 

2.3.2 Hanko VTS 

The VTS Area covers the areas around Hankoniemi, including the merchant shipping lanes in the area between 

Fläckgrund and Jussarö, with the exception of the areas administered by the ports.  
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Figure 3. Hanko VTS area (sectors base point’s) 

All reports should include a general information which consists of the name of the vessel, name of reporting 

point, destination and intended route. The required reports for each vessel navigating and approaching to the 

area are: 

- Report upon entry into the VTS Area  

- Report before anchoring  

- Report before leaving an anchorage  

- Report after berthing  

- Report before leaving port 

- Report 20 minutes before passing the 3 report points (see FTA, 2016) 
 
More details on the description of these type of reports are available in FTA (2016). This guide also includes 

specification of areas where meeting and overtaking are prohibited. 

 

2.3.3 Kotka VTS 

The VTS Area covers the areas around Hamina and Loviisa, including the merchant shipping lanes in the area 
between Emäsalo and Santio, with the exception of the areas administered by the ports. 
 

 
Figure 4. Kotka VTS area (sectors base point’s) 
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All reports should include a general information which consists of the name of the vessel, name of reporting 

point, destination and intended route. The required reports for each vessel navigating and approaching to the 

area are: 

- Report upon entry into the VTS Area  

- Report before anchoring  

- Report before leaving an anchorage  

- Report after berthing  

- Report before leaving port 

- Report 10 minutes before entering Ruotsinsalmi 
 

More details on the description of these type of reports are available in FTA (2016). This guide also includes 

specification of areas where meeting and overtaking are prohibited. 

2.3.4 West Coast VTS 

The VTS Area covers the coast along the Sea of Bothnia from Hylkkari light to Vaasa. This includes all the merchant 
shipping lanes included in the area, with the exception of the areas administered by the ports. 

 
Figure 5. West Coast VTS area (sectors base point’s) 

 

All reports should include a general information which consists of the name of the vessel, name of reporting 

point, destination and intended route. The required reports for each vessel navigating and approaching to the 

area are: 
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- Report upon entry into the VTS Area  

- Report before anchoring  

- Report before leaving an anchorage  

- Report after berthing  

- Report before leaving port 

- Report 20 minutes before passing Hylkkari light to Archipelago VTS and Hylkkari light to West Coast VTS 
 

More details on the description of these type of reports are available in FTA (2016). This guide also includes 

specification of areas where meeting and overtaking is prohibited and speed limits in the area. 

 

2.3.5 Archipelago VTS 

This VTS area covers the Archipelago Sea, including merchant shipping lanes in the eastern boundary of 

Fläckgrund light, the northern boundary of Hylkkari light, and at sea, the boundary line follows the outer limits 

of the VTS Area. The VTS Area also includes the areas administered by the Port of Turku and the Port of Naantali. 

 

Figure 2. Archipelago VTS area (sectors base point’s) 

This area has also established particular reporting procedures for those vessels navigating or approaching to the 

area. Moreover, all reports should include a general information which consists of the name of the vessel, name 

of reporting point, destination and intended route. The required reports for each vessel navigating and 

approaching to the area are: 

- Report upon entry into the VTS Area 
- Report before anchoring 
- Report before leaving an anchorage 
- Report after berthing  
- Departure report before leaving port, vessels shall submit a departure report in order to be given 

permission to depart. 
- Report 20 minutes before passing the 15 report points (see FTA, 2016) 
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More details on the description of these type of reports are available in FTA (2016). This guide includes other 

practical procedures for approaching harbour areas, specification of areas where meeting and overtaking is 

prohibited and specification of the speed limits in the different sections. 

2.3.6 Bothnia VTS 

 
The VTS Area covers the coast along the Bay of Bothnia from Ritgrund lighthouse to Tornio. This includes all the 
merchant shipping lanes included in the area, with the exception of the areas administered by the ports. 
 

 
Figure 6. Bothnia VTS area (sectors base point’s) 

All reports should include a general information which consist of the name of the vessel, name of reporting point, 

destination and intended route. The required reports for each vessel are: 

- Report upon entry into the VTS Area  

- Report before anchoring  

- Report before leaving an anchorage  

- Report after berthing  

- Report before leaving port 

- Vessels bound for Finnish ports in the Gulf of Bothnia via the Quark are required to submit an advance report 
20 nautical miles before the Nordvalen Lighthouse at the time indicated in the instructions Finland's Winter 
Navigation 
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More details on the description of these type of reports are available in FTA (2016). This guide also includes 

specification of areas where meeting and overtaking are prohibited and speed limits in the area. 

 

2.3.7 Saima VTS 

 
Saimaa VTS Area covers the deep channels of the Lake Saimaa area. Saimaa Canal is not included in the VTS Area 
 

 
Figure 7. Saima VTS area (sectors base point’s) 

All reports should include a general information which consists of the name of the vessel, name of reporting 

point, destination and intended route. This includes all the merchant shipping lanes included in the area: 

- Report upon entry into the VTS Area  

- Report before anchoring  

- Report before leaving an anchorage  

- Report after berthing  

- Report before leaving port 

- Vessels should report 10 minutes before passing the 23 marked points on the area 

- Vessels should report 1 hour before passing the bridges (Kyrönsalmi and Vihtakanta) 
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More details on the description of these type of reports are available in FTA (2016). This guide also includes 

specification of the speed limits in the area. 

2.4 Turku Radio and GOFREP system 

2.4.1 Turku Radio 

Turku Radio is responsible for the transmission of safety radio messages, including navigational warnings, 

weather forecasts and ice reports. Furthermore, it ensures distress radio communications in the Finnish 

territorial waters and assists icebreakers by transmitting vessel and route information. Moreover, it receives 

reports on defective aids to navigation all year around. 

2.4.2 The Gulf of Finland Reporting System (GOFREP) 

GOFREP is a Mandatory Ship Reporting System under SOLAS Regulation V/11 for vessel navigating in the Gulf of 

Finland. The traffic centres Tallinn Traffic, Helsinki Traffic and St. Petersburg Traffic monitor shipping movements 

and provide advice and information about navigational hazards and weather conditions in the Gulf of Finland. 

The system aims at improving maritime safety in the area, increasing the protection of the marine environment, 

and monitoring compliance with the International regulations for preventing collisions at sea (COLREGS) in the 

area. 

The GOFREP area covers the international waters in the Gulf of Finland. In addition, Estonia and Finland have 

implemented this mandatory ship reporting systems in their territorial waters outside their VTS areas. Ships of 

300 gross tonnages and upwards are required to participate in the mandatory ship reporting system. Ships of 

less than 300 gross tonnages should report if they are not under command or at anchor in the TSS, they are 

restricted in their ability to manoeuvre, and/or they have defective navigational aids. Vessels shall submit a full 

report on departure from a port in the Gulf of Finland or at the latest upon entry into the reporting area.  

Moreover, vessels shall submit a short report to the centre whose area the vessel is entering, this when entering 

the area as well as on crossing the central reporting line. The vessels shall report to the traffic centre, whenever 

there is a change in the vessel’s navigational status. 

Vessels are demanded to update their AIS information before entering the Gulf of Finland, this because most of 

the information given in the full report can be gathered directly from the AIS information. Additional information 

may be reported by other means (e-mail, phone, VHF, fax). More detailed information about GOFREP is available 

in (FTA, 2016). 

2.5 International Association of Lighthouse Authorities (IALA): VTS guidelines and recommendations 
The International Association of Lighthouse Authorities (IALA) promotes coordination between different 

navigational stakeholders in order to create harmonise aids for worldwide navigation and to ensure the safe and 

efficient movements of vessels while protecting the environment (IALA, 2016). IALA was founded in 1957, its 

members include Aids to Navigation authorities, manufacturers and consultants, and other stakeholders in the 

maritime cluster (IALA, 2012). 

IALA publishes guidelines, handbooks and recommendations for maritime navigation. In the case of VTS, IALA 

provides general guidance for the provision of Vessel Traffic Services in the VTS Manual (IALA, 2012). This manual 

is updated every four years and establishes a standard for services offered at a VTS centres and the basic 

requirements for the formation and overall expertise demanded for VTS personnel (Praetorius et al., 2015). 
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In this report, the guidelines and recommendations provided by IALA are considered in order to elaborate a 

simplified analysis which enable the assessment of the provided supportive information in the context of the 

functioning of the VTS centres in Finland, including the provision of training and formation for VTS personnel.   

2.6 VTS Finland Quality Management System 
Recently, VTS Finland has built and certified its quality management system. This is applied to the complete VTS 

unit in the Finnish Transport Agency. The system is constructed and maintained in accordance with the norm ISO 

9001:2008. The system has 6 established main purposes: 

- Create a comprehensive overview of Vessel Traffic Services 

- Assist Vessel Traffic Services in carrying out its legal obligation 

- Harmonize the operations between different VTS centres 

- Ensure uniform quality of services in all of Finland’s VTS centres, regardless of the VTS Operators on duty 

- Commit to continues development of Vessel Traffic Services 

- Coordinate Vessel Traffic Services and closely related services in a manner that is well adapted to its purpose 

These purposes represent the structure of a system which aims to support the work executed by VTS operators 

and all other relevant personnel working in the functioning of the VTS centres. Today, VTS Finland has not a 

safety management system established and certified. However, the foundations of the quality management 

system are intended to be utilized as systemic and procedural reference for later establishing a risk and safety 

management system. For this reason, this study analyses in details the structure and procedures included in the 

quality management system of VTS Finland.  

2.7 VTS training provision 
Each VTS centre has to be operated with competent personnel, this includes VTS operators, VTS supervisors and 

VTS managers. The mandatory training for this personnel is determined in regulations established by IALA. For 

this, six IALA recommendations and guidelines are implemented: 

- Standards for training and certification of VTS personnel (IALA Recommendation V-103) 

- The accreditation and approval process for VTS training (IALA Guideline 1014) 

- Assessment of the training requirements for existing VTS personnel, candidate VTS operators, revalidation 

of VTS operator certificates (IALA Guideline 1017) 

- Simulation in VTS training (IALA Guideline 1027) 

- Aspects of training of VTS personnel relevant to the introduction of the Automatic Identification System (IALA 

Guideline 1032) 

- Train the trainer (IALA Guideline 1103) 

These documents include the demands for the provision of training for the VTS personnel. For the provision of 

training for VTS operators, VTS centres and their personnel use two common alternatives. One, providing on-

the-job training. This basically represents providing training on the actual execution of the job, this is mainly 

guided and supervised by the VTS centre supervisor. This option is common and practical to implement because 

new operators joining a centre are never unfamiliar with the operation of the VTS centre. Thus, “new” 

operator(s) joining the centre usually have a relevant background which enables the provision of training in a 

kind of advance level.  

Two, providing training by using an alternative source (trainer facilitator). In this case, this training is used to 

cover particular elements that need to be strengthened in the formation of the operators working in the VTS 
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centre. This may include the utilization of navigational simulators, monitoring traffic simulator and other relevant 

training for analysing a particular context or issue of interest. Moreover, this option is used to update or improve 

the formation of other personnel such as VTS supervisors and managers. 

In this report, an analysis of the established demands in the guidelines and recommendations provided by IALA 

and the actual implemented methods for providing training for the personnel working in the centres of VTS 

Finland is executed. 

3. Method and data of analysis 

3.1 Systems-Theoretic Accident Modelling and Processes (STAMP) 

3.1.1 Foundation 

STAMP is a relative new approach to describe and assess the function of safety from a systemic perspective. The 

foundation of the method is based on detected need to properly assess the functioning of safety in complex 

socio-technical systems. This need arise from the fast pace of technological change, reduced ability to learn from 

experience, the changing nature of accidents, continuous emerging of new hazards, complexity from interaction 

among diverse system components and the dynamic interaction of this, and the non-linear complexity where 

cause and effect are not related in a direct or obvious way (Leveson, 2011). 

STAMP questions the foundations of traditional safety and proposes new approaches. Traditional approaches 

pointing that safety is ensured by increasing system or component reliability. Thus, the common idea that if 

components do not fail accidents won’t occur is questioned by pointing that systems can be reliable but still 

unsafe or it can be safe but unreliable. Other examples of traditional safety pointing that accidents are caused 

by chain of directly related events are disputed by noticing that accidents are actually complex process involving 

the entire socio-technical system. Furthermore, the questioning of traditional approaches assuming that most of 

the accidents are caused by operator error when operator’s behaviour and performance is a product of the 

environment in which it occurs. Moreover, traditional assumptions which mention that the assigning of blame is 

necessary to learn from and prevent accidents are criticized by pointing that it is most important to actually 

understand the behaviour of the complete system. 

STAMP has several integrated aims connected to the new assumptions previously pointed. In the case of the 

study presented in this report, the most representative aims connected to the safety foundation of the analysis 

presented in this report are: 

- Providing a more scientific way to model accidents and safety for producing a better and less subjective 

understanding about how accidents occur and how they can be prevented 

-  Allowing and encouraging new types of hazard analysis and risk assessment that go beyond component 

failures. 

- Shifting the emphasis in the role of humans in accidents front errors to focus in mechanisms and factors that 

shape human behaviour. 

- Encouraging a shift in the emphasis in accident analysis from “cause” to “understanding” accidents. 

- Allowing and encouraging multiple view points and multiple interpretations when appropriate. 

- Assisting in defining operational metrics and analysing performance data. 

The foundations of safety system theory rest on emergence, hierarchy, communication and control. Emergency 

and hierarchy is a representation or model of complex systems, hierarchy describes different levels of an 

organization and each level has emergent properties. For communication and control, the intention is to transmit 
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the understanding of the hierarchy and its emergent properties for imposing control constraints on system 

behaviour to avoid unsafe events. 

In STAMP, component failure accidents are still included but it is extended to include component interaction 

accidents and safety is reformulated as a control problem rather than a reliability problem. In this framework, 

understanding why and how an accident occurred requires determining the ineffectiveness of the controls. Thus, 

the framework requires creation of safety constraints, hierarchical safety control structures and process models. 

In this study, special attention is given to the creation of the hierarchical control structure of VTS Finland. The 

idea is to analyse and represent possible control processes that describe the safety constraints at the different 

levels in the hierarchy. Commonly, accidents occur when these safety constraints are violated. Moreover, an 

inadequate setting of control constraints may result in missing of other constraints and inadequate 

communication and process feedback. Thus, the hierarchical control structure presented in this report attempts 

to represent the safety management perspective of VTS Finland by creating a safety control structure which 

constantly keeps its continued effectiveness as changes and adaptations occur over time      

3.1.2 Safety Intent Specification 

Intent specifications are based on systems theory, system engineering principles and psychological research on 

human problem solving (Leveson, 2011). An intent specification aims at assisting human in dealing with 

complexity. It differs from a standard specification in its structure but not in its content, the main difference is 

that intent specifications contain more detailed information. Intent specification are designed to support with 

common safety problems such as: 

- Design rationale 

- Safety analysis results 

- Assumptions upon which the system design and validation are based into the system specification and its 

structure 

The intent specification is organized into three dimensions: intent abstraction, part-whole abstraction and 

refinement. These dimension reflect the problem space where people interacts. Part-whole abstraction and 

refinement enable users to change their focus of attention to detailed views within each hierarchy level. Each 

level provides information about what, how and the reasons behind the design decisions, including safety 

considerations. Figure 8 presents the structure and the information that can be contained in each level of the 

intent specification. 
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Figure 8. The structure of the intended specification (adapted from Leveson 2011) 

Level 0 provides a project management view and insight into the relationship between plans and project 

development status through links to the other parts of the intent specification. Level 1 is the customer view and 

assists system engineers and customers in agreeing on what should be built and offered, together with a 

posterior revision of its efficiency. Level 2 supports the designation about the physical principles of the system 

and the system-level design principles. Level 3 specifies the system architecture and serves as an ambiguous 

interface between system engineers and component engineers (contractors). Level 4 and 5 provide information 

necessary to reason about individual component and implementation issues. Finally, level 6 provides a view of 

the operational system and act as the interface between development and operations, it basically supports the 

design and performance of the system safety activities during the system operations. 

In this study, the six levels of the intent specification are implemented for describing the safety management of 

VTS Finland. The intention is to create a documented process which describes the safety system function of the 

VTS centres in Finland. The process enables the analysis, monitoring and reviewing of the safety management of 

VTS Finland while considering the functioning of the system around all year and making particular differentiations 

between managing safety during open water and ice season. The development and analysis of the six levels 

within the VTS Finland safety intent specification, present a complete description of the different stages executed 

to manage the safety in the provision of services by the VTS centres in Finland, while considering and analysing 

the role of the different maritime stakeholders connected to the safety function of VTS Finland. 

3.2 Appointing safety management KPIS 
Once the six levels of the intent specification are defined and analysed, the designation of key performance 

indicators for each level and for the particular elements included on these levels is implemented. The aim is to 

designate particular measurements that enable the monitoring, analysis and reviewing the efficiency of the 

safety function of VTS Finland. This allows keeping and constantly improving the safety management of the VTS 

Centres. 

For this purpose, the method proposed in Valdez Banda et al. (2016) is utilized. This method performs a 

systematic evaluation of the safety management implemented in an organization while considering 

requirements demanded in applied safety management norms. The method allows the integration of the 
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guidance contained in safety norms and/or any type of safety requirement, together with the actual practices of 

safety within the organization. The method incorporates an analysis of the context, mechanisms, and outcome 

(expected and unexpected) of the safety function which is capable of assessing and describing the conditions in 

which safety management is applied. Moreover, the method assesses the existing resources and the way these 

are used for the practical application of safety management. Finally, this method analyses the intended and 

possible unintended consequences derived from the implementation of the organizational safety function. 

The implementation of this method supports the definition and implementation of different types of KPIs which 

have diverse function for the analysis and management of safety in VTS Finland. The intention is to appoint three 

different types of KPIs which continuously review and improve the VTS safety function (Reiman and Pietikäinen, 

2012): 

- Drive indicators: applied to change, maintain and reinforce different elements of the system. Their main 

function is to direct the socio-technical aspect of the system by motivating certain safety-related activities.  

- Monitor indicators: implemented for monitoring the function of the system including but not limited to the 

efficacy of the control and development measures. These indicators measure the internal dynamics of the 

socio-technical system and provide information on system activities.  

- Outcome indicators: these reflect a temporary end result of a process and/or an activity. These indicators 

focus on the result or consequence of the main tasks or processes in the organization. 

3.3 Constitution of a decision-support tool to report, monitor and assess safety Key Performance 

Indicators (KPIs) 
After the definition of the safety intent specification and the designation of KPIs, the next step is to create a tool 

for reporting, monitoring and assessing the function of the safety KPIs within the performance of the safety 

system function of the VTS centres in Finland. For this purpose, the levels of the intent specification and elements 

included in it are integrated into Bayesian network.  

Bayesian Networks (BNs) represent a modelling technique that can depict relatively complex dependencies and 

cope with uncertainty while also having a graphical dimension (Pearl, 2014). For this reason, a Bayesian Network 

Model to report, monitors and assess determined safety management KPIs within the safety intent specification 

of VTS Finland is presented in this study. The aim is to quantitatively and qualitatively analyse the performance 

of the intent specification and the elements interacting in the safety management of VTS Finland. 

The implementation of Bayesian networks to set and assess key performance indicators has been previously 

utilized to assess the performance of maritime safety management norms in Valdez Banda et al. (2014). The 

presented network in the mentioned study and the designated probability estimations of network variables are 

utilized to assess the situation of safety management systems installed in shipping companies. The definitions of 

the indicators value in terms of probabilities is developed by implementing a triangular distribution which is 

defined by the main personnel responsible for keeping the system functional and efficient. This allows the 

experts to visualize a numerical representation for each indicator while noticing its effect in the complete 

function of the safety system represented by the network model. Thus, providing a decision-support tool which 

can report, monitor and systematically assess the function of the elements involved in the management of safety. 
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4. The Safety Intent Specification of VTS Finland 

4.1 A review of VTS Finland program management: level 0 
This section presents a review and analysis of the VTS Finland Quality Management System. As previous 

mentioned, VTS Finland does not have an installed and certified safety and risk management system yet. Thus, 

the analysis of the quality management system is essential for visualizing insight a systemic structure where VTS 

Finland organize and reviews the quality of the established process that ensures a desired level of the functioning 

of the VTS centres. This analysis enables having a systemic view about the relationship between plans and the 

system functioning and the link to the other parts of the intent specification. 

The system contains a complete set of available processes describing and analysing the entire function of the 

VTS Finland. This covers routine processes, deviation process, special arrangement during wintertime, function 

of complementary VTS services and supportive processes connected to the system. Table 1 presents a general 

description of the integrated processes in the VTS quality management system and its connection with the 

international demands (guidelines) from IALA. 

Table 1. Description of the process included in VTS Finland Quality Management System 

Process Description IALA Guideline 

Routine processes 
A. Identification of ship entering 
in the area 

A process applied for identifying and monitoring those vessels 
entering in certain VTS area. The process includes: 

- Identification of a vessel via AIS data or RADAR 
- Plotting of the vessel in the monitoring system 
- Generation of ship route based on ship’s information 
- Checking of the route condition (operator task) 
- Process ends when vessel enters to the port and/or reach 

destination 

1056 
1111 
1089 
1105 
1083 
1102 
1071 
V-127 
V-103 

B. Identification of ship leaving 
port 

A process applied for identifying and monitoring those vessels 
leaving port. This includes the same tasks as previous process, but 
it starts when vessel leave port and ends when vessel leave the 
VTS area. 

1089 
1083 
1102 
1071 
V-127 

C. Provision of VTS The process begins when a vessel enters to the area. So, it is 
activated when the process 1 or 2 started. The process includes: 

- Sharing of data about the ship’s route to be monitored 
- Guidance for routing the vessel 
- Informing about possible warnings (traffic and weather 

conditions, accidents, etc.) 
- Informing about navigational conditions (wind, visibility, 

currents, waves, etc.) 
- Information of needed assistances (pilots, icebreakers, etc.) 
-  Organizing traffic in general 

1089 
V-127 

D. Gulf of Finland Reporting 
System (GOFREP) 

VTS monitors the GOFREP area in Finland. This is performed for 
monitoring purposes depending on the navigational operations 
existing in the area. Any deviation has to be reported in GOFREP 
(e.g. deviation based on COLREG by IMO) 

1018 
V-127 

E. Aland Sea Traffic Separation 
Schemes (TSS) 

This is a process shared between Finland and Sweden. The process 
attempt to ensure a safe navigation in an area where restrictions 
are set based on the complexity of this navigational section. 
However, in this areas vessels are not obligated to report to VTS.  

1105 
1110 
1071 
V-127 
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F. Piloting The process aims to transfer all relevant information to the pilot 
for performing its duties. The exchange of information occurs 
both ways. In the case that a vessel is granted with a pilot 
exception (e.g. due to the experience of the ship master), VTS act 
as supportive actor during the execution of the piloting. 

1102 

Deviation processes 

A. Reporting of deviations VTS has to report in the event of deviations during traffic 
monitoring. Moreover, VTS has to intervene in the case of alerts 
and reported extraordinary events. The intervention and 
reporting process includes: 

- In the case of an alert or deviation that is promptly corrected, 
VTS has no need to report.  

- The VTS has to make an initial contact with the vessel in the 
case of a deviation which has not be promptly corrected. 

- If correction is done after the VTS contact, VTS has to report 
the event and inform it to the vessel 

- In the events dictated as emergencies, VTS has to contact e.g. 
coast guard and SAR services and support as needed. 

1111 
1089 
1102 
1071 
1110 
1018 
V-127 

 

B. Safety device fault 
recognition 

The process defines the actions to be taken if there any problem 
with the aids for navigations e.g. buoys and lighthouses. This then 
later has to be included in the reports of the navigational 
warnings. 

1111 
 

C. Places for refuge This process supports problems and emergencies of the vessels 
navigating the area, and the assignation of places depend on the 
problem affecting the vessel. 

1110 
1071 
1089 
V-127 

D. Internal deviations in the VTS 
centres 

The process refers to technical problems or emergencies in the 
VTS centres. In these cases, the centre has to delegate their 
responsibilities to another centre close to the monitored area, and 
inform about it. 

1110 
1111 
1018 

 

E. Deviations in piloting This is aimed to manage and support any unusual event during the 
provision of the piloting services. 

1102 

 

VTS arrangements during wintertime 

A. Arrangement and 
management of waypoints 

The icebreaker coordinator of an area set/decide the waypoints 
and inform this to the VTS. VTS communicates this to the vessels 
in the area. The way points are also communicated by the 
icebreaker itself and are available in different online data sources 
(e.g. IBNet system). 
The waypoints are established to provide the easiest route to a port destination in 
an area where ice conditions are present. Moreover, the provision of icebreaker 
assistance on-site gives priority to those vessels following the way points, if a vessel 
decides to follow a different route icebreakers do not give priority to that vessel in 
the case the vessel requires on-site assistant. 

1102 
1018 

 

B. Modification of the Traffic 
Separation Schemes (TSS) 

This process mainly describes that TSS can be closed during winter 
time depending on the ice conditions. 

1102 
1110 
1071 
1018 
V-127 

C. Agreement on the use of tug 
boats 

The process describes the using of tug boats for opening fairways 
in ice conditions (e.g. in areas close to ports) 

1102 
1018 

D. Icebreaking in Helsinki port Icebreaking with tugboats is also possible to be provided inside 
harbour areas. The role or responsibility of VTS is to inform and 
support in the execution of the operation. 

1102 
1018 
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E. Opening channel paths in 
coastal areas of the Gulf of 
Finland (GOF) 

Process is implemented when ice conditions are extreme in the 
GOF. For icebreaker and vessels is easier to open and follow 
fairways close to coastal areas. This operation demands more 
extensive coordination with e.g. pilots. 
This a need generated by complex ice ridges formed in the common traffic fairways 
of the GOF which can be extremely difficult to break. Furthermore, ice channels 
remain for longer time when are opened close to coastal areas. 

1102 
1018 
1089 
V-127 

 

The function of Turku radio 

A. Turku radio (marine warnings 
and weather reports) 

This process provides aids for navigation (e.g. information about 
buoys, traffic and weather reports, ice reports, icebreaker 
locations and waypoints). 

1089 
1018 
V-127 

B. Turku radio (emergency 
treatment) 

This process describes the management of emergency situations 
via information handled in Turku radio, including coordination 
with SAR services and any relevant stakeholder 

1089 
1018 
V-127 

 

 

Other supportive processes 

A. Feedback reception and 
processing 

This is a process to ensure that feedback is provided to any 
stakeholder when necessary (e.g. after reported deviations). 

1089 
1102 
V-127 

B. Adapting changes in 
regulations. 

The process ensures that changes in regulations are analysed and 
adopted. This can include changes in relevant acts or any 
regulation applicable to VTS. 

1018 
1089 
1102 
V-127 

C. Management of devices for 
controlling and monitoring the 
development of marine traffic 

The process supports the transmission of the feedback and 
analysing the impact on the operational and technical procedures 

1056 
1111 
108 

1110 
V-127 

D. Developing training and 
competences 

The process describes the arrangement made by VTS Finland to 
ensure that VTS personnel is competent and well trained. The 
process has a straight link with the aspects demanded by IALA. 

1032 
1017 
1027 
1014 
V-103 
V-127 

 

Table 1 introduces the most relevant processes for the purposes of the analysis presented in this report. The VTS 

Finland quality management system includes more processes referring to the following of internal factors which 

are strictly connected to quality purposes (e.g. customer satisfaction, analysis of the system reliability and quality 

management KPIs). Moreover, the processes in Table 1 are described in a general form with the objective to 

protect the confidentiality of the system information. 

4.2 Defining the actual goals of the system: level 1 
This is the first step in any engineering process which aims to identify the goals of the effort (Leveson, 2011). 

Thus, the general goals of VTS Finland are: 

- G1: Provide information to all vessels when these report to the centres or when vessels request it. This 

information compromises things affecting vessel safe and its navigation flow. 

- G2: Provide navigational assistance to identify vessels on request or when considered necessary by the VTS 

centres. This navigational assistance is advisory and normative, and the master is the final responsible for 

manoeuvring the vessel. The intention is to support, with guidance, the smooth flow and safety of navigation. 

- G3: Organization of vessel traffic to improve traffic flow and safety. This is provided in certain areas where 

e.g. meeting or overtaking represent a risk for accidents. The aim is to prevent dangerous navigational 

situations and congestions. 
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4.3. Identify constraints on how goals can be achieved: level 1 continuation 

4.3.1 Defining accidents 

For this propose, there is the need to define what actually is the definition of accident for VTS Finland. Moreover, 

differentiations between internal and external accidents have to be clearly defined in the stage. Thus, internal 

accidents referring to those accidents occurred at the VTS centres, and external accidents covering the type of 

events occurred in the actual context of the actual maritime operations. Table 2 presents a classification of the 

most relevant internal and external accidents directly affecting the function of the VTS centres in Finland during 

the two navigational seasons (open water navigation and navigation in ice conditions). Thus, a safety related 

accident is first defined as follow: 

- An undesired and unplanned event that results in a loss and affectations, including loss of human life or injury, 

property damage, equipment damage and environmental pollution.  For this, accidents are also classified 

depending on the severity: 

o Very serious: an accident that leads to human casualty and/or seriously exposes to it, and can 

also be associated with total loss or severe damage to property and environment.  

o Serious: an accident that has a significant affectation to human life, property and environment. 

This type of accident has consequences that could lead to a major impact on human safety, 

property and the environment.  

o Less serious: an accident that has a minor repercussion on human safety, minor damage to 

property, and a non-significant impact on the environment. 

Table 2. Definition of accidents affecting (or affected) (by) the function of VTS centres in Finland. 

Accident type Accident Navigational season 

Internal 1. Fire on the VTS centre Both seasons 

2. Blackout in the VTS centre Both seasons 

3. Technical failure 
3.1 Radar 
3.2 Image monitoring system 
3.3 Communications system 

Both seasons 

External 1. Collision ship-to-ship 
1.1 In meeting 
1.2 Passing  
1.3 Crossing 
1.4 In pilot assistance. 

Both seasons 

2. Collision with a fixed object Both seasons 

3. Grounding Both seasons 

4. Fire on board Both seasons 

5. Technical failures on board 
      5.1 In radar 
      5.2 In screens 
      5.3 In communication devices 

Both seasons 

6. Loss of stability Both seasons 

7. Machinery damage Both seasons 

8. Accidental waste or oil spill Both seasons 

9. Propeller damage/failure Both seasons 

10. Rudder damage/failure Both seasons 
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11. Blackouts Both seasons 

12. Collision ship-to-ship (winter navigation) 
12.1 Collision during icebreaker 

assistance. 

Navigation in ice conditions 

13. Hull damage due to ice contact  
(considerable damage that endangers the navigational safety) 

Navigation in ice conditions 

14. Propeller damage Navigation in ice conditions 

15. Rudder damage Navigation in ice conditions 

16. Ship stuck in ice Navigation in ice conditions 

17. Icing  
(affecting the execution of navigation) 

Navigation in ice conditions 

 

4.3.2 Identifying the System Hazards 

Once the accidents are identified, a list of hazards is added. This is step is called Preliminary Hazard Analysis is 

System Safety. Listing several identified hazards is more convenient for the purposes of this process, there is not 

wrong or right list of hazards. Table 3 present a list of hazards designated to each identified accidents, the list 

should be constantly updated with information emerging during the system function. 

Table 3. Definition of the preliminary hazards affecting the functioning of VTS Finland.  

Preliminary Hazard Potential accident Accident type 

A.1 Electrical equipment (internal electrical grid) 
without proper maintenance 
A.2 Flammable material no properly controlled 
A.3 Lighting during storm affecting electrical 
equipment 
A.4 Fire starting from neighbouring building and/or 
offices 

1. Fire on the VTS centre Internal 

B.1 Power grid failure 
B.2 Electrical equipment without proper 
maintenance 

2. Blackout in the VTS centre Internal 

C.1 Radar equipment without proper maintenance 
C.2 Image system (AIS) outdated and without 
proper maintenance 
C.3 Communication equipment (radio, telephone, 
and e-equipment) without proper maintenance 
C.4 Extreme weather causing failures (lighting 
storms, winter storms, heavy rain, heavy waving 
and strong winds) 

3. Technical failure 
 

Internal 

D.1 VTS centre provide erroneous information to 
vessel(s) in the area. 
D.2 VTS provide inappropriate navigational 
assistance (guidance) to the vessel(s) in the area. 
D.3 VTS set an erroneous organization of the vessels 
in the area. 

1. Collision ship-to-ship 
2. Collision with a fixed object 
3. Grounding 
12. Collision ship-to-ship (winter 
navigation) 
16. Ship stuck in ice 

External 
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D.4 VTS navigational assistance interfere and affects 
communication between vessels in meeting, 
passing and crossing 
D.5 There is an inappropriate coordination of 
piloting services between vessel, pilot and VTS. 
D.6 Inappropriate coordination and cooperation 
during assistance operations (SAR operations, 
Icebreaker) 
D.7 Inappropriate coordination and cooperation 
with icebreakers. 
D.8 VTS centre is not capable of contact a vessel 
(vessel no responding)  

E.1 Vessels sailing over the speed limits set in a 
restricted area or channel 
E.2 Violation of the traffic separation schemes (TSS) 
 

1. Collision ship-to-ship 
 

External 

F.1 Extreme weather conditions  
         F.1.1. Storms 
         F.1.2. Heavy rain 
         F.1.3 Heavy waving  
         F.1.4 Strong winds 
         F.1.5. Poor visibility 

1. Collision ship-to-ship 
2. Collision with a fixed object 
3. Grounding 
5.Technical failures on-board 
12. Collision ship-to-ship (winter 
navigation) 

External 

G.1 Extreme weather conditions “wintertime”  
        G.1.1 Winter storms 
        G.1.2 Thick ice 
        G.1.3 Ice ridges 
        G.1.4 Strong winds 
        G.1.5 Poor visibility 
        G.1.6 Sea breeze 
        G.1.7. Ice large floes 
        G.1.8 Erroneous ballast of a vessel 

1. Collision ship-to-ship 
2. Collision with a fixed object 
3. Grounding 
5.Tehcnocal failures on-board  
6. Loss of stability 
12. Collision ship-to-ship (winter 
navigation) 
13. Hull damage due to ice contact 
14. Propeller damage due to ice 
contact 
15. Rudder damage due to ice contact 
16. Ship stuck in ice 
17. Icing 

External 

H.1 Sea bottom in shallow waters 3. Grounding External 

I.1. Electrical installations on-board without proper 
maintenance 
 

4. Fire on board 
11. Blackouts 
 

External 

J.1 Machinery on-board without proper 
maintenance 

1. Collision ship-to-ship 
2. Collision with a fixed object 
3. Grounding 
4. Fire on board 
7. Machinery damage 
8. Accidental waste or oil spill 
11. Blackouts 
12. Collision ship-to-ship (winter 
navigation) 

External 
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16. Ship stuck in ice 

K.1 Navigational and electronic devices without 
proper maintenance (on-board) 

1. Collision ship-to-ship 
2. Collision with a fixed object 
3. Grounding 
5. Technical failures on board 
12. Collision ship-to-ship (winter 
navigation) 
16. Ship stuck in ice 

External 

 

4.3.3 Integrating safety into architecture selection and system trade studies 

This step is part of the initial development of the VTS safety system concept formation. There are different 

properties of the system to be considered when the system architecture is designed. This includes the evaluation 

of the actual effect in safety of the VTS centre operations balanced against the cost of having safety controls. For 

this purpose, a practical process to analyse this balance is needed. In this section, this process is represented by 

the elaboration of hazard (risk) analysis. Risk is usually defined as a combination of severity and likelihood 

(Leveson, 2011).  

In the case of the severity, an initial description is presented in Section 4.2.1. However, the assessment of the 

identified hazards demands expanding this description of severity into a more detailed explanation of the levels 

of affectation to the most relevant elements that the system is aiming to ensure. For the likelihood, the 

evaluation of the hazard occurrence is qualitatively analysed based on the function of the system. Thus, the 

assessment incorporates a qualitative assessment which combines the historical data of accidents (internal and 

external) and the knowledge and understanding of the practical function of the elements affected by the listed 

hazards and the hazards’ potential effect on safety. Table 4 presents the assessment of the identified hazards.  

The safety intention of the architectural analysis process is to assist in identifying, listing and selecting a system 

architecture with the fewest serious hazards and highest mitigation potential for the hazards that are not 

possible to eliminate. The potential for eliminating or controlling the hazard in the initial stage of the safety 

system design represents an important support for reducing the likelihood of the hazard occurrence during the 

actual functioning of the system. 

The efficient culmination of the hazard analysis does not end with the selection of the severity and likelihood for 

each hazard, it requires to make an extensive description of the hazard effect, complementary description of the 

hazard, a more complete description of potential causal factors, and finally, a mitigation strategy. Table 7 - 9 

present three examples of the collected information for completing the hazard analysis in VTS Finland. 
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Table 4. VTS Finland Hazard Analysis 

Hazard Severity Likelihood 

H T E P 

A.1 3 1 2 4 Low 

A.2 3 1 2 4 Low 

A.3 2 1 2 3 Low 

A.4 3 1 2 3 Low 

B.1 1 1 1 2 Medium 

B.2 2 1 1 2 Low 

C.1 1 3 1 2 Low 

C.2 1 3 1 1 Low 

C.3 1 2 1 1 Low 

C.4 1 2 1 2 Medium 

D.1 3 3 3 3 Low 

D.2 3 3 3 3 Low 

D.3 3 3 2 2 Low 

D.4 2 3 2 3 Low 

D.5 2 3 2 2 Low 

D.6 4 3 3 4 Low 

E.1 4 3 4 4 Medium 

E.2 4 3 4 4 Low 

F.1 
  F.1.1 
  F.1.2 
  F.1.3 
  F.1.4 
  F.1.5 

 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 

 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 

 
4 
2 
2 
2 
4 

 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 

 
Medium 

High 
Medium 
Medium 
Medium 

G.1 
  G.1.1 
  G.1.2 
  G.1.3 
  G.1.4 
  G.1.5 
  G.1.6 
  G.1.7 
  G.1.8 

 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
1 

 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
2 

 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
1 
3 
2 

 
3 
2 
2 
2 
4 
3 
3 
3 

 
High 
High 
High 

Medium 
Medium 

High 
Medium 
Medium 

H.1 4 3 4 4 Medium 

I.1 4 2 3 4 High 

J.1 4 2 3 3 High 

K.1 3 2 3 3 Medium 

 

Table 7. Example of how to complement the analysis of hazard A.1. 

Hazard A.1 Electrical equipment (internal electrical grid) without proper maintenance 

Hazard effect/ 
description 

Provide extra details regarding the designate severity rating 

May cause a severe injury to VTS personnel by causing electrocutions and also starting fire in 
the centre. It represents insignificant affectations to the operations as the functions of the 
centre can be transferred to another centre. Minor affectations to the environment due to 
minor emissions and production of electrical waste. In the worst scenario, fire may cause a 
total loss of the VTS centre. 

Causal factors Describe the hazard as system state. What conditions could influence the effect of the hazard occurrence? 

Table 5. Description of the severity levels in the hazard analysis. 

Severity 

Level 

H 
Human 

T 
Traffic 

operations 

E 
Environment 

P 
Property 

4 Loos of life 
Traffic 
operations 
discontinued 

Catastrophic 
affectations to 
the environment 

VTS centre/ 
ship loss 

3 
Severe injury 
or illness 

Major 
affectations to 
the operations 

Major 
affectations to 
the environment 

VTS centre/ 
ship major 
damage 

2 
Minor injury 
or illness 

Minor 
affectations to 
the operations 

Minor 
affectations to 
the environment 

VTS centre/ 
ship minor 
damage 

1 
Insignificant 
injury or 
illness 

Insignificant 
affectations to 
the operations 

Insignificant 
affectations to 
the environment 

VTS centre/ 
ship 
insignificant 
damage 

 
Table 6. Description of the likelihood in the hazard analysis. 

Likelihood Description 
High Frequent events 

Medium Occasional events 

Low Isolated/unlikely events 
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- Having periodical maintenance periods which are not capable to ensure an optimal 
functioning of the internal electrical grid in the VTS centres. 

- Electrical overloads in the internal grid. 

Mitigation strategy - Establishing an efficient maintenance program which 
is clearly justified  

Cost/Difficulty (L,M,H) 
M 

Priority (1-4) 
3 

 

Table 8. Example of how to complement the analysis of hazard D.2. 

Hazard D.2 VTS provide inappropriate navigational assistance (guidance) to the vessel(s) in 
the area. 

Hazard effect/ 
description 

Provide extra details regarding the designate severity rating 

It may cause severe injury due to the provision of erroneous/inappropriate guidance that can 
led to accidents such as collisions and groundings. Major affectations to the traffic may result 
as other traffic could be influenced by this action. Major affectations to the environment can 
be produced due to accidents produced for this action (e.g. accidental oil spills). Major 
affectations to the ship structure can occur in an accident produced by this action 

Causal factors Describe the hazard as system state. What conditions could influence the effect of the hazard occurrence? 

- Work overload to the operator providing the navigational assistance. 
- Inappropriate interpretation of the monitored context. 
- Lack of skills to efficiently provide guidance, including English language skills  

Mitigation strategy - Setting of appropriate work schedule for the 
operators 

- Creating appropriate and continuous training 
programs  

Cost/Difficulty (L,M,H) 
M 
 

H 

Priority (1-4) 
4 
 

3 

 

Table 9. Example of how to complement the analysis of hazard E.1. 

Hazard E.2 Violation of the traffic separation schemes (TSS) 

Hazard effect/ 
description 

Provide extra details regarding the designate severity rating 

This can cause loss of life due to the action ending in collision. Major affectations are caused 
to the traffic operations due to possible restrictions in limited sailing areas, also this action 
consumes significant resources in the functioning of a VTS centre. Catastrophic consequences 
to the environment can be the result of accidents produced by this action (e.g. oil spills and 
damage in environmental protected areas). Loss of ship due to capsizing and sinking.  

Causal factors Describe the hazard as system state. What conditions could influence the effect of the hazard occurrence? 

- Having inappropriate functioning of communication means to be informed about the issue  
- Lack of understanding of the rules and in the messages transmitted by the VTS centre 
- Lack of navigational experience in the area 

Mitigation strategy - Setting of an efficient process to inform about the 
function and importance of the TSS 

- Setting of an efficient process to inform when the TSS 
are violated. 

Cost/Difficulty (L,M,H) 
L 
 
L 

Priority (1-4) 
3 
 

2 

 

Table 10. Mitigation priority scale 

Level Description Detailed description 
4 Eliminate Complete elimination of the hazard  

3 Prevent Reduction of the likelihood that the hazard will occur 

2 Control Reduction of the likelihood that the hazard results in an accident 

1 Reduce Reduction of the damage if the accident occurs 
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4.3.4 Documentation of the environmental assumptions 

In this step, the assumptions in which the system requirements and design features of the hazard analysis are 

determined and documented. The intention is to ensure that the system is constructed, operated and maintained 

in the manner it was designed. Furthermore, ensure that the assumptions used during the initial decision making 

are correct. Finally, ensure that the assumptions are not violated by changes in the system, including changes in 

the environment. Table 11 presents an identified environmental assumptions identified and listed for some of 

the hazards detected. This process is supported by the analysis of the quality management system and its 

processes which are summarised in Section 4.1. 

Table 11. Environmental assumptions for the identified hazards. 

Hazard Environmental Assumption 

A.1 EA/A.1/1. A maintenance programme exists for all the VTS centres included within VTS Finland 

 EA/A.1/2. The provision of maintenance is evaluated with an established process in the QMS of VTS Finland 

 EA/A.1/3.  The equipment implemented on the grid has a certain degree of quality and this is also certified 

 EA/A.1/4. VTS centre has a process to delegate its functions to another centre when this is inevitable 

C.1-3 EA/C.1-3/1. A maintenance programme exists for all the VTS centres included within VTS Finland 

 EA/C.1-3/2. The provision of maintenance is evaluated with an established process in the QMS of VTS Finland 

 EA/C.1-3/3. A common checklist is applied daily to report and evaluate the functioning of the equipment 

 EA/C.1-3/4. The VTS centre supervisor is trained to efficiently implement the checklist and subsequently 
evaluated the results. 

C.4 EA/C.4/1. A protection programme against failure due to extreme weather conditions exists for all the VTS 
centres included within VTS Finland. 

 EA/C.4/2. Protection equipment against lighting storms and heavy ice conditions exist in the functioning of 
all VTS centres. 

 EA/C.4/3. The equipment implemented to prevent failures due extreme weather conditions is continually 
tested 

 EA/C.4/4. VTS centre has a process to delegate its functions to another centre when this is inevitable 

D.1-2 EA/D.1-2/1. There is a standard list of information registered by the VTS centre, this information can be 
transmitted to the traffic in the area 

 EA/D.1-2/2. There is common approach which restrict the communication between the VTS centre in the 
vessel in order to make it clearer and more efficient. This is done by identifying when information, 
navigational assistance and/or interventions is or have to be provided. 

 EA/D.1-2/3. International guidelines and standards (IALA Guidelines) are provided in order to ensure the 
effectiveness of the provision of information and assistance, while following common process for the 
international maritime community. 

 EA/D.1-2/4. The VTS operators and supervisors are trained in simulators to assess and improve the provision 
of information, assistance and intervention. The training is based on IALA guidelines and recommendations.  

D.5 EA/D.5/1. There is a standard process for exchanging information between the VTS centre and the pilots. 
This enable having the initial required information for initiating piloting operations. 

 EA/D.5/2. Cases where pilot exception has to be granted is formally and clearly specified in process owned 
by VTS Finland and Finnpilot. 

 EA/D.5/3. The VTS and pilot’s personnel are trained to assess and improve their exchange of information and 
general cooperation.  

 EA/D.5/4. Periodical meetings between VTS Finland and Finnpilot are carry out in order to reviews their 
cooperation and its performance level. 

E.2 EA/E.2/1. Traffic Separation Schemes (TSS) are clearly established and informed in ALAND Sea 

 EA/E.2/2. There is a standard process for acting and reporting deviations in case TSS are violated. This is 
controlled by VTS Finland and Sweden 

 EA/E.2/3. VTS operators are trained in simulators to report the deviations of those vessels violating the TSS 
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 EA/E.2/4. Depending on ice conditions (during winter navigation) TSS can be closed, this in order to support 
navigation in the area. A formal process is implemented in this case. This process is referenced in the quality 
management system. 

G.1 EA/G.1/1. During winter navigation VTS centres provide support (by monitoring) the following of the 
established Waypoints (WPs). The icebreaker coordinator of an area is on charge of establishing the WPs.   

 EA/G.1/2. There is a standard process for clearly specifying the extra variables in the function of the VTS 
centres during winter navigation. These process are referenced in the quality management system 

 EA/G.1/3. Extra processes are implemented to support navigation during winter time. For example, 
agreement on the use of tug boats, removing of the TSS and the coordination for opening of channel paths 
in coastal areas in the Gulf of Finland. This process is referenced in the quality management system. 

 EA/G.1/4. There is a process to report all relevant information to the IBNet System (icebreaker system 
controlled by icebreaking services). This process is referenced in the quality management system 

 EA/G.1/5. There is a process to support the function of the icebreakers. For example, by monitoring convoys 
which are not leaded by an icebreaker. 

 EA/G.1/6 General weather information is transmitted to the vessels on the area. This is executed periodically 
or when significant changes occur. 

 EA/G.1/7. VTS operators are trained in simulators to execute their duties during winter time. 

 EA/G.1/8. Periodical meetings are organized to assess and improve the coordination of operations between 
icebreakers, VTS centres and pilots. 

H.1 EA/H.1/1. VTS operators check the conditions of the route for the vessels in the area 

 EA/H.1/2. VTS operator provide guidance for routing the vessel, including navigational and weather 
conditions. 

 EA/H.1/3. VTS operators continually monitor the traffic and immediately inform if a vessel may or has entered 
a restricted area (shallow waters) 

 EA/H.1/4. VTS operators are trained to efficiently check route conditions and also to guide vessels. 

I.1; J.1; 
K.1 

EA/IJK.1/1. VTS operators are always available to receive reports of emergencies on-board 

 EA/IJK.1/2. If needed, VTS centres transmit information to the relevant partners in supporting services (e.g. 
SAR services and other vessels in the area of emergency). 

 EA/IJK.1/3. VTS centres inform of possible affectations on the traffic and navigational conditions to the 
vessels in the area. 

 EA/IJK.1/4. VTS operators are trained to efficiently handle emergency situations on-board. 

 EA/IJK.1/5. VTS operators are trained to efficiently guide vessels to places of refugee to execute repairs. This 
process is referenced in the quality management system. 

 

4.3.5 Restrictions on the environment requirement and constraints 

Any system has a limited scope; therefore, it is important to clearly establish the restrictions in the functioning 

of the system. The aim is to identify certain constraints that need to be imposed for ensuring the safety of the 

entire system. Moreover, it facilitates understanding the actual system function and provide a more accurate 

delegation of system’s responsibilities.  Table 12 presents the restriction of the system’s environment 

requirement and constraint. 

Table 12. VTS Finland restrictions of the system’s environment requirement and constraint 

 System’s environment requirement and constraint 

1 VTS centres and operators provide information, guidance, assistance and deviations. Pure commands 
are never provided, the final decision and responsibility of the action to take remain in the vessel, its 
master and its crew. 
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2 The interaction between VTS centres and vessels must not degrade the safety performance of the 
vessel. Thus, avoiding misleading of the vessel operation or provoking a wrong situational awareness 
for the vessel and the entire traffic. 

3 During winter navigation (ice conditions), VTS is restricted to monitor and support the operations of the 
vessels, including the operations of icebreakers. Anyhow, icebreakers act as a unit which also monitors 
and provides assistance information and on-site assistance. 

 

4.3.6 Generation of the System-level requirements 

Once the goals and hazards have been identified and conceptual system architecture has been selected, system-

level requirements generation can begin. This is basically extending the general terms show in Section 4.2 (G1, 

G2 and G3) in order to refine the goals into testable and achievable high-level requirements. The idea is to 

establish formal assumptions which determine more concrete targets of the system function. Table 13 presents 

the high-level functional requirements and some assumptions under the general objectives of VTS Finland safety 

system. 

Table 13. High-level requirements and assumptions under the general objectives of VTS Finland safety system.   

Goal/ Requirement/ 
Assumption 

Definition 

G1 Provide information to all vessels when these report to the centres or when vessels 
request it. This information compromises things affecting vessel safe and its navigation 
flow. 

Req./G1/1 15 minutes before entering a VTS area, vessels must provide its basic information 
(vessel name, location, destination, intended route and vessel general condition) to 
VTS centre. 

Assn./G1/1.1 This requirement is derived from the assumption that this initial contact enables 
determining the mean used to contact and monitor the vessel.  

Assn./G1/1.2 Another assumption of this requirements is that every vessel entering a VTS area has 
to make initial contact to report vessel general information and its status. 

Assn./G1/1.2.1 This assumption follows the established required reports in each VTS area: 
Helsinki VTS (sector 1): 
- Report upon entry into the VTS area or when transferring to another VTS sector 
- Report before leaving port or an anchorage in order to be granted permission to depart by 

the VTS 
- When leaving Vuosaari Harbour, the permission to depart is in force for 15 minutes, during 

which time the vessel must get underway. The vessel is required to give a report when 
underway 

- Vessels must also report after anchoring or berthing 
- Report 15 minutes before arriving at the Kustaanmiekka or Särkänsalmi straits 
- Northbound vessels must report when passing Itätoukki 
- Eastbound vessels must report 15 mins before passing Kuiva Hevonen 
- Commuter ferries must report only in restricted visibility 
 
All mandatory reporting in the areas of the VTS Finland are presented in FTA (2016). 

Assn./G1/1.3 Another assumption linked to this requirement is the mandatory notice of departure 
that all vessel must give in a determined situation: 
- Preliminary notice of departure after berthing 
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- Any changes to the time of departure indicated in the notice of departure or in 
the published liner traffic timetable must be reported to VTS 

- If a vessel departs later than the time reported in the notice of departure, the 
vessel must immediately report also this to the VTS 

 
* VTS uses the data in the notice of departure for planning in advance the use of the fairway and the icebreaking in 
the harbour area. The procedure of giving a notice of departure does not apply to piloted vessels. 

Assn./G1/1.3.1 A granted permission to depart is in force for 15 minutes 

Assn./G1/1.3.2 If the vessel is not ready to depart within 15 minutes and there are other vessels waiting for 
their turn to enter an area where meeting and overtaking is prohibited, the vessel misses its 
turn to depart. 

Assn./G1/1.4 Other assumption is that the Master of each vessel has to notify the VTS authority if 
any of the following events occur: 
- incidents or accidents affecting the safety of the vessel 
- incidents or accidents endangering the safety of navigation 
- circumstances that may cause pollution of waters or the coast 
- pollutant spills and containers or packages drifting in the sea 

Req./G1/2 A traceable route is generated in the VTS traffic monitoring system to all the vessels 
entering a VTS area. 

Assn./G1/2.1 This requirement is derived from the assumption that every vessel must have a 
planned route which enables update with previous vessel course and particularly 
knowing in advance the upcoming planned route that has to be monitored. 

Req./G1/3 Once the vessel route is known, VTS operators must inform about warnings, traffic 
and weather conditions, and extraordinary events (e.g. accidents in the area). 

Assn./G1/3.1 This requirement is derived from the assumption that vessels have to be informed in 
advance about possible risks and threats coming in the planned route. 

Assn./G1/3.2 Another assumption linked to this requirement is that when a vessel is informed about 
these warnings, the vessel can make route modifications to avoid creating traffic 
congestions and/or preventing accidents. 

Assn./G1/3.3 Another assumption applicable during winter time and linked to this requirement is 
that when vessel get informed about weather, ice conditions and particularly the way 
points, the vessel has to update its route to follow the waypoints in order to be eligible 
for having icebreaker support.   

  

G2 Provide navigational assistance to identify vessels on request or when considered 
necessary by the VTS centres. This navigational assistance is advisory and normative, 
and the master is the final responsible for manoeuvring the vessel. The intention is to 
support, with guidance, the smooth flow and safety of navigation. 

Req./G2/1 Vessels navigating within a speed restricted area must respect the speed limits and 
keep their speeds within the established range. 

Assn./G2/1.1 This requirement is derived from the assumption that vessels have to know and 
respect the speed limits established in certain areas. In case a vessel violates the speed 
limits, the VTS operator has to contact the vessel and provide navigational assistance 
for returning the vessel on the allowed speed range in the area. 

Assn./G2/1.1.1 This assumption follows the established speed limits in each VTS area: 
Helsinki VTS: 
- In all channel sections leading to Helsinki (max 30 km/h) 
- In harbour basins around Klippan (max 10 km/h) 
- In Vuosaari channel between Östra Rödhällan and Krokholmshället (max 30 km/h) 
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- In Vuosaari channel between Krokholmshället and Vuosaari harbour (max 17 km/h) 
- In Vuosaari channel (winter time: 1/11 – 31/3) between Krokholmshället and Vuosaari 

harbour (max 24 km/h) 
- In Port of Sköldvik and in the Port of Tolkkinen (max 6 kn) 
 
All VTS areas with established speed limits are presented in FTA (2016). 

Req./G2/2 A vessel approaching to a point of contingency must be informed about the situation 
and recommendations (guidance) should be provided. 

Assn./G2/2.1 This requirement follows the assumption that a VTS operator has to inform in advance 
about a point of contingency in the route of a vessel. Moreover, the VTS operator has 
to provide recommendations about how to proceed. 

Req./G2/3 Vessels in route of collision (detected with the use of the collision alarm in the VTS 
centre) must be contacted and informed about the risk. 

Assn./G2/3.1 This requirement follows the assumption that VTS centres have collision alarm 
installed. Thus, when vessels are in route of collision these have to be contacted. The 
contact approach may vary depending on the situations: 
- The vessels detected in route of collision, which do not immediately correct their 

course, have to be contacted by VTS operator and informed about the risk. 
- In case that the vessel is not responding to the VTS calls, the VTS operator has to 

keep trying to contact the vessel. For this, the operator could try different means 
to contact the vessel. 

Req./G2/4 Vessels in convoys or escorted without the assistance of an icebreaker should be 
closely monitored in the VTS centres, and detected deviations must be reported to the 
icebreaker responsible for the area. 

Assn./G2/4.1 During winter time, when vessel need to keep close distances, in e.g. channels, 
collision alarms are not operating. Thus, the VTS operator has to keep a close 
monitoring of the situation and he/she has to be ready for providing guidance and/or 
information when required. 

Assn./G2/4.2 The situation of convoys or vessels escorted without icebreaker assistance has to be 
informed to the responsible icebreaker. Thus, the icebreaker can (if possible) provide 
exact instructions to those vessels in order to ensure the safety of the operations. 
Hence, the icebreaker can be aware of the situation, and in case of emergency, it can 
respond more promptly. 

Req./G2/5 Vessels navigating in a route where a possible grounding could occur must be 
contacted and informed about the risk. 

Assn./G2/5.1 This requirement follows the assumption that in VTS centres, depending on the speed 
and location of a vessel, a VTS operator can detect a possible risk of grounding and 
he/she should contact the vessel and inform about the risk. The contact approach 
depends on the situations: 
- The vessel detected in route of grounding have to be contacted by VTS operator 

and informed about the risk. 
- In case a vessel is not responding to the calls, the VTS operator has to keep trying 

to contact the vessel. For this, the VTS operator could try different means to 
contact the vessel. 

Req./G2/6 Vessels navigating in a route where complex ice conditions can be foreseen must be 
informed about this situation and re-recommend the following of the waypoints. 
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Assn./G2/5.1 This requirement follows the assumption that vessels which are not following the 
waypoints can be informed by the VTS centres about the risks on the route. Moreover, 
the VTS operator can again recommend the following of the waypoints. 

  

G3 Organization of vessel traffic to improve traffic flow and safety. This is provided in 
certain areas where e.g. meeting or overtaking represent a risk for accidents. The aim 
is to prevent dangerous navigational situations and congestions. 

Req./G3/1 Vessels must be informed of places and/or circumstances during navigation 
where/when meeting and overtaking is prohibited. 

Assn./G3/1.1 This requirement follows the assumption that there are certain navigational areas and 
conditions where manoeuvring such as meeting or passing is prohibited. This may vary 
in different VTS areas:  

Assn./G3/1.1.1 VTS Helsinki 
- There is a permanent meeting and overtaking prohibition in sector 1 
- During strong winds (mean wind 13 m/s or more) the VTS authority recommends that 

vessels in Vuosaari channel only meet south of Östra Rödhällen 
-  VTS makes sure that the vessel does not lose its turn to enter the channel because of its 

reduced speed, by taking into account the original speed at which the vessel would have 
arrived at Itätoukki 

 
The information of all restricted areas within VTS Finland is presented in FTA (2016) 

Req./G3/2 For certain vessels and in certain navigational circumstances pilotage is compulsory. 
VTS operators must inform both the vessel and pilots. 

Assn./G3/2.1 This requirement follows the assumption that there are certain vessels and/or 
navigational conditions where pilotage is strictly demanded. This may vary depending 
on the actual VTS area:  

Assn./G3/2.1.1 VTS Helsinki 
- Compulsory pilotage applies to a vessel which carries oil, liquefied gas, noxious liquid 

substances or dangerous goods in solid form in bulk. 
-  Compulsory pilotage is also demanded for vessels with a maximum length of more than 

70 metres or a maximum width of more than 14 metres or a maximum authorised summer 
load draught in saline water of more than 4.5 metres when operating in Finnish territorial 
waters 

 
The information of all compulsory pilotage in VTS Finland is presented in FTA (2016) 

Req./G3/3 During wintertime, VTS centres should be aware about the type of vessel entering the 
areas and support the work of icebreaker with e.g. inform the vessel about its 
restrictions and providing the contact information of the icebreaker coordinator. 

Assn./G3/3.1 This requirement follows the assumption that in a complex winters icebreakers can be 
very busy and cannot monitor all the vessel entering in the area. So, VTS centres can 
support in the monitoring and organizing the vessel traffic. 

Req./G3/4 During wintertime, meeting and overtaking is more common (e.g. in opened path 
channels in the ice). Moreover, distances between vessels are typically closer than in 
open water. VTS centres should closely monitor and support these operations. 

Assn./G3/4.1 This assumption is limited to a context where the mentioned operations heavily 
depend on the circumstances (ice conditions) and the master’s expertise. In this 
situation a VTS operator is limited to monitor the operations and provide information 
about changes in the operative context (e.g. ice and weather conditions and traffic 
development).  
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4.3.7 Connection between the System-level requirements and identified hazards 

The generated requirements have to be linked to the detected hazards. The created links provide traceability 

from requirements to actual implementation, this enables assisting in the review of activities and designing 

rationale information into the specification. So, when this information has to be updated or extended, the 

complete process can be executed by following the link and analysing the design decisions through the entire 

system. Table 14 presents the link between the detected requirements and assumptions and the detected 

hazards. 

Table 14. Link between the detected requirements and assumptions and the detected hazards. 

Requirement/ 
Assumptions 

Hazard 

Req./G1/1 ABC*; E.1; F.1; G.1; H.1; I1; J1; K1* 

Assn./G1/1.1 ABC*; I.1; K.1* 

Assn./G1/1.2 ABC*; I.1; K.1* 

Assn./G1/1.2.1 ABC*; I.1; K.1* 

Assn./G1/1.3 ABC*; I.1; J.1; K.1* 

Assn./G1/1.3.1 ABC*; I.1; K.1* 

Assn./G1/1.3.2 ABC*; I.1; J.1; K.1* 

Assn./G1/1.4 ABC*; E.1; F.1; G.1; H.1; I1; J1; K1* 

Req./G1/2 ABC*; D1; D2; D.3; D4; D8; G1; K.1* 

Assn./G1/2.1 ABC* (B.1; C.1; C.2; C.4) D1; D2; D.3; D4; D8; K.1* 

Req./G1/3 ABC*; D1-D4; D8; K.1* 

Assn./G1/3.1 ABC* (A1; B.1; C.1-C.4) D1-D4; D8; K.1* 

Assn./G1/3.2 ABC* (A1; B.1; C.1-C.4) (D1-D4; D8); K.1* 

Assn./G1/3.3 ABC* (A1; B.1; C.1-C.4) (D1; D2; D8); K.1* 

Req./G2/1 ABC*; E.1; E.2; H.1; K.1* 

Assn./G2/1.1 ABC*; E.1; E.2; H.1; K.1* 

Assn./G2/1.1.1 ABC*; E.1; E.2; H.1; K.1* 

Req./G2/2 ABC*; D.1-D.3; D.8; G.1; F.1; K.1* 

Assn./G2/2.1 ABC*; D.1; D.2; D.3; D.8; G.1; F.1; K.1* 

Req./G2/3 ABC*; D.1-D.4; D.8; K.1* 

Assn./G2/3.1 ABC*; D.1-D.4; D.8; K.1* 

Req./G2/4 ABC*; D.1-D.4; D.7; D.8; K.1* 

Assn./G2/4.1 ABC*; D.1-D.4; D.7; D.8; K.1* 

Assn./G2/4.2 ABC*; D.1-D.4; D.7; D.8; K.1* 

Req./G2/5 ABC*; E.1; D.1-D.4; D.8; H.1; K.1* 

Assn./G2/5.1 ABC* (C.3; C.4); E.1; D.8; H.1; K.1* 

Req./G2/6 ABC*; D.1; D.2; D.4; D.7; D.8; G.1; K.1* 

Assn./G2/5.1 ABC* (B.1; C.3; C.4); D.1; D.2; D.4; D.7; D.8; G.1; K.1* 

Req./G3/1 ABC*; D.1-D.4; D.8; E.1; E.2; F.1; G.1; H.1; K.1* 

Assn./G3/1.1 ABC*; D.1-D.4; D.8; E.1; E.2; F.1; G.1; H.1; K.1* 

Assn./G3/1.1.1 ABC* (B.1; C.3; C.4); D.1-D.4; D.8; E.1; E.2; F.1; G.1; 
H.1; K.1* 

Req./G3/2 ABC*; D.2; D.4; D.5; D.8; F.1; G.1; K.1* 

Assn./G3/2.1 ABC*; D.2; D.4; D.5; D.8; F.1; G.1; K.1* 

Assn./G3/2.1.1 ABC* (B.1; C.3; C.4); D.2; D.4; D.5; D.8; F.1; G.1; K.1* 

Req./G3/3 ABC*; D.1-D.4; D.7; D.8; G.1; K.1* 

Assn./G3/3.1 ABC* (B.1; C.3; C.4); D.1-D.4; D.7; D.8; G.1; K.1* 

Req./G3/4 ABC*; D.1-D.4; D.7; D.8; G.1; K.1* 

Assn./G3/4.1 ABC* (B.1; C.3; C.4); D.1-D.4; D.7; D.8; G.1; K.1* 
* These hazards affect the complete function of VTS centres. Thus, preventions and elimination of these hazards is essential for the function of the VTS 

Finland safety system  
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4.3.8 Identification of high-level design and safety constraints  

Design constraints are restrictions on the way the system can achieve its purpose. For this, it is essential to 

evaluate and clarify the trade-offs among alternative designs, separating these two types of intent information 

(goals and design constraints). In a safety critical system such as VTS safety system, these constraints have to be 

classified between safety related and not safety related. Table 15 presents some examples of the created two 

mentioned constraints linked to the system level requirements, the environmental assumptions and 

subsequently to the detected hazards. 

Table 15. Identified safety constraints for the identified system level requirements and environmental 

assumptions.  

Hazard EA Requirements Constraint (Safety “SC” and none safety related “C”) 

A.1 EA/A.1/1. All SC 1. The maintenance programme is reviewed (with a detailed process 

of review) every time period 
- SC 1.1. This review is focused on evaluating the conditions of the 

operating electrical grids, seeking for preventing failures and 
making improvements on it. 

EA/A.1/2. C 1. A check-list is implemented to evaluate the quality of the 
maintenance provision. 

EA/A.1/3. C 2. The material used in installations covers a certain degree of quality 
which is evaluated by the responsible of the installation. 

EA/A.1/4. SC 2. The delegation of service provision (in case of emergency) to 
another VTS centre follows an established process which is evaluated 

every time period 
- SC 2.1. The process focuses on achieving an efficient delegation of 

the service. This include 3 particular aspects:  
a) exchanging all needed information with the other centres 
b) maintaining information with all relevant stakeholders about 

the service delegation  
c) keeping in contact with some responsible of the centre 

delegating its services.  

C.1-3 EA/C.1-3/1 All SC 3. The maintenance programme is reviewed (with a detailed process 

of review) every time period 
- SC 3.1. The reviewed focuses on evaluating the functioning of the 

implemented equipment, correct detected gaps of this functioning, 
and update and improved the equipment. 

EA/C.1-3/2 C 3. A check-list is implemented to evaluate the quality of the 
maintenance provision. 

EA/C.1-3/3 C 4. The checklist is based on a standardized process which covers the 
testing of the reliability and efficient function of the implemented 
equipment. 

EA/C.1-3/4 C 5. Training on using the equipment properly is provided at the 
beginning of the supervisor’s recruitment, this includes theoretical 
training and actual in-house practical training. Moreover, supervisors 
and operators are constantly trained in simulated environments. These 
trainings cover the demands in IALA guidelines and recommendations.  

D.1-2 EA/D.1-2/1 Req./G1/2 
Req./G1/3 
Req./G2/2 
Req./G2/3 
Req./G2/4 

SC 4. VTS Finland makes periodical transmissions every period of time with 
updates about weather conditions, traffic conditions and extraordinary 
events occurring in the monitored areas. 

EA/D.1-2/2 SC 5. The operators are trained to be efficient when providing 
information, navigational assistance, organization of traffic and 
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Req./G2/6 
Req./G3/1 
Req./G3/2 
Req./G3/3 

interventions. Demanded basic training by IALA is provided to operators 
and supervisors. The training is strengthened by having exercises in 
simulated environments which are evaluated by training experts. 

EA/D.1-2/3 SC 6. The IALA guidelines and recommendations are implemented in the 
functioning of all the VTS centres. These are applied and adapted to the 
need of the maritime traffic in Finnish sea areas. This includes: 
- SC 6.1. Adaptation of the IALA demands to the traffic characteristics 

of Finnish sea areas (ship traffic and navigational context) including: 
Acquisition of the most appropriate technology to provide VTS 
services all year around (including winter ice navigation). 
Connection and cooperation with all relevant stakeholders in the 
service provision (ships, pilots, icebreakers, authorities, etc.) 
The safety and business strategy targets stated by VTS Finland and 
Finnish maritime authorities 

EA/D.1-2/4 SC 7. VTS operators and supervisors are trained to make an efficient 
implementation of the demands in IALA guidelines and 
recommendations. The training is extended by having also training and 
expertise in the context and aspects listed in SC 6.1. 

E.2  EA/E.2/1 Req./G2/1 
Req./G2/5 
Req./G3/1 

SC 8. Traffic Separation Schemes (TSS) are established within the VTS 
Archipelago which has particular navigational context which make 
navigational operations more challenging and demand having extra 
precautions to prevent accidents and protect a unique environment. 
TSS aims to control distances between vessels and restrict navigation to 
certain areas. 

 EA/E.2/2 SC 9. For controlling the navigational traffic and the TSS, VTS centres and 
their monitoring system implements a collision alarm which works 
based on the ships courses and speeds. The reporting after a generated 
collision alarm works as follow: 
- Check the navigational area where the collision alarm is detected 

(the alarms function between Swedish and Finnish sea areas) 
- Follow the immediate actions (executed by the vessels involved) to 

change their course and avoid collision 
- If there is no immediate action, the VTS operator has to contact the 

vessels and inform about the risk 
- Follow the actions executed by the vessels to eliminate the risk 
- If the alarm was registered in Finnish sea areas, VTS 

operator/supervisor has to make an official report about the event. 
This reports follows the instructions given in a standardized 
process.  

 EA/E.2/3 SC 10. All VTS operators received training in simulated environments 
were anomalies and deviations occurred in common navigational traffic, 
including violations of the TSS. The analysis of the training exercises 
between trainers and trainees provides aspects to be corrected and 
improved.  

 EA/E.2/4 SC 11. The process for removing the TSS during winter time demands a 
close monitoring of the traffic operation in order to control the traffic 
and assist immediately when demanded. This includes active 
cooperation with e.g. icebreakers and pilots. 

G.1 EA/G.1/1 Req./G1/1 
Req./G2/6 
Req./G3/1 
Req./G3/2 

SC 12. The waypoints (WPs) during winter navigation have proven to be 
very effective for ensuring the flow and safety of ship during navigation 
in ice conditions. The setting of WPs is entirely the responsibility of the 
icebreakers (icebreaker coordinator), the WPs are essential to also 
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Req./G3/3 
 

programme the assistance operations on-site. Thus, VTS operators 
provide support on: 
- Suggesting to vessels entering in the area to follow the WPs  
- Monitoring the traffic operations between the WPs 
- Immediately assisting when vessels or icebreakers demand it.    

EA/G.1/2 SC 13. This process links the services provided by VTS with the winter 
traffic restrictions, ice-class rules and icebreaking services. This is 
necessary in order to clearly identify and understand the role of VTS 
during winter navigation.  

EA/G.1/3  SC 14. VTS arrangements during winter navigation include: 
- SC 14.1. Winter traffic restrictions 
- SC 14.2. Implementation and use of the WPs 
- SC 14.3. The use (remove) of the TSS 
- SC 14.4 The agreement of the use of tug boats 
- SC 14.5. Icebreaking services 

 Icebreakers 

 Icebreaking in ports 

 Opening channel paths in coastal areas 

EA/G.1/4 SC 15. Any related information which can be used to support and assess 
the operations of winter navigation has to be submitted in the IB 
system. This including: 
- Weather and ice reports, including any extraordinary event or 

condition detected in the VTS centres 
- Accidents, incidents and near misses detected during the 

monitoring of operations 
- Incidents and events reported by vessels to the VTS centres 

EA/G.1/5 SC 16. This particular process may clearly specify the type of 
cooperation and support provided by VTS to the icebreakers. Thus 
including: 
- Support in monitoring of the traffic and operations 
- Support in assisting the vessels (e.g. by recommending the WPs) 
- Support on reporting emergencies on-board 
- Support in reporting anomalies detected in the VTS centres 

EA/G.1/6 SC 17. This is similar report to the one presented in SC 4, it has to be 
extended and include additional information regarding ice and exclusive 
conditions of wintertime navigation. 

EA/G.1/7 SC 18. VTS operators are trained to perform their duties during 
navigation in ice conditions. The training includes: 
- SC 18.1 Monitoring of the vessels traffic and development of ice 

and weather conditions. 
- SC 18.2 Detecting risk during winter navigation and providing 

assistance to perform operations during this season. 
- SC 18.3 Coordination and support to icebreaker operations  
- SC 18.4 Coordination and support during pilot operations 

EA/G.1/8 SC 19. Developing meetings with relevant winter navigation 
stakeholders. During this meeting important aspects are evaluated and 
discussed: 
- The support from VTS in the monitoring of the operations 
- The support from VTS in the assistance of traffic 
- The support in the events reported on-board vessels 
- The support from VTS during emergency situations 
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4.4. Elaborating the initial system design and analysis: Level 2 

4.4.1 Initial elements for the system design analysis 

This section describes the system design features which are recommended to implement the basic requirements 

and constraints identified in Level 1. These are the basic system design, scientific and engineering principles 

needed to achieve the behaviour specified in Level 1. For this, each requirement is described in the form it has 

to be executed. First, describing the external interface used for accomplishing the requirement purpose, this also 

includes identification of the organizations affected by the requirement (including the indirect ones). Then, a 

description of the actual controls and displays used in the execution of the requirements is also represented. 

Table 16 elaborates a brief description of the elements mentioned in the description of Level 2 for each detected 

system level requirement, this table also presents the connection with the presented safety constrains in Table 

15. 

Table 16. System level requirements represented in the elements for system design and analysis. 

Req./G1/1. 15 minutes before entering a VTS area, vessels must provide its basic information (vessel name, location, destination, 
intended route and vessel general condition) to VTS centre. 
External interface Radio (or other mean of communication) between VTS centre and vessel, and monitoring of the traffic 

conditions using AIS data or radar. 
Indirect connection with other interface such as: pilots, icebreakers, SAR services, shipping company, 
inspectors, other organisations affected by the vessel logistics chain 
This represents the common boundary or interconnection between systems, equipment, concepts, or human beings. 

Controls and displays Monitoring systems (AIS monitoring), screams for display of the information, and a VTS operator 
monitoring of the traffic conditions. 

Logic principles The displays screams present the traffic conditions of the area. This includes the vessels approaching 
to the VTS areas. So, vessels are obligated to report 15 minutes before entering a VTS area and this is 
controlled by a VTS operator which is aware (by monitoring the displays) of the traffic conditions. 

Safety constraints involved SC 1; SC 2; SC 3; SC 4; SC 12; SC 13; SC 14; SC 15; SC 16; SC 17; SC 18; SC 19 
Req./G1/2. A traceable route is generated in the VTS traffic monitoring system to all the vessels entering a VTS area. 

External interface The route generated in the monitoring system is based on AIS data or radar. Radio is commonly the 
communication mean used between VTS centres and vessels. 
Indirect connection with other interface such as: pilots, icebreakers, SAR services, shipping company, 
inspectors, other organisations affected by the vessel logistics chain 

Controls and displays Monitoring systems (AIS monitoring), screams for displaying information, and a VTS operator 
monitoring the traffic conditions. 

Logic principles The displays present the traffic conditions in the area and also the intended route of each vessel. This 
are permanently monitored and controlled by VTS operators. 

Safety constraints involved SC 1; SC 2; SC 3; SC 4; SC 5; SC 6; SC 7; SC 12; SC 13; SC 14; SC 15; SC 16; SC 17; SC 18; SC 19 

Req./G1/3. Once the vessel route is known, VTS operators must inform about warnings, traffic and weather conditions, and 
extraordinary events (e.g. accidents in the area). 

External interface Radio is commonly the communication mean used between VTS centres and vessels. Thus, 
communication and information about warnings, traffic and weather conditions and any other 
extraordinary events is done via this mean. However, in the case that radio communication is not 
possible, another alternative has to be used (e.g. phone). 
Indirect connection with other interface such as: pilots, icebreakers, SAR services, shipping company, 
inspectors, other organisations affected by the vessel logistics chain 

Controls and displays Weather information and traffic conditions are displayed in the VTS monitoring system. Warning are 
reported and informed via radio, phone and/ or email. 

Logic principles The VTS operator is aware about the navigational conditions in the area, and he/she has the 
responsibility to communicate (via radio, phone, etc.) this information to other vessels which can be 
potentially affected. 

Safety constraints involved SC 1; SC 2; SC 3; SC 4; SC 5; SC 6; SC 7; SC 12; SC 13; SC 14; SC 15; SC 16; SC 17; SC 18; SC 19 

Req./G2/1. Vessels navigating within a speed restricted area must respect the speed limits and keep their speeds within the established 
range. 
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External interface The VTS monitoring system registering the vessel speeds and radio to keep communication between 
VTS operators and vessels 

Controls and displays Speeds are represented in the VTS monitoring systems. Interventions are done via radio (or by phone) 
to inform those vessels which are not respecting the established limits.  

Logic principles Speeds are registered by the uses of AIS data, these are represented in the monitoring implemented in 
VTS centres. The displays represent this information and the VTS operators monitor and control the 
speed of vessels in restricted areas. 

Safety constraints involved SC 1; SC 2; SC 3; SC 4; SC 5; SC 6; SC 7; SC 8; SC 9; SC 10; SC 11 

Req./G2/2. A vessel approaching to a point of contingency must be informed about the situation and recommendations (guidance) 
should be provided. 

External interface Radio is the most common mean used to inform about contingencies in the route of a vessels. In case 
communication by radio is not possible, other alternatives have to be used. 
Indirect connection with other interface such as: pilots, icebreakers, SAR services, shipping company, 
inspectors, and other organisations affected by the vessel logistics chain. 

Controls and displays Contingency areas reported by radio to VTS operators. This supports the marking and displaying of the 
areas of contingency within the VTS monitoring system. 

Logic principles Once contingencies are reported, marked and displayed in the VTS monitoring system, VTS operators 
inform to other vessels approaching to the area about the potential risk and provide recommendations 
about how to proceed.  

Safety constraints involved SC 1; SC 2; SC 3; SC 4; SC 5; SC 6; SC 7; SC 12; SC 13; SC 14; SC 15; SC 16; SC 17; SC 18; SC 19 

Req./G2/3. Vessels in route of collision (detected with the use of the collision alarm in the VTS centre) must be contacted and informed 
about the risk. 

External interface Possible collisions are detected in the VTS monitoring system. Informing the vessels about this risk is 
done via radio communication or other mean. 
Indirect connection with other interface such as: pilots, icebreakers, SAR services, shipping company, 
inspectors, and other organisations affected by the vessel logistics chain. 

Controls and displays The collision alarm is registered and displayed in the VTS monitoring system. The VTS operators have 
to monitor the alarm and act if necessary. 

Logic principles A collision alarm is generated in the VTS monitoring system when two or more vessels are in routes and 
speeds that, if these continue as registered, a collision may occur. Once the alarm pop-up in the system, 
the VTS operator has to initially make a close monitoring of the vessels in the risk of collision to see if 
they correct either course or speeds. If they do not promptly correct these, the VTS operator has to 
contact the vessels and inform about the risk. This including (if possible) some alternatives to eliminate 
the risk. It is important to notice that the alarm rises well in advance, this means vessels have plenty of 
time to correct course and speed. The VTS operator has certain margin of time to see vessels actions to 
eliminate the risk, and to subsequently intervene (if necessary). As the alarm system works for Swedish 
and Finnish area, VTS centres in Finland and Sweden received the alarm. So, in case the alarm is 
registered within Finnish sea areas, the VTS operators have to make a report about the event. 

Safety constraints involved SC 1; SC 2; SC 3; SC 4; SC 5; SC 6; SC 7 

Req./G2/4. Vessels in convoys or escorted without the assistance of an icebreaker should be closely monitored in the VTS centres, and 
detected deviations must be reported to the icebreaker responsible for the area. 

External interface The monitoring is done via the VTS monitoring system. Communication with the vessels is done via 
radio or other mean (e.g. phone). Exchange of information with icebreakers can be done also via radio. 
However, events like this have to be also reported in the IB system which informs icebreakers about 
the event. 

Controls and displays VTS monitoring system register this operation. However, the function of the system works differently 
during winter time as TSS and collision alarms are set with different parameters during winter 
navigation operations. Anyhow, the displays show the actual distance between vessels and the speeds 
in which these are travelling. 

Logic principles The monitoring of the traffic during winter navigation in VTS is different than during open water season. 
Close distance and high speeds are allowed and also demanded to execute operations in ice conditions. 
Therefore, VTS is limited to monitor the operations and to be ready to provide any require information 
when demanded. Anyhow, icebreakers are the main actor coordinating and monitoring the operations. 

Safety constraints involved SC 1; SC 2; SC 3; SC 4; SC 5; SC 6; SC 7; SC 12; SC 13; SC 14; SC 15; SC 16; SC 17; SC 18; SC 19 

Req./G2/5. Vessels navigating in a route where a possible grounding could occur must be contacted and informed about the risk. 

External interface The monitoring is done via the VTS monitoring system and communication about the potential risk of 
grounding is done via radio or other mean (e.g. phone). 
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Controls and displays VTS monitoring systems has registered the areas where vessels (with certain draughts) have the risk of 
suffering a grounding. So, this support the monitoring by VTS operators to detect and alert about the 
risk. 

Logic principles A VTS operator can monitor the route and speeds of a vessel in the VTS monitoring system. So, the VTS 
can detect, with support from the system, about those vessels entering in area where a grounding may 
occur. Therefore, accurate information about the vessel characteristics is extremely important, this 
supports the function of the system and the monitoring by the VTS operators. Weather and other 
navigational conditions are also extremely important information which has to be considered when 
making the risk of grounding estimation. 

Safety constraints involved SC 1; SC 2; SC 3; SC 4; SC 5; SC 6; SC 7 

Req./G2/6. Vessels navigating in a route where complex ice conditions can be foreseen must be informed about this situation and re-
recommend the following of the waypoints. 

External interface VTS monitoring system also contains information about weather and ice conditions during winter time. 
Information to the vessels approaching the area is done via radio and also via weather and ice reports 
generated FMI (Finland) and SMHI (Sweden).  

Controls and displays Ice conditions are also displayed in the VTS monitoring system. Including the established way points 
(WPs) established by the icebreaker coordinator. VTS shares weather and ice conditions with 
icebreakers. VTS operators monitor the development of navigation. 

Logic principles The icebreaker coordinator set several waypoints (WPs) in Finnish sea areas depending on: the ice 
conditions registered, opened path channels in the ice, ice movements and weather conditions. Thus, 
it is highly recommended that vessels follow the WPs. This is also important to receive icebreaker 
assistance on-site (if necessary) as icebreakers give no priority to those vessels which are not following 
the WPs. VTS operators may contact those vessels and suggest the following the WPs and similarly 
inform to icebreaker about the situation. 

Safety constraints involved SC 1; SC 2; SC 3; SC 4; SC 5; SC 6; SC 7; SC 12; SC 13; SC 14; SC 15; SC 16; SC 17; SC 18; SC 19 

Req./G3/1. Vessels must be informed of places and/or circumstances during navigation where/when meeting and overtaking is 
prohibited 

External interface The restrictions of certain VTS areas and certain navigational scenarios are well established in the VTS 
guidelines available on-line and printed versions, see e.g. VTS operator’s manuals (FTA, 2016). 
Moreover, the VTS monitoring system has also registered areas where e.g. meeting and overtaking is 
not allowed. 

Controls and displays The VTS monitoring systems incorporates and displays with accuracy those areas and circumstances 
where navigational restrictions are set up. Radio communication is used to contact to those vessels 
which are violating the restrictions.  

Logic principles Vessels and their crew (Master) know in advance about areas with navigational restrictions. Thus, VTS 
operator have to monitor, with support from the VTS monitoring system, that vessels are respecting 
these restrictions. Moreover, operators have to evaluate and prevent well in advance the execution of 
these meetings and overtaking by informing the vessels (via radio or other mean) about the restrictions. 

Safety constraints involved SC 1; SC 2; SC 3; SC 4; SC 5; SC 6; SC 7; SC 8; SC 9; SC 10; SC 11; SC 12; SC 13; SC 14; SC 15; SC 16; SC 17; 
SC 18; SC 19 

Req./G3/2. For certain vessels and in certain navigational circumstances pilotage is compulsory. VTS operators must inform both the 
vessel and pilots. 

External interface VTS monitoring system supports the estimation of times where pilotage will be needed. Communication 
between VTS centres, vessel and pilotage services is done via radio. 

Controls and displays Pilotage operations have to be monitored in the VTS centres, this can be done via the VTS monitoring 
system. Radio communication is essential to have efficient communication and coordination of the 
operations between VTS centre, Pilotage services and the vessel. 

Logic principles Compulsory pilotage is demanded for certain vessels and vessels with certain length and draught. Thus, 
coordination between VTS centres and the vessel is essential to estimate when the service will be 
required. This coordination is essential to keep an efficient ship navigation flow vessel navigational flow. 
VTS operators arrange the provision of services and also monitored the development of the operations. 

Safety constraints involved SC 1; SC 2; SC 3; SC 4; SC 5; SC 6; SC 7; SC 12; SC 13; SC 14; SC 15; SC 16; SC 17; SC 18; SC 19 

Req./G3/3. During wintertime, VTS centres should be aware about the type of vessel entering the areas and support the work of 
icebreaker with e.g. inform the vessel about its restrictions and providing the contact information of the icebreaker coordinator. 

External interface The ice-classes of the vessels are specified in the Finnish-Swedish ice class rules (FTSA, 2010). The 
function of this depends on the ice conditions in the area. The Finnish Transport Agency 
(Liikennevirasto) set the traffic restrictions. These restrictions are also marked within the VTS 
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monitoring system. Icebreaker coordinate the navigational and assistance operation in ice conditions. 
VTS centres support the operations during winter navigation. 

Controls and displays Traffic restrictions are informed well in advance to those vessels attempting to navigate in Finnish sea 
areas, this is done via ice reports, ice information on-line and/or e.g. in the IB system. VTS monitoring 
system displays the areas and the types of vessel allowed to navigate in those areas. Communication 
and coordination between VTS centres, vessels and icebreakers are done via IB system and radio. VTS 
operators monitor and support during the development of winter navigation operations.  

Logic principles Vessels attempting to navigate in Finnish sea areas when these are covered by ice must fulfil the traffic 
restrictions. The proceed of a vessel continues by informing a VTS centre 15 minutes before entering 
certain area. Moreover, this information has to be also provided to the IB system, so that the icebreaker 
coordinator is also aware of it. Coordination and development of the operations are based on the 
established by the icebreaker coordinator (e.g. following the WPs). Other assistance operation can be 
arranged between the icebreaker and the VTS centres. While the proceeding of a vessel in ice conditions 
mainly obeys the determined by the icebreakers, VTS operators have to monitor the operations and 
provide information when demanded. Thus, VTs operator supports navigation in ice conditions by 
monitoring and guiding the course of vessels navigating independently. VTs should inform about any 
extraordinary event which requires the attention and support by icebreakers. Moreover, VTS have to 
share/provide any information which can support the icebreaker operations.  

Safety constraints involved SC 1; SC 2; SC 3; SC 4; SC 5; SC 6; SC 7; SC 8; SC 9; SC 10; SC 11; SC 12; SC 13; SC 14; SC 15; SC 16; SC 17; 
SC 18; SC 19 

Req./G3/4. During wintertime, meeting and overtaking is more common (e.g. in opened path channels in the ice). Moreover, distances 
between vessels are typically closer than in open water. VTS centres should closely monitor and support these operations. 

External interface The monitoring of the operations is done via the VTS monitoring system. Communication and support 
to vessels is mainly done by radio. 

Controls and displays The operations in sea ice conditions are displayed with support from the VTS monitoring system, the 
system display the movement and complete development of the operations and the actual context 
(weather and ice conditions) in which these are occurring. VTS operators monitor the operations and 
support when demanded. 

Logic principles VTS operators monitor the development of the operations during winter navigation, they also know 
about the actual conditions in which these operations are occurring. So, it is important that operators 
have a close monitoring of the operations in e.g. ice channels or difficult ice conditions because these 
normally occur using very close distance between vessels and full engine power. Basically, winter 
navigation demand VTS operators to be always prepared and react as efficient as possible.  
Time is also extremely important during the execution of operations. 

Safety constraints involved SC 1; SC 2; SC 3; SC 4; SC 5; SC 6; SC 7; SC 12; SC 13; SC 14; SC 15; SC 16; SC 17; SC 18; SC 19 

 

4.4.2 Validation and Hazard analysis using STPA 

In this section, the System- Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) is used to systemically integrate and represent the 

validation and hazard analysis of the function of the requirements in the safety specification. For this, STPA is 

applied for analysing potential threats and hazards already identified in the preliminary hazard analysis 

performed in Step one. The aim is to completely identify accident scenarios that consider the entire accident 

process. The application of the STPA in this section is used to refine the requirements and safety constraints of 

the VTS Finland safety specification. 

For this STPA includes two step: 

1. Identify the potential for inadequate controls of the system that could lead to hazardous state 

2. Determine how each potentially hazardous control action identified in step 1 could occur  

Table 17 presents examples of the application of the STPA for the identified accident scenarios in the preliminary 

risk analysis. The idea is to exemplify the utilization of the STPA to perform an analysis of a detected hazard and 

the validation and redefined of the selected safety constraints. 
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Table 17. Examples of the application of the STPA for elaborating an analysis of the detected hazards and the 

safety constraints (this linked to the examples presented in the preliminary hazard analysis in Section 4.3.3) 

Identified hazard 

A.1 Electrical equipment (internal electrical grid) without proper maintenance 

Safety Constraint 

SC 1. The maintenance programme is reviewed (with a detailed process of review) every time period 

Control structure 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Detecting potentially Unsafe Controlled Actions (UCAs) 

UCA 1. The periods of application of maintenance programme are somehow between long intervals that compromise the 
functional efficiency of the electric components. 
UCA 2. The maintenance programme does not utilize enough time to review the key elements of the electric components. 
UCA 3. The maintenance programme does not include the review of how operators are actually making use of the electric 
components, including how they are educated to make an efficient use of it. 
UCA 4. The demands and requirements of the VTS monitoring system are not considered in the maintenance programme 
UCA 5. The maintenance programme does not consider the analysis of the degradation of materials due to e.g. weather 
conditions, high voltage, etc. 
UCA 6. The VTS authority is not analysing the quality and efficiency of the implementation of the maintenance programme 
provided by an outsourced organization. 

Redefine the safety constraint 

SC 1. The maintenance programme is reviewed (with a detailed process of review) every time period. This review is 
focused on evaluating the conditions of the operating electrical grids, seeking for preventing failures and making 
improvements on it. The review has to include the handling of the UCAs detected: 
- SC 1.1. The intervals of the application of the maintenance programme are validated with short check periods where 

the functionality of the system is tested. This is performed by the VTS supervisor. 
- SC 1.2 The time utilized to execute the maintenance programme ensures the functionality of the equipment and the 

efficient interaction with all relevant systems of the VTS center, including the monitoring system and other electric 
powered hardware (e.g. radio, telephone, radars, printers, etc.) 

- SC 1.3 The review of the programme test the usability of the equipment. It also educates personnel about how to 
make an appropriate use of the equipment. 

- SC 1.4 The review of the programme considers the demands coming from other key systems and devices needed for 
the provision of VTS. Particularly, it focuses on ensuring that failures that compromise the operation of e.g. the 
monitoring system, radars, and communication equipment will not occur. 

- SC 1.5 The review of the programme includes checking of warranties of the installed and used materials 
- SC 1.6 VTS reviews the accreditations of the service provided in order to know the scope of the contracted service 

and its influence in the functionality of the equipment.  

 

VTS authority 

VTS Centre 

Maintenance programme 

Operator Monitoring system 

Electric components (cabling, switches, sockets and 

others) 

Program input External factors Outside provider 
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Identified hazard 

D.2 VTS provide inappropriate navigational assistance (guidance) to the vessel(s) in the area. 
Safety Constraint 

SC 5. The operators are trained to be efficient when providing information, navigational assistance, organization of traffic 
and interventions. Demanded basic training by IALA is provided to operators and supervisors. The training is strengthened 
by having exercises in simulated environments which are evaluated by training experts. 

Control structure 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Detecting potentially Unsafe Controlled Actions (UCAs) 

UCA 1. The training provided to VTS personnel does not consider the demands and guidelines of the existing normative.  
UCA 2. The training provided does not match the needs and common characteristics of an actual service provision. 
UCA 3. The training does not efficiently consider the actual scope and limitations on the provision of information by VTS. 
UCA 4. The training does not consider the limitations on the practical exchange of information with vessels in the traffic. 
UCA 5. The training does not efficiently consider the common input form relevant information systems such as pilots, 
icebreakers, SAR services, tugs, weather information services and also technology providers.  
UCA 6. An external training provider lacks of understanding of the actual context of application and the actual skills to be 
trained. 
UCA 7. The methodology tools and technology implemented by the external training providers do not match the needs 
of the actual demands in the reality. 
UCA 8. VTS does not make complete evaluation of the actual competence of the hired training provider and it does not 
review the quality and efficiency of the training received.  

Redefine the safety constraint 

SC 5. The operators are trained to be efficient when providing information, navigational assistance, organization of traffic 
and interventions.  
- SC 5.1 Demanded basic training by relevant IMO regulations (e.g. SCTW) and IALA guidelines are included in the 

provided training. 
- SC 5.2 The training provided efficiently considers the actual context utilized in the provision of information 
- SC 5.3 The training programme efficiently covers the specifications of the actual scope and limitation in the provision 

of information by VTS Finland. 
- SC 5.4 Trainers should be aware and incorporates the characteristics of the actual exchange of information between 

VTS centres and vessels, including the understanding of the common conflicts during communication.   
- SC 5.5 The provided training understands and incorporate the input from the different roles of relevant stakeholders 

connected to the function of VTS. 
- SC 5.6 The external training provider has to be accredited and must prove the understanding of the actual needs and 

common lacks on the provision of VTS. For this, VTS is responsible for communicating and ensure that these aspects 
are included in the service provided by the outsourced entity. 

- SC 5.7 The provision of training is supported by having exercises in realistic simulated environments which are 
evaluated by the responsible of training provision in VTS Finland. 

VTS authority 

VTS Centre 

VTS personnel training programme 

VTS operators and supervisors 

IALA Guidelines IMO regulatory demands 

External training 

provider 

VTS Information provision 

Other input 

Information systems 
Vessel 

information  
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- SC 5.8 VTS Finland has to perform a review process of the efficiency and quality content of the external training 
provider.  

 

Identified hazard 

E.2 Violation of the traffic separation schemes (TSS) 

Safety Constraints 

SC 8. Traffic Separation Schemes (TSS) are established within the VTS Archipelago which has particular navigational 
context which make navigational operations more challenging and demand having extra precautions to prevent accidents 
and protect a unique environment. TSS aim to control distances between vessels and restrict navigation to certain areas. 
SC 9. For controlling the navigational traffic and the TSS, VTS centres and their monitoring system implements a collision 
alarm which works based on the ships courses and speeds. 
SC 10. All VTS operators received training in simulated environments were anomalies and deviations occurred in common 
navigational traffic, including violations of the TSS. 
SC 11. The process for removing the TSS during winter time demands a close monitoring of the traffic operation in order 
to control the traffic and assist immediately when demanded. This including active cooperation with e.g. icebreakers and 
pilots. 

Control structure 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Detecting potentially Unsafe Controlled Actions (UCAs) 

UCA 1 (SC 8). The demands of the navigation in archipelago and function of TSS are not clearly contained in documented 
process or instructions. 
UCA 2 (SC 8). The demands and restrictions of the navigation in archipelago are not updated to the current demands in 
the area. 
UCA 3 (SC 9). The function of the TSS (the parameters to detect possible collisions) is not entirely understood by VTS 
personnel.  
UCA 4 (SC 9). There is not a uniform process to proceed once a TSS violation is detected. 
UCA 5 (SC 9). In the connection between the TSS violations and the collision alarm there is not a process to review the 
parameters of the TSS and the alarm function to know if either the TSS or the alarm have efficient parameters of time 
(e.g. for VTS operators to react on time). This linked to demands in regulations. 
UCA 6 (SC 10). The VTS operators does not receive training for reacting in case of a TSS violation or collision alarm. 
UCA 7 (SC 10). In case of an external training provider, the provider does not understand the function of TSS or the 
collision alarm. 
UCA 8 (SC 10). The VTS operators does not receive training to execute their tasks when the TSS are removed during winter 
navigation (ice conditions). 

VTS authority 

VTS Centre 

IALA Guidelines IMO regulations (e.g. COLREG) 

TSS 

Collision alarm 

Operator Monitoring system 

Vessel and its 

information 
Restricted areas Training  

Remove of the TSS  
Winter Navigation Control 

Structure 
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UCA 9 (SC 11). There is not a process which describe the actions and proceeding during wintertime when TSS are removed. 
UCA 10 (SC 11). There is not a process which describe the actions and proceeding during wintertime for defining the 
actual function of the collision alarm during that time. 

Redefine the safety constraint 

SC 8. Traffic Separation Schemes (TSS) are established within the VTS Archipelago which has particular navigational 
context which make navigational operations more challenging and demand having extra precautions to prevent accidents 
and protect a unique environment. TSS aim to control distances between vessels and restrict navigation to certain areas. 
- SC 8.1 There is process with describes the function of the TSS in the different context of application within VTS Finland 
- SC 8.2 There is process to review and periodically update the efficiency of the function of TSS 
SC 9. For controlling the navigational traffic and the TSS, VTS centres and their monitoring system implements a collision 
alarm which works based on the ships courses and speeds. 
- SC 9.1 There is a standardized process to react once TSS violations have been detected 
- SC 9.2 The function of the collision alarm and its connection with the TSS is clearly represented in documented 

process. 
- SC 9.3 There is a documented process to review and update the parameters of the TSS and collision alarm 
SC 10. All VTS operators received training in simulated environments were anomalies and deviations occurred in common 
navigational traffic, including violations of the TSS. 
- SC 10.1 The operator receives periodical training for an efficiently monitoring and managing of the TSS in the ship 

traffic, including the proceeding in case of TSS violations and collision alarms 
- SC 10.2 VTS Finland has to ensure that external training providers understand the function of TSS and the collision 

alarm. 
- SC 10.3 VTS Finland has to provide training for VTS operators which is relevant and efficient for monitoring and 

controlling the ships traffic without the function of the TSS (ship navigation in ice conditions). 
SC 11. The process for removing the TSS during winter time demands a close monitoring of the traffic operation in order 
to control the traffic and assist immediately when demanded. This including active cooperation with e.g. icebreakers and 
pilots.  
- SC 11.1 VTS Finland has to clearly define the role of the VTS centers and its personnel during wintertime navigation. 
- SC 11.2 VTS Finland clearly specifies the functionality of the collision alarm during winter navigation (document and 

inform if it is not utilized or if the parameters change) 

 

4.5. Architectural design, functional allocation and component implementation: Level 3 
This section maps the elements integrated in Levels 1 and 2 in order to create a general visualization of the 

system architecture. This supports the analysis and representation of the actual system function and enable a 

better integration of technical and non-technical aspects required for the implementation of the requirements, 

assumptions, environmental assumptions and the safety constraints. 

Figure 9 presents the general system goals of VTS Finland, the requirements of such goals, and the assumptions 

under the function of the goals. All this is entirely connected with the identified hazards in the system function. 
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Figure 9. VTS system goals, their requirements and assumptions for its function, and its connection to the identified system hazards 

Figure 10 presents examples of the environmental assumptions connected to the hazards and the safety 
constraints designated to the assumptions and the general function of the VTS system safety. 

 

Figure 11. The environmental assumptions of the VTS safety system and the safety (SC) and non-safety (C) safety related constraints. And 
its connection with the identified hazards. 

The figures are supportive to find the connection between the external interfaces described in the Level 2 and 
the actual function with the requirements, goals and environmental assumptions. For example, in the first 
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requirement (Req./G2/1) of the second VTS system goal (G2: provision of navigational assistance), the safety 
constraints involved (SC 8-11), connected with the related environmental assumptions (EA/E.2/1-4), describes 
the function of the traffic separation schemes (TSS) established within a determined VTS area. This is an attempt 
to control the distances between vessels and to ensure the safety during navigation in a complex navigational 
area. The analysis of the design of these requirements in the Level 2 makes references to all the interfaces used 
and those affected by the implementation, monitoring and controlling of the TSS. Thus, the control loop in the 
demanded requirement has connection with the exact hazard to be mitigated. Thereby, the description, 
connection and utilization of the figures can be evidenced as represented in Figure 11.  

 

Figure 11. Interconnection between the system requirements, requirement assumptions, identified hazards, the safety constraints and 
environmental assumptions involved. 

4.6. System design and physical representation: Level 4 and 5 
Review and find a way to test or validate how the physical implementation, software design, internal variables, 
and so on are limited to levels of the specification below this one. Thus, this level serves as a rugged interface 
between the system designers and the component designers and implementers (including subcontractors). For 
this, a format to assess the incorporation of the requirements, including the understanding of the assumptions, 
of the VTS safety system is utilized. Table 15 presents an example of how the VTS monitoring system is developed 
in order to cover all the requirements and need for the execution of the tasks from VTS operators, supervisors 
and other personnel. 

Table 18. Guide for assessing the provided design and implementation of the VTS Finland monitoring system 

Assessment of the design and implementation of the VTS Finland monitoring system. Aspects to evaluated and reviewed 
with the system provider. 
General review of the relevant requirements and the linked assumptions and hazards in the functioning of VTS Finland for designing 
and implementing of the monitoring system 

Requirement Assumption and hazard to be reviewed Status and status support evidence 
Req./G1/1 
Req./G1/2 
Req./G1/3 
Req./G2/1 
Req./G2/2 
Req./G2/3 
Req./G2/4 
Req./G2/5 
Req./G2/6 
Req./G3/1 
Req./G3/3 
Req./G3/4 

 

Assn./G1/1.2 
Assn./G1/1.3 
Assn./G1/2.1 
Assn./G1/3.1 
Assn./G1/3.2 
Assn./G1/3.3 
Assn./G2/1.1 
Assn./G2/2.1 
Assn./G2/3.1 
Assn./G2/4.1 
Assn./G2/4.2 
Assn./G2/5.1 
Assn./G2/6.1 
Assn./G3/1.1 
Assn./G3/3.1 
Assn./G3/4.1 

Hazards: A.1; A.3; B.1; B.2; C.1; C.2; C.4; D.1-4; 
E.1; E.2; F.1; G.1; H.1; K.1 

Are the requirements informed and detail 
explained to the provider: (Y/N) 
 
Are the assumptions and hazards explained 
and reviewed with the provider: (Y/N) 
 
Documents of reference for informing and 
reviewing of the previously mentioned: (Doc. 
Name reference) 
 
Are the requirements completed fulfilled by 
the provider: (Y/N) 
 
Exceptions: (Requirement and Doc. Name for 
the details of the causes) 
 
Are aspects improved after reviewing the 
requirements with the provider: (Y/N) and 
documented action 
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The VTS Finland monitoring system has to follow the demands of certain international regulations adapted to the context and the 
needs explained in the assessment of the requirement. Below, there is a list of the documents demanded by IALA which has to be 
also reviewed when assessing the system design and implementation. 

International regulation Requirement Condition evaluated 

The provider understands and 
apply the demands in the IALA 
Guideline 1056 (On The 
Establishment of VTS Radar 
Services) 

a. Radar parameters 
b. Pulse compression radars 
c. Continuous wave radars 
d. Solid state radars 
e. System losses 
f. Radar target characteristics 
g. Influence from identified obstructions 
h. Radar range performance 
i. Noise and clutter affectations 
j.  Ice 
k. Target discrimination and position accuracy 
l.  Signal processing, extraction and tracking 
5. Performance and verification 

The requirements are fulfilled: Y/N 
Exceptions: (Req) 
 
Documentation back-up for fulfilment of the 
requirement: (Docs. Name) 
 
Actions or description for the exceptions: 
(Doc. Name) 
Status: (Open/ Close) 
 
Last review of this guideline function: (Date) 
Actions opened after review: (Doc. Name) 
Status: (open/Close) 
 
Link to other demanded regulations: e.g. IALA 
1111 (Req. 2.4-8) 

The provider understands and 
apply the demands in the IALA 
Guideline 1111 (Preparation of 
Operational and Technical 
Performance Requirements for 
VTS Systems) 

2 Radar (Non covered in previous guideline) 
2.7 Radar design, installation and maintenance. 
3 Automatic Identification System 
3.4 Physical implementation of VTS AIS 
3.5 Operational requirements 
3.6 Functional requirements 
3.7 Specific design, configuration, installation 

and maintenance considerations 
4 Environmental monitoring 
4.4 Operational requirements 
4.5 Functional requirements 
4.6 Design and maintenance considerations 
5. Electro-optical systems 
5.4 Operational requirements 
5.5 Functional requirements 
5.6 Design and maintenance considerations 
7 Long range sensors 
7.2 Long Range Identification and Tracking (LRIT) 
7.3 Satellite AIS 
7.4 HF Radar 
7.5 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SARSAT) 
9 Data processing 
9.3 Tracking and data fusion 
9.4 Management of VTS Data 
10 VTS Human/ machine interface 
10.3 Characteristics of the user interface 
10.4 Operational requirements 
10.5 Functional requirements 
10.6 Specific design, configuration, installation 

and maintenance considerations. 
11. Decision support 
11.3 Characteristics of the decision support tools 
11.4 Operational requirements 
12 External information exchange 
12. 3 Characteristics of the external information 

exchange in VTS 
12. 4 Data management and considerations 
13 Verification and validation 

The requirements are fulfilled: Y/N 
Exceptions: (Req) 
 
Documentation back-up for fulfilment of the 
requirement: (Docs. Name) 
 
Actions or description for the exceptions: 
(Doc. Name) 
Status: (Open/ Close) 
 
Last review of this guideline function: (Date) 
Actions opened after review: (Doc. Name) 
Status: (open/Close) 
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13.2 Planning and management activities 
13.3 Acceptance testing 

The provider understands and 
apply the specified in the IALA 
Recommendation V- 125 (The 
use and presentation of 
symbology at a VTS Centre) 

3. Symbology elements 
3.1 Charting 
3.2 VTS Display 
4 Detailed symbology considerations 

4.1 Kinematics 
4.2 Operational 
4.3 Geographical 
4.4 Environmental 
4.5 Commercial 

The requirements are fulfilled: Y/N 
Exceptions: (Req) 
 
Documentation back-up for fulfilment of the 
requirement: (Docs. Name) 
 
Actions or description for the exceptions: 
(Doc. Name) 
Status: (Open/ Close) 
 
Last review of this guideline function: (Date) 
Actions opened after review: (Doc. Name) 
Status: (open/Close) 

 

Thus, Table 18 presents a detailed guide to inform and review the required aspects to design and construct the 

VTS monitoring system which is the most elemental tool to developing the function of the VTS centres. Initially, 

the general requirements of the VTS safety system and the included safety specification are informed and 

reviewed with the provider. This provides a general description of the key factors for the safety controlling and 

managing aimed in the centres. Informing these factors provides a clear view to the designer and implementer 

about the safety needs and aims on the system function.  

This information also provides the opportunity to review and discuss the possibility to not only cover the needs 

of the system function but also to improve it. Finally, reviewing the elements demanded in the IALA international 

regulations support the understanding of the basics for the function of the monitoring system and it serves as a 

guide to developing the personalize system for VTS Finland.    

As presented in Table 18, similar guides can be implemented to other providers of other important factors for 

the function of the safety specification and the complete function of VTS centres such as: training providers, 

equipment, facilities and service providers (e.g. antennas, computer, furniture and its ergonomics, 

communication equipment, electricity providers). 

4.7. System operations: level 6 

4.7.1 Auditing procedures 

For this purpose, the IALA provides a Guideline (1101 – Auditing and assessing VTS) which contains a general 

description of the aspects to be reviewed in an established VTS Quality Management System. This guideline 

includes certain aspects that are relevant for reviewing a Safety Management System. For this, a checklist is 

utilized to review determined quality and safety requirements that VTS has to consider when providing services.  

For the purposes of the auditing of safety procedures in VTS Finland, several elements of this checklist are utilized 

for creating an internal auditing procedure. Table 19 presents those elements included in the personalized 

procedure. 

Table 19. Elements for auditing the safety management element within VTS (extracted from IALA 1101) 

Elements of the audit checklist for the assessment of a VTS (IALA Guideline 1101 -  Auditing and Assessing VTS) for a 
safety management review. 

No. Issue (elements) Reference 
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1.8 What are the type(s) of service provided by the VTS? Information Service 
Navigational Assistance Service 

Traffic Organization Service 

1.9 The delineation of the VTS area/sector VTS Finland centres and sectors 

1.10 Provide a list of the allocated VTS VHF channels Helsinki VTS sector 1 (VHF 71) 
Helsinki VTS sector 2 (VHF 9) 

Etc… 

1.11 Provide the radio call sign and name identifier of the VTS OFK… 

2.2 Standards for training and certification of VTS personnel (IALA V-103) 

2.6  Operational and technical requirements for VTS equipment (IALA V-128) 

2.8 Risk management tool for ports and restricted waterways (IALA O-134) 

2.9 Risk management (IALA 1018) 

2.10 Certification of marine aids to navigation products (IALA 1034) 

3.22 How do you promulgate relevant VTS information to your 
users such as applicability, necessary reporting, etc. 

e.g. strengthened reporting periods 

3.23 Do you have established operating procedures for incidents such as 
collision, allusion, grounding, etc.? 

(IALA V-127) 

3.24 Do you have contingency plan(s) to ensure the availability of the VTS 
operations in cases of emergency? 

-- 
 

3.27 How do you manage your personnel schedule and rotation? -- 

3.28 Are training courses for VTS personnel delivered according to IALA 
recommendations? 

(IALA V-103) 

3.29 Is the training provided by an accredited organization? (IALA 1014) 

3.30 What is your VTS operator operator/supervisor on the job training 
program? 

-- 

3.32 How you prevent fatigue of VTS personnel on tasks? -- 

3.35 What is your maintenance equipment program? -- 

3.38 Do you have any measures in place for identifying and managing 
opportunities of improvement? 

-- 

3.39 Do you have a process for taking corrective and/or preventive actions 
as part of continually improving the system? 

-- 

3.40 What performance measures are in place to assess and monitor that 
the objectives of the VTS are being met?  

-- 

 

As part of the personalized process for the auditing of the VTS Finland Safety Management, the next format for 

reviewing the requirements and assumptions established for the functioning of the VTS Finland safety 

specification is utilized. Table 20 presents the format to audit the safety specification and the detailed 

management of safety in VTS Finland.  

Table 20. Auditing the safety management of VTS Finland.  

Auditing the management of safety in VTS Finland. 

1. General Information 

1.1 Services provided by VTS Finland Information Service 
Navigational Assistance Service 
Traffic Organization Service 

1.2 Reference document for 
the delineation of the VTS Finland areas/sectors 

VTS Helsinki; VTS Archipelago; VTS west coast; VTS Hanko; VTS 
Kotka; VTS Bothnia; VTS Saima 

1.3 The allocated VTS VHF channels Helsinki VTS sector 1 (VHF 71); Helsinki VTS sector 2 (VHF 9), etc. 

1.4 Radio call sign and name identifier of the VTS Turku radio (OFK…) 
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2. System objectives and requirement 

Goal/ Requirements Review process 

2.1 (G1) Provide information to all vessels when these report to the centres or when vessels request it. This information 
compromises things affecting vessel safe and its navigation flow. 

2.1.1 Req./G1/1 a) Is the requirement implemented and understood in the function of the VTS centre? (Y/N) and 
provide a simple explanation. 
b) How and by which means in the different reporting areas/sectors the function of the 
requirement is accomplished? 
 
Other connected assumptions: 
d) How the mandatory notice of departure is managed and controlled for its efficient function? 
e) How incidents and accidents on board are registered and processed in the VTS centres? 

- How statistics and information extracted from these events are used for correcting, 
preventing and improving the VTS service provision? 

2.1.2 Req./G1/2 a) Is the requirement implemented and understood in the function of the VTS centre? (Y/N) and 
provide a simple explanation. 
b) How and by which means ship’s route is efficiently generated and subsequently monitored? 

2.1.3 Req./G1/3 a) Is the requirement implemented and understood in the function of the VTS centre? (Y/N) and 
provide a simple explanation. 
b) How and by which means risk points are efficiently informed to the vessels from the VTS 
centres? 
c) How and by which means routes updates are handled between VTS operator and vessel 
master? 
d) How and by which means weather and ice conditions are efficiently informed to support the 
vessel operation? 
e) How many incidents and accidents have occurred after a risk have been informed? 
f) How statistics and information extracted from these events are used for correcting, preventing 
and improving the VTS service provision? 

2.2. (G2) Provide navigational assistance to identify vessels on request or when considered necessary by the VTS centres. 

2.2.1 Req./G2/1 a) Is the requirement implemented and understood in the function of the VTS centre? (Y/N) and 
provide a simple explanation. 
b) How and by which means you ensure the efficiency in the function of the speed controlling 
restricted areas? 
c) How many incidents and accidents have occurred after a reported deviation in the controlling 
of the speed limits? 
d) How statistics and information extracted from these events are used for correcting, preventing 
and improving the VTS service provision? 

2.2.2 Req./G2/2 a) Is the requirement implemented and understood in the function of the VTS centre? (Y/N) and 
provide a simple explanation. 
b) How and by which means points of contingency are informed and how operators ensure that 
the navigational assistance (recommendations) are efficient to maintain a proper flow of the 
traffic and ensure the integrity of the vessel? 
c) How many incidents and accidents have occurred after informing and handled points of 
contingency? 
d) How statistics and information extracted from these events are used for correcting, preventing 
and improving the VTS service provision? 

2.2.3 Req./G2/3 a) Is the requirement implemented and understood in the function of the VTS centre? (Y/N) and 
provide a simple explanation. 
b) How and by which means VTS ensures that the collision alarm is efficient for its purpose? 
c) How VTS operators make an efficient handling of the situation once the alarms rise up? 
d) How and by which means VTS can ensure an efficient coordination with other relevant 
stakeholders (SAR services, pilots, etc.) in the case of emergencies during open sea navigation? 
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e) How many incidents and accidents have occurred after a reported alarm? 
f) How statistics and information extracted from these events are used for correcting, preventing 
and improving the VTS service provision? 

2.2.4 Req./G2/4 a) Is the requirement implemented and understood in the function of the VTS centre? (Y/N) and 
provide a simple explanation 
b) How and by which means VTS can ensure that VTS operators/ supervisors efficiently support 
and monitor the operations (e.g. convoys, ship in close distance) of vessels during winter 
navigation? 
c) How and by which means VTS efficiently informs to relevant actors (e.g. icebreakers) about 
extraordinary situations during winter navigation? 
d) How many incidents and accidents have occurred during winter navigations operations 
monitored by VTS? 
e) How and by which means VTS can ensure an efficient coordination with other relevant 
stakeholders (SAR services, icebreakers, pilots, etc.) in the case of emergencies during winter 
navigation? 
f) How statistics and information extracted from these events are used for correcting, preventing 
and improving the VTS service provision? 

2.2.5 Req./G2/5 a) Is the requirement implemented and understood in the function of the VTS centre? (Y/N) and 
provide a simple explanation 
b) How and by which means VTS can ensure that VTS operators/ supervisors efficiently support 
and monitor ship operations close to areas where groundings (depending on the ship 
characteristics) may occur? 
c) How VTS can ensure that the communication and information transmitted to the vessel for 
informing the risk is efficient to prevent the event? 
d) How many incidents and accidents have occurred after an informing about the risk of 
grounding? 
e) How statistics and information extracted from these events are used for correcting, preventing 
and improving the VTS service provision? 

2.2.6 Req./G2/6 a) Is the requirement implemented and understood in the function of the VTS centre? (Y/N) and 
provide a simple explanation 
b) How and by which means VTS can ensure that VTS operators/ supervisors efficiently support 
with informing about complex ice conditions? 
c) How many incidents and accidents have occurred to vessels previously informed about 
complex ice conditions? 
d) How statistics and information extracted from these events are used for correcting, preventing 
and improving the VTS service provision? 

2.3 (G3) Organization of vessel traffic to improve traffic flow and safety 

2.3.1 Req./G3/1 a) Is the requirement implemented and understood in the function of the VTS centre? (Y/N) and 
provide a simple explanation 
b) How and by which means VTS ensures that the ship traffic is kept fluent in those areas where 
certain manoeuvring (passing, overtaking, etc.) is restricted? 
c) How many incidents and accidents have occurred in restricted areas of manoeuvring? 
d) How statistics and information extracted from these events are used for correcting, preventing 
and improving the VTS service provision? 

2.3.2 Req./G3/2 a) Is the requirement implemented and understood in the function of the VTS centre? (Y/N) and 
provide a simple explanation 
b) How and by which means VTS ensures an efficient coordination for piloting operations? 
c) How many incidents and accidents have occurred during piloting operations? 
d) How statistics and information extracted from these events are used for correcting, preventing 
and improving the VTS service provision? 

2.3.3 Req./G3/3 a) Is the requirement implemented and understood in the function of the VTS centre? (Y/N) and 
provide a simple explanation 
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b) How and by which means VTS centres ensure an efficient and fluent development of traffic 
during winter navigation? 

2.3.4 Req./G3/4 a) Is the requirement implemented and understood in the function of the VTS centre? (Y/N) and 
provide a simple explanation 
b) How and by which means VTS operators/ supervisors ensure an efficient monitoring and 
support of ship operations in e.g. ice, complex ice conditions and channels? 
c) How many incidents and accidents have occurred during the monitoring of the operations on 
these contexts previously described? 
d) How statistics and information extracted from these events are used for correcting, preventing 
and improving the VTS service provision? 
e) How and by which means VTS ensure an efficient coordination with icebreakers to keep and 
efficient development of ship traffic during winter time? 

3. Function and maintenance of technical equipment and facilities 

Technical equipment a) How and by which means VTS centres ensure the proper functioning of the technical 
equipment utilized for the service provision? 

b) How you ensure the efficient functioning of the maintenance program? 
c) How the information from the analysis of corrected deviations reported during the functioning 

of the technical equipment is utilized to prevent failures and improve the function of the 
equipment? 

Certifications a) How the review of the technical certification is performed?  
b) How VTS ensures the equipment fulfil the demands of VTS Finland 

Facilities a) How the appropriateness of the facilities for the provision of VTS services is evaluated? 
b) How efficiency of the ergonomics, centre layout and utilized furniture in the centres is 

ensured? 

4. Personnel and training 

Training provision a) Are training courses for VTS personnel delivered according to IALA recommendations? 
b) What is your VTS operator operator/supervisor on the job training program? 
c) How and by which means VTS ensure that VTS personnel is receiving appropriate training for 

developing their tasks, including the on the job training and external training? 

Training certification a) Is the training provided to VTS personnel properly certified? 
b) Is the external training provided by an accredited organization 

Wellbeing a) How do you manage your personnel schedule and rotation? 
b) How you prevent fatigue of VTS personnel on tasks? 

5. Management of change 

 a) How VTS ensures flexibility on the requirements in order to update these when changes in 
environment, regulations and technologies emerge? 

c) How the applied safety controls in the function of VTS system are kept efficiently functional 
through the functional life of the system. 

6. Promoting improvement 

 a) How VTS promote the creation of improvement action and general recommendations to 
enhance the VTS service provision? 

7. Performance measuring and monitoring 

 a) How VTS executes an efficiently reviewing, measuring and monitoring of the VTS safety 
management system? 

 

4.7.2 VTS personnel training provision 

In this section, this report presents a review and analysis of external training provided to VTS personnel by ABOA 
MARE specialized in providing training for maritime operations, professional mariners (Axxell Vocational School), 
maritime management for captains (NOVIA university of applied sciences). The focus of the analysis is on 
reviewing the training provided to VTS operators based on the established by IALA and the analysis of the main 
findings after the evaluation of the actual training provided. 
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As initial step, a general review of the internal quality management system has been performed in order to 
review the structure about the training offered and the main regulatory demands under consideration for the 
training constitution. Initially, the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) Convention and the Convention on Training, 
Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW) are the first two documents considered for structuring the 
training offer at the mentioned institutions. Furthermore, IALA guidelines and recommendations (e.g. IALA 1103, 
IALA 1027, IALA 1014, IALA 1017) are also considered when structuring the training for VTS personnel. The main 
aim of NOVIA quality management system is to follow and improve all the demands of the STCW. For this, NOVIA 
combines the expertise of many years in maritime navigation with instructors having experience on the ship 
performance operations in different contexts, including open water and ice conditions, and the use of ship and 
VTS centres simulators the can be adopted to any navigational context. 
 
In the provision of training courses for VTS personnel the IALA guideline 1014 (Accreditation and approval 
process for VTS training) and IALA V-103 (VTS operator training) are followed in detail. As mentioned, IALA 
guidelines connected to the demands of SOLA and STCW are essential for coordinating the training offered. In 
the practice, arranging courses for VTS operators and supervisor’s demands investing time in advance to 
efficiently coordinate these, based on an interview to courses instructors and the quality management 
responsible in NOVIA, 30 minutes of course content demands 4 hours of arrangement approximately. 
Sometimes, instructors have also to arrange some visits, before training provisions to e.g. software 
manufacturers in order to learn about any new updates or specific features which need to be demonstrated and 
analysed during the provision of the training courses.  
 
Another aspect into consideration before training provision is the fact that there is never the need to provide 
training from a zero starting point (this includes also the on-the-job training), all participants in VTS trainings 
have already plenty of experience in the actual development of ship operations. For example, the majority of 
this people have worked on-board ship for many years. Thus, they are familiar with the function of VTS centres. 
This creates that during courses the level of performance of the trained VTS personnel is somehow high. Thus, 
this creates sharing experiences, developing joint evaluations, and generating improvements during the 
provision of training (a proactive learning experience). 
 
For analysis of the provision of training, the analysis of the course provided to VTS operators on the 17 of March 
2016 at NOVIA premises was arranged. This includes analysing the content of the provided courses and actually 
participating and analysing the actual provision of the course. The course was carried out in 6 days, it focuses in 
the demands established within the VTS operator training (IALA V-103) and it covers the following content: 
 

a) Language, partial remission, national certificate of language proficiency test for VTs operators 
b) Traffic Management 
c) Communication and coordination 
d) VTS personnel attributes 
e) Emergency situations 
f) Extras 

 
The personnel attending the course have to fulfil the following demands: having the national certificate of 
language proficiency test (skill level 4 or equivalent), having the skipper degree for the coastal waters or 
certificate of VTS V-103/1 (module 4 or higher), having the radar operator certificate (32 hrs or higher). Table 21 
presents the topics included within the content of the training. 
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Table 21. Topical content of the training provided to VTS operators. 
Course general content Demanded in 

a) Language, (national certificate of language proficient test for VTs operators) 
Topics included: 

 Standard Marine Communication Phrases (SMCP) 

 Appropriate uses of the language and the SMCP 

 Implication of the SMCP in the role of VTS operators 

 Message markers and appropriate use of the language 

 Language use for providing and interpreting: Information, Instruction, Advice, 
Warning, Questions, Answers, Request and/or Intention. 

 Difference between Questions and Statements 

 Detection and avoidance of ambiguous language 

 Detection of common vocabulary main used by the VTS operators 

IALA V-103 
STCW 

b) Traffic management 
Topics included: 

 Extent of authority and responsibility 

 Complete description of the VTS responsibilities 

 Roles and responsibilities of the Master, Officer on Watch, Pilots, VTS and other 
allied services 

 Principles of waterway and traffic management 

 Traffic monitoring and organisation 

 Service provided by VTS (information service, navigational assistance and traffic 
organization) 

 Description of the VTS environment (waterways, area limits, shipping lines, 
prohibited areas, and safety zones) 

 Port information 

 Data collection, evaluation and dissemination 

 Traffic Separation Schemes and ship domain 

 Allocation of space and traffic patters 

 Sailing plans 

 Traffic clearances 

 Exchange of information between vessels and VTS 

 Geographical division and time separation 

IALA V-103 
IMO Resolution A. 857(20) 
 

c) Communication and coordination 
Topics included: 

 VTS lines of communications 

 Common communication on-board or at VTS centres 

 Assertiveness 

 Team communication 

 Navigational team work 

 Confirmatory talk 

 Politeness 

 Communicating problems 

 After handling problems (communication) 

 Avoiding misunderstandings 

 Power distances (between subordinates and managers) 

 Logs, reports and records (manual and electronic log keeping) 

 Statement and report writing 

IALA V-103 
STCW 

d) VTS personnel attributes 
Topics: 

 Good working practices 

STCW 
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 Professional communication 

 Potential parties of communication (on-land and at sea) 

 Communication problems 

 Factors affecting decision-making 

 Analysis of factors affecting the behaviour of people and groups 

 Work community 

 Conflict risks in working team 

 Analysis of conflicts 

 How to handle conflicts 

 Effects of stress on communication 

 Leadership 

 Media management 

 The predominance and function of the media 

 Good cooperation with the media 

 Stress management 

 Stress effects 

 Preventing stress 

 Physical and mental limitations 

 Time management 

 Job satisfaction 

e) Emergency situations 
Topics: 

 Definitions of incident and accident 

 Contingency plans and emergency preparedness 

 Advisory, alert, activation and cancellation phases 

 SAR and MRCC and its coordination with VTS 

 Marine pollution 

 Supported and allied services 

 Incident and accident analysis 

 Emergency situation records 

IALA V-103 
STCW 

f) Extra 
Topics: 

 VTS equipment function and management 

 Nautical knowledge 

 VHF- radio function and management 

IALA V-103 
 

 
The review of the teaching courses and the results of the exercises designated to topic contents have provided 
different strengths and weaknesses of VTS personnel participating in this course. The best quality of the VTS 
personnel attending the course was the level of experience, knowledge and familiarization of the function of a 
VTS centre and the role of supervisors and operators.  
 
During the course, the different course content, topics and the development of simulators exercises have proven 
that VTS operators and supervisors have a clear understanding of any work context and clear processing of the 
information processed during the execution of their tasks. This includes also the understanding on the function 
of the technology and equipment use for the service offering. However, complications and improvement needs 
are evident in the way operators follow specific instructions, this is also associated with the level of experience 
of the operator which influence the final approach provided to the instruction. In the case of the VTS function, 
instructions are not orders, this demands having a correct approach. For example, in areas with limited speeds, 
the operator has to provide instructions such as:  
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 M/S example name: the speed limit in your area is 12 kn, adjust your speed to a reasonable speed 
  Avoiding giving instructions such as: reduce your speed to 12 knots 

 
Instructions have to be simple, clear and appropriate. The same is applicable to the other message markers: 
advice, warning and information. Thus, the course has evidenced the need for improving the usability of the 
message markers. Table 22 presents a simplify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats analysis (SWOT) 
extracted after the analysis of the implemented course. 
 
Table 22. SWOT of the VTS operators/supervisor detected after the VTS course 

Strengths: 
 

- Strong background in maritime navigation 
- Practical experience in actual ship operations 
- Experience in the actual function of VTS 
- Strong knowledge of maritime contexts and vocabulary  
- Understanding of the equipment technologies and 

function 
- Fast processing of the information in different contexts 

Weaknesses: 
 

- Usage of the message markers 
- Language proficiency and communication 
 

Opportunities: 
 

- Improve the use of message markers by implementing 
exercises in simulated environments 

- Improve the efficiency of communication internally and 
externally  

- Creating more interactive exercise which include VTS and 
also ship simulators 

- Provide training for implementing appropriate risk 
analysis 

Threats: 
 

- Experience influences the involvement of the VTS 
operators when using the message markers 

- Internally VTS operators speak local language. The 
communication with vessels is English. This sometimes 
cause problematics in the fluency of the communication 
when internal and external communication are combined 

- Mandatory reporting of extraordinary events is 
demanded in VTS centres. Reporting after a finalized 
work schedule may compromise the quality of the 
reports. 

  
The detected opportunities and threats in the SWOT analysis can be considered as a combination of two factors 
which can lead to the development of new training strategies for strengthening the performance of VTS 
personnel. The dissemination of the exercises implemented in the different topics of the course content provides 
valuable information which enables the identification of more factual needs in the characteristics of VTS 
operators and supervisors, this together with the potential need for methodologies and technologies which can 
support the execution of the VTS operations. Thus, training organizations account with valuable information for 
improving the functioning of VTS, this contains useful information for the responsible organization of ensuring 
the appropriate functioning of VTS. 
 
Finally, the feedback provided by the course participants after course is completed has demonstrated to be highly 
positive. VTS operators have mentioned that training incorporates an exceptional context of analysis where 
mistakes are permitted and there is plenty of room for discussion and mutual learning. Moreover, the simulated 
environment has also been positively graded as it represents a quite accurate replication of what is actually used 
at VTS work stations. The instructors also have positive feedback, they are familiarized with demands on 
regulatory demands, with the actual demands in the practice of maritime navigation and the technical function 
of the implemented equipment. Furthermore, the instructors and quality of the courses provided are periodically 
tested, reviewed and improved with the combination of the training quality management system and the 
knowledge and experience associated to the profile of the instructors.   
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4.7.3 Performance monitoring 

This section presents an option to monitor, measure and assess the function of the VTS safety specification 
developed in previous sections. As initial step, a set of defined key performance indicators (KPIs) for the 
established requirements of the VTS safety specification have to be defined. For this, the requirements, general 
assumptions and environmental assumptions are evaluated by the methodology proposed in Valdez Banda et al. 
(2016). This method assesses requirements established in a documented safety management guideline, this can 
include safety management regulations, standards and/or even documented safety management systems. The 
aim of the methods is to connect the analysis of safety requirements while simultaneously enable the 
identification of KPIs which consciously support the analysis of the requirements and their function into a defined 
safety specification. Connected to this intention, the method is aimed to be apply for identifying three types of 
indicators (see Section 3.2), those indicators attempt maintain, reinforce, monitor and generally test the function 
of the system. 
   
Table 23 presents the application of the method proposed in Valdez Banda et al. (2016) for evaluating the 
requirements established in the definition of the VTS Finland safety specification developed in this report. 

CMO Query Response KPIs 
Req./G1/1. 15 minutes before entering a VTS area, vessels must provide its basic information (vessel name, location, destination, 
intended route and vessel general condition) to VTS centre. 

Context What is (are) the main organizational 
aspect(s) influenced by the 
implementation of this requirement? 
What are the tasks linked to the 
application of this requirement? 
What is the status of the main conditions 
in the organization for implementing the 
requirement? 
What and who are responsible for the 
requirement implementation and 
maintenance? 
What is the current link of the 
requirement with other norms and 
regulations? 

It represents the beginning of the 
provision of VTS 
 
VTSO monitoring and identification of 
the type of vessel entering the area 
VTSO, monitoring equipment and 
communication means have to be 
available 
VTS centres together with the ship 
master. 
 
Clear link to the demands by IMO SOLAS 
convention and IALA guidelines 

Understanding the current 
status in reporting the 
requirement is essential to 
monitor the system function. 
Thus. 
 
KPI/Req./G1/1(1): 
Percentage of vessel reporting 
entering in a VTS area (if possible 
classified by VTS areas) (MI) 
 
 
VTS is responsible for applying 
actions to ensure and improve 
the fulfilment of the 
requirement 
 
KPI/Req./G1/1(2): 
Particular actions developed to 
improve the reporting of the 
vessel (in each particular area) 
(DI) 
 
Knowing the status of the vessels 
entering in the area is essential 
for continuing the function of 
VTS centres 
 
 
KPI/Req./G1/1(3): 
The initial status of the vessel 
reporting when entering the 
area is commonly (in each 
particular area) (OI) 

Mechanism Which are the main means for the 
implementation? 
How is the requirement currently 
communicated inside and outside of the 
organization? 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the understanding of the 
importance of the requirement? 
 
How are the skills and capabilities of the 
responsible person(s), for the 
functioning of the requirement, 
evaluated? 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the link of the requirement with 
other implemented norms and 
regulations? 

VTS personnel, monitoring equipment 
and communication equipment. 
VTSO are trained to understand and 
fulfil the requirement. Vessel are 
informed about this in navigational 
regulations. 
Purposes of the requirement are clearly 
expressed in the function of VTS 
centres. The same is transmitted to the 
vessels navigating in the area. 
Periodical evaluations are performed to 
the VTS personnel and training is also 
provided to strength e.g. VTSO skills  
 
Safety management system covers the 
demands included in IMO 
documentations and IALA.  

Outcome What is the current fulfilment level of 
the requirement? 
 
 

Most of the vessels fulfil the 
requirement. Anyhow there are still 
cases in certain areas (e.g. GOF) where 
absent in reporting occurs. 
An initial contact and registration of the 
vessel status when entering an area. 
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What are the expected results derived 
from the implementation of the 
requirement? 
What are the possible negative aspects 
that could affect the requirement 
implementation? 
What kind of improvement can be 
obtained after implementing this 
requirement? 

 
Bad reporting habits on-board 
 
 
Updated status of vessels navigating in 
the area. Fast communication with 
vessels when needed. 

Req./G1/2. A traceable route is generated in the VTS monitoring system to all the vessels entering a VTS area. 

Context What is (are) the main organizational 
aspect(s) influenced by the 
implementation of this requirement? 
What are the tasks linked to the 
application of this requirement? 
What is the status of the main conditions 
in the organization for implementing the 
requirement? 
What and who are responsible for the 
requirement implementation and 
maintenance? 
What is the current link of the 
requirement with other norms and 
regulations? 

An intended route represents the lapse 
where monitoring and assisting may be 
required from VTS 
VTSO monitoring, assisting and guiding 
the vessels in routes.  
Availability of VTSO and functionality of 
VTS centres’ equipment. 
 
VTS centres and vessel 
 
 
Clear link to the demands by IMO SOLAS 
convention and IALA guidelines. 

Intended ship routes are 
essential for the execution of the 
function of VTS centres. 
 
KPI/Req./G1/2(1): 
Percentage of efficiency of the 
VTS monitoring system to 
represent (portray) ship routes? 
(MI) 
 
AIS is essential for monitoring 
the intended routes of the 
vessels entering in areas of VTS 
Finland. 
 
KPI/Req./G1/2(2): 
Reported malfunctions 
compromising AIS? (OI) 
 

Mechanism Which are the main means for the 
implementation of the requirement? 
How is the requirement currently 
communicated inside and outside of the 
organization? 
 
 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the understanding of the 
importance of the requirement? 
 
How are the skills and capabilities of the 
responsible person(s), for the 
functioning of the requirement, 
evaluated? 
 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the link of the requirement with 
other implemented norms and 
regulations? 

VTS personnel, monitoring equipment 
and communication equipment. 
All vessels are demanded to have a 
buoyance plan, and in VTS, the 
monitoring system has to be capable to 
portray it and operators know they have 
the task of monitoring it. 
The previous demands are 
communicated to the parties involved. 
Moreover, VTS test the functionality of 
the requirement. 
VTS operators and supervisors are 
periodically training for efficiently 
performing their role within the 
requirement. Availability of the 
buoyance plan is also tested. 
The VTS Safety specification includes 
the demands in IMO documentations 
and IALA. This is incorporated into the 
function of the requirement. 

Outcome What is the current fulfilment level of 
the requirement? 
What are the expected results derived 
from the implementation of the 
requirement? 
What are the possible negative aspects 
that could affect the requirement 
implementation? 
What kind of improvement can be 
obtained after implementing this 
requirement? 

Commonly all routes of ships entering 
an area are portrayed and monitored. 
Having detailed information about 
ships’ intended route. 
 
Failures in AIS information 
 
 
Having more information enable the 
arrangement of a more efficient ship 
traffic in the area. 

Req./G1/3. Once the vessel entered an area and the route is known, the VTS operators has to inform about any possible warnings, 
including traffic conditions, weather conditions, and accidents or extraordinary events. 
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Context What is (are) the main organizational 
aspect(s) influenced by the 
implementation of this requirement? 
What are the tasks linked to the 
application of this requirement? 
What is the status of the main conditions 
in the organization for implementing the 
requirement? 
 
 
What and who are responsible for the 
requirement implementation and 
maintenance? 
What is the current link of the 
requirement with other norms and 
regulations? 

VTS operators and supervisors and the 
communication means and procedures 
in the centres. 
VTS provision of information (constants 
update in the VTS areas). 
The function of communication means 
has to be ensured and input information 
(e.g. weather/ ice reports and 
contingencies) has to be continually 
updated. 
VTS centres and VTS supervisor has to 
ensure the diffusion of all warnings in to 
vessel navigating in the VTS areas. 
Clear link to the demands by IMO SOLAS 
convention and IALA guidelines 
 

Informing about warnings is 
crucial for supporting the 
operations of vessels in the VTS 
areas. And this is a crucial 
contribution from VTS and its 
function. 
 
 
KPI/Req./G1/3(1): 
Efficiency of the actions made by 
VTS to ensure vessels listen the 
VHF channels? (MI) 
 
KPI/Req./G1/3(2): 
Actions developed to improve 
the information sharing in VTS 
(DI) 
 
 
 
 
 

Mechanism Which are the main means for the 
implementation of the requirement? 
 
How is the requirement currently 
communicated inside and outside of the 
organization? 
 
 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the understanding of the 
importance of the requirement? 
 
How are the skills and capabilities of the 
responsible person(s), for the 
functioning of the requirement, 
evaluated? 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the link of the requirement with 
other implemented norms and 
regulations? 

VTS operators and supervisors with the 
use of communication equipment 
(radio, phone, email, etc.) 
Internally through updated reports 
received from e.g. FMI or another VTS 
area. Externally, through the 
communication means previously 
specified. 
Sharing of warnings is one of the 
essential services provided by VTS. VTs 
personnel is trained for ensuring the 
requirement efficiency.  
VTS operators and supervisor have 
continues trainings and evaluations of 
their skills and efficiency at work.  
 
The VTS Safety specification includes 
the demands in IMO documentations 
and IALA. This is incorporated into the 
function of the requirement. 

Outcome What is the current fulfilment level of 
the requirement? 
 
 
What are the expected results derived 
from the implementation of the 
requirement? 
What are the possible negative aspects 
that could affect the requirement 
implementation? 
What kind of improvement can be 
obtained after implementing this 
requirement? 

Warnings are transmitted periodically 
with special attention to ensure the 
transmission to vessels directly affected 
by these. 
Supporting the operations of the ships 
in the area to subsequently improve the 
traffic conditions. 
Failures in communication systems and 
equipment. 
 
Decreasing the risk of incidents and 
accidents due to unexpected changes in 
the navigational context of the ships in 
the areas.  

Req./G2/1. Vessels navigating within a speed restricted area must respect the speed limits and keep their speeds within the established 
range. 

Context What is (are) the main organizational 
aspect(s) influenced by the 
implementation of this requirement? 
What are the tasks linked to the 
application of this requirement? 

VTS operators and supervisors and the 
communication means and the 
monitoring system in the centres. 
VTS operators monitoring the ships 
traffic in the established areas. 

Speed restricted areas are 
essential for ensuring the safety 
of traffic development. 
Moreover, these are established 
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What is the status of the main conditions 
in the organization for implementing the 
requirement? 
 
What and who are responsible for the 
requirement implementation and 
maintenance? 
What is the current link of the 
requirement with other norms and 
regulations? 

The appropriate function of the VTS 
traffic monitoring system. This together 
with an appropriate and on-time 
monitoring by VTS operators 
VTS centres, VTS supervisor and 
operators have to ensure that vessel 
respects the speed limits in the areas. 
Clear link to the demands by IMO SOLAS 
(IMO COLREG) and IALA guidelines 
 

to protect some vulnerable 
maritime areas. 
 
KPI/Req./G2/1(1): 
Reported speed violations 
occurred in a particular area (MI) 
 
KPI/Req./G2/1(2): 
Actions made by VTS centres to 
ensure a clear communication of 
the restricted areas? (DI) Mechanism Which are the main means for the 

implementation of the requirement? 
 
How is the requirement currently 
communicated inside and outside of the 
organization? 
 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the understanding of the 
importance of the requirement? 
 
 
 
How are the skills and capabilities of the 
responsible person(s), for the 
functioning of the requirement, 
evaluated? 
 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the link of the requirement with 
other implemented norms and 
regulations? 

VTS operators and supervisors with the 
use of communication and monitoring 
equipment. 
Internally by monitoring the traffic and 
reporting to supervisors. Externally, 
through the communication means 
(radio, phone, etc.). 
Traffic monitoring is one of the main 
task of the VTS centres. VTS personnel is 
trained for ensuring the safety of traffic 
and environment, this includes 
enforcing the respects of the speed 
limits in the area.  
VTS operators and supervisor have 
continues trainings and drills regarding 
traffic monitoring and controlling. This 
are jointly reviewed between VTS 
personnel and tanning providers.   
VTS personnel is familiar with the 
demands in e.g. COLREG and other 
relevant regulations by IMO and IALA. 

Outcome What is the current fulfilment level of 
the requirement? 
 
 
 
What are the expected results derived 
from the implementation of the 
requirement? 
What are the possible negative aspects 
that could affect the requirement 
implementation? 
 
 
What kind of improvement can be 
obtained after implementing this 
requirement? 

In all areas, where speed limits are set, 
this limits are communicated well in 
advance to the vessels. This supports 
the general traffic development and the 
function of the VTS operators. 
Ensuring the safety of the traffic and the 
VTS areas. 
 
Failures in communicating the areas 
with restricted speed limits and failures 
in communication to inform when 
violations occur 
 
Decreasing the risk of incidents and 
accidents (collisions and groundings) in 
restricted areas.  

Req./G2/2. A vessel approaching to a point of contingency has to be informed about the situation and recommendations (guidance) 
have to be provided. 

Context What is (are) the main organizational 
aspect(s) influenced by the 
implementation of this requirement? 
What are the tasks linked to the 
application of this requirement? 
What is the status of the main conditions 
in the organization for implementing the 
requirement? 

VTS personnel, communication means 
and the VTS monitoring system. 
 
VTS operators monitoring the traffic 
and informing about contingencies. 
An on-time detecting of contingency 
areas and informing to the potential 
traffic to be affected. 

Providing guidance once 
contingencies are detected is 
essential for supporting ships 
traffic and for ensuring their 
safety. 
 
KPI/Req./G2/2(1): 
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What and who are responsible for the 
requirement implementation and 
maintenance? 
What is the current link of the 
requirement with other norms and 
regulations? 

VTS centres and also the vessels in 
traffic which need to update the status 
information. 
Link to the demands by IMO SOLAS 
convention and IALA guidelines. 
 

Warnings emitted to vessels 
regarding contingency points 
(OI) 
 
KPI/Req./G2/2(2): 
Vessels directly affected by 
registered contingency points? 
(MI) 
 
KPI/Req./G2/2(3): 
Particular actions developed to 
support the skills of VTS 
personnel for providing 
guidance? (DI) 

Mechanism Which are the main means for the 
implementation of the requirement? 
How is the requirement currently 
communicated inside and outside of the 
organization? 
 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the understanding of the 
importance of the requirement? 
 
How are the skills and capabilities of the 
responsible person(s), for the 
functioning of the requirement, 
evaluated? 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the link of the requirement with 
other implemented norms and 
regulations? 

Communication means at the VTS 
centre and VTS personnel. 
This is an essential task of the VTS 
operators and supervisors. So, this is 
entirely transmitted within the 
organization. 
The task of VTS operators and 
supervisors are clearly specified. 
Moreover, VTS personnel are training 
for managing contingencies. 
The skills of VTS personnel is constantly 
trained, reviewed and updated by 
internal and external sources. 
 
The VTS Safety specification includes 
the demands in IMO documentations 
and IALA guidelines and 
recommendations. 

Outcome What is the current fulfilment level of 
the requirement? 
 
 
What are the expected results derived 
from the implementation of the 
requirement? 
What are the possible negative aspects 
that could affect the requirement 
implementation? 
 
 
 
What kind of improvement can be 
obtained after implementing this 
requirement? 

Areas of contingency are primary 
aspects to be handled by VTS centres. 
Therefore, a good level of fulfilment of 
this requirement is essential. 
A more efficient flow of the ships traffic 
and an avoidance of increasing the 
complexity of occurred contingencies. 
Reporting habits, such as late reporting 
or poor quality in reporting which 
affects the provision of support from 
VTS centres. Lack of skills to 
contingency management by VTS 
personnel.  
More efficient and safety traffic flow. 
Better contingency management and 
support. 

Req./G2/3. Vessels in a route where a collision is detected (with the use of the collision alarm in the VTS centre) has to be contacted 
and informed about the risk. 

Context What is (are) the main organizational 
aspect(s) influenced by the 
implementation of this requirement? 
What are the tasks linked to the 
application of this requirement? 
What is the status of the main conditions 
in the organization for implementing the 
requirement? 
 
 
 
What and who are responsible for the 
requirement implementation and 
maintenance? 

The VTS monitoring systems, VTS 
operators and supervisors and 
communication means. 
The monitoring of the ship traffic 
development. 
The VTS monitoring system has a 
collision alarm which is used for monitor 
and act depending on the situation. VTS 
operators are the moderators between 
the system and the vessels on the risk of 
collision. 
The VTS centres and the VTS operators 
and supervisor. 
 

Collision avoidance is a primary 
task on the function of the VTS 
centres. The collision alarm is 
essential for supporting the 
actions of VTS personnel to 
prevent this type of accidents. 
 
KPI/Req./G2/3(1): 
Warnings emitted to prevent 
close quarter situations/too 
small CPAs? (MI) 
 
KPI/Req./G2/3(2): 
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What is the current link of the 
requirement with other norms and 
regulations? 

Link to the demands by IMO SOLAS (e.g. 
IMO COLREG) and IALA guidelines and 
recommendations 

Number of actual collisions 
reported? (OI) 
 
KPI/Req./G2/3(3): 
Particular actions developed to 
support the skills of VTS 
personnel for handling the task 
after a reported collision alarm? 
(DI) 

Mechanism Which are the main means for the 
implementation of the requirement? 
How is the requirement currently 
communicated inside and outside of the 
organization? 
 
 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the understanding of the 
importance of the requirement? 
 
 
How are the skills and capabilities of the 
responsible person(s), for the 
functioning of the requirement, 
evaluated? 
 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the link of the requirement with 
other implemented norms and 
regulations? 

VTS monitoring system, VTs personnel 
and communication means. 
The function of the alarm is understood 
by the personnel operating in the 
centres. External communication is 
performed at the time is needed (based 
on safety procedure). 
Avoiding ship collisions is an essential 
target in international and local 
maritime safety regulations. This is also 
represented in the function of VTS 
centres. 
The monitoring system and collision 
alarm are periodically tested in its 
function. VTS personnel received 
training and feedback regarding 
emergency management. 
The main aspects of relevant 
regulations (e.g. COLREG) are 
considered in the function of the alarms 
and the requirement as such. 

Outcome What is the current fulfilment level of 
the requirement? 
 
 
 
What are the expected results derived 
from the implementation of the 
requirement? 
What are the possible negative aspects 
that could affect the requirement 
implementation? 
 
What kind of improvement can be 
obtained after implementing this 
requirement? 

There are currently high numbers of 
prevented close quarter situations in 
different VTS areas. This is possible with 
the support if the collision alarm and 
preparation of VTS personnel. 
Avoiding close quarter situations and 
collisions as such. 
 
Slow response from vessels when these 
are contacted due to an alarm. 
Inappropriate reaction by VTS 
personnel.  
Less incidents and accidents registered, 
involving ship collisions. 

Req./G2/4. Vessels in convoys or escorted without the assistance of an icebreaker should be closely monitored in the VTS centres, and 
detected deviations must be reported to the icebreaker responsible for the area. 

Context What is (are) the main organizational 
aspect(s) influenced by the 
implementation of this requirement? 
What are the tasks linked to the 
application of this requirement? 
What is the status of the main conditions 
in the organization for implementing the 
requirement? 
 
 
What and who are responsible for the 
requirement implementation and 
maintenance? 
 
 

VTS personnel (operators and 
supervisors), VTS monitoring system 
and communication means. 
Operators monitoring the traffic 
development. 
 
This type of monitoring demands a 
closer following of the operation 
performed. This is due to the close 
distance and high speed used in ice 
conditions. 
VTS centres are responsible for the 
monitoring and provision of support 
when required. However, operations 
on-site are entirely responsibility of the 
vessels and their crew. 

As previous requirement, 
collision avoidance is a primary 
task in VTS centres, this includes 
ship operations during winter 
navigation. However, the 
demands are different as TSS, 
collision alarms and the general 
monitoring in the centres is 
significantly different. For 
example, allowing close distance 
operations and in high speeds. 
This demands other type of 
approach from VTS centres and 
the cooperation with other 
stakeholders. 
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What is the current link of the 
requirement with other norms and 
regulations? 

This is linked to the existing demands in 
IMO SOLA, IALA Guidelines and 
particularly with the Finnish-Swedish 
Winter Navigation System (FSWNS). 
Anyhow, regulations are increasing for 
navigation in ice conditions (see e.g. 
IMO POLAR Code). Therefore, it is 
important to take into account these 
emerging regulation to detect any 
impact in the operations of VTS. 

 
KPI/Req./G2/4(1): 
Navigational assistance provided 
to ships formed in convoys 
where icebreaker is not present? 
(MI) 
 
KPI/Req./G2/4(2): 
Reported incidents in convoys 
where icebreaker is not present? 
(OI) 
 
KPI/Req./G2/4(3): 
Reported accidents in convoys 
where icebreaker is not present? 
(OI) 
 
 
KPI/Req./G2/4(4): 
Joint actions between VTS and 
icebreakers to support on winter 
navigation operations? (DI) 
 
 
 
 

Mechanism Which are the main means for the 
implementation of the requirement? 
 
 
How is the requirement currently 
communicated inside and outside of the 
organization? 
 
 
 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the understanding of the 
importance of the requirement? 
How are the skills and capabilities of the 
responsible person(s), for the 
functioning of the requirement, 
evaluated? 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the link of the requirement with 
other implemented norms and 
regulations? 

VTS personnel, VTS monitoring 
equipment, communication means and 
support from ice services (weather 
forecast and ice conditions). 
Internally, the personnel have clear idea 
about changes of their tasks during 
winter navigation and the importance 
of providing support to key 
stakeholders. Externally, cooperation 
and support to icebreakers. 
Training is provided to VTs operators for 
ensuring an appropriate service 
provision during wintertime. 
Joint evaluations are performed 
between trainers and personnel. 
Moreover, VTS receives constant 
feedback from icebreakers. 
An integrated SMS which is represented 
in the safety specification presented in 
this study has to include the links to 
relevant winter navigation regulations 
and particularly to the FSWNS. 

Outcome What is the current fulfilment level of 
the requirement? 
 
What are the expected results derived 
from the implementation of the 
requirement? 
 
What are the possible negative aspects 
that could affect the requirement 
implementation? 
 
What kind of improvement can be 
obtained after implementing this 
requirement? 

In recent years, winter navigation has 
provided excellent results regarding 
operational safety performance. 
Efficient and on-time support to the 
vessels performing this type of 
operations. Better cooperation with 
winter navigation stakeholders. 
Poor cooperation between winter 
navigation stakeholders. Increasing the 
reporting demands to the vessels 
(redundant reporting). 
More efficient support and cooperation 
during winter navigation. More efficient 
emergency response. 

Req./G2/5. Vessels in a route where a possible grounding make occur has to be contacted and informed about the risk. 

Context What is (are) the main organizational 
aspect(s) influenced by the 
implementation of this requirement? 
What are the tasks linked to the 
application of this requirement? 
 
What is the status of the main conditions 
in the organization for implementing the 
requirement? 

VTS personnel monitoring the traffic, a 
proper function of the monitoring 
system and communication means. 
The monitoring of traffic in complex or 
restricted areas (e.g. close to shallow 
waters). 
VTS monitoring system is strategically 
arranged to have closer monitoring in 
complex or risky areas. 
VTS centres and VTS operators and 
supervisors. 

Avoiding vessels drifting to the 
edge or outside of the fairway is 
another important task to be 
controlled by VTS operators. This 
is done by informing to vessels 
about that potential risk and 
prevent it.  
 
KPI/Req./G2/5(1): 
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What and who are responsible for the 
requirement implementation and 
maintenance? 
What is the current link of the 
requirement with other norms and 
regulations? 

 
Link to the demands by IMO SOLAS 
convention and IALA guidelines. 
 

Ships detected and contacted 
due to potential drifting to the 
edge of a fairway? (MI) 
 
KPI/Req./G2/5(2): 
Vessels with a late response 
when these are contacted 
because the risk of collision or 
groundings is detected in the 
centres? (MI) 
 
KPI/Req./G2/5(3): 
Groundings reported within 
areas of the VTS Finland? (OI) 
 
 
 
 

Mechanism Which are the main means for the 
implementation of the requirement? 
How is the requirement currently 
communicated inside and outside of the 
organization? 
 
 
 
 
 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the understanding of the 
importance of the requirement? 
 
 
How are the skills and capabilities of the 
responsible person(s), for the 
functioning of the requirement, 
evaluated? 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the link of the requirement with 
other implemented norms and 
regulations? 

VTS personnel, VTS monitoring system 
and communications means. 
The importance of having a closer 
monitoring in detected risky areas is 
transmitted and well known by the 
operators. Also, those areas are 
communicated in advance to vessels in 
order to avoid accidents and to be 
aware all the time (including attending 
or radar and communications with VTS). 
Training is provided continuously to the 
VTS personnel where the importance of 
the requirement is remark. Moreover, 
joint analyses of previous events 
occurred in those areas are performed. 
Joint evaluations are performed 
between trainers and personnel. 
 
  
An integrated SMS which is represented 
in the safety specification presented in 
this study has a link to all relevant IMO 
and IALA regulations and guidelines.  

Outcome What is the current fulfilment level of 
the requirement? 
 
 
 
 
What are the expected results derived 
from the implementation of the 
requirement? 
What are the possible negative aspects 
that could affect the requirement 
implementation? 
 
What kind of improvement can be 
obtained after implementing this 
requirement? 

Actions to inform about potential 
groundings are commonly done well in 
advance. However, cases where late 
response or inappropriate reaction to 
those actions by the vessels have also 
existed. 
Reducing the risk of groundings. 
 
 
Poor communication between VTS 
centres and vessels. Inappropriate 
reaction (experience) to follow VTS 
recommendations. 
Reducing the numbers of groundings 
which are the most common type of 
accident in Finnish sea areas 
(particularly during open water season)  

Req./G2/6. Vessels navigating in a route where complex ice conditions can be foreseen must be informed about this situation and re-
recommend the following of the waypoints. 

Context What is (are) the main organizational 
aspect(s) influenced by the 
implementation of this requirement? 
 
What are the tasks linked to the 
application of this requirement? 
 
What is the status of the main conditions 
in the organization for implementing the 
requirement? 

VTS personnel (operators and 
supervisors), VTS monitoring system, 
ice services, and communication 
means. 
The monitoring of the traffic and the 
development of ice conditions in the 
VTS areas. 
VTS personnel is prepared to combine 
an analysis of the traffic and ice 
development. Moreover, the existing 

VTS has the task about warning 
about difficult ice conditions. 
Moreover, it has to provide 
guidance to those vessels in 
order to avoid the risk of 
incidents and accidents. 
 
KPI/Req./G2/6(1): 
Warnings emitted to vessels 
regarding difficult ice conditions 
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What and who are responsible for the 
requirement implementation and 
maintenance? 
What is the current link of the 
requirement with other norms and 
regulations? 

WPs are always a reference to guide the 
traffic. 
VTS centres and personnel (operators 
and supervisors). 
 
This is linked to the existing demands in 
IMO SOLA, IALA Guidelines and 
particularly with the FSWNS. 

and recommending to follow the 
WPs? (MI) 
 
KPI/Req./G2/6(2): 
Request made to cut off a vessel 
from ice to another vessel 
(where icebreakers are not 
involved? (MI) 
 
 
 
 

Mechanism Which are the main means for the 
implementation of the requirement? 
 
 
How is the requirement currently 
communicated inside and outside of the 
organization? 
 
 
 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the understanding of the 
importance of the requirement? 
 
 
How are the skills and capabilities of the 
responsible person(s), for the 
functioning of the requirement, 
evaluated? 
 
 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the link of the requirement with 
other implemented norms and 
regulations? 

VTS personnel, VTS monitoring 
equipment, communication means and 
support from ice services (weather 
forecast and ice conditions). 
Internally, the personnel have clear idea 
about their tasks during winter 
navigation and the importance of 
providing support to key stakeholders. 
Externally, cooperation and support to 
stakeholders. 
Demands generated from winter 
navigation operations are understood 
by VTS personnel and these are applied 
to the proper function of VTS centres 
even during wintertime. 
Training and the evaluation of its 
efficiency is received by VTS operators. 
The cooperation with other 
stakeholders is constantly discussed 
among those involved in winter 
navigation operations. 
An integrated SMS has to include the 
links to relevant winter navigation 
regulations and particularly to the 
FSWNS. 

Outcome What is the current fulfilment level of 
the requirement? 
 
 
What are the expected results derived 
from the implementation of the 
requirement? 
 
What are the possible negative aspects 
that could affect the requirement 
implementation? 
What kind of improvement can be 
obtained after implementing this 
requirement? 

Vessels are informed about the ice 
conditions on time and also they are 
recommended to follow the WPs 
continuously. 
Reducing the risk of getting incidents 
such as ships getting stuck in ice, 
collisions in ice and reducing the need of 
on-site support by icebreakers. 
Inappropriate follow of instructions by 
vessels with lack of experience in winter 
navigation. 
More efficient flow of the ship traffic in 
ice conditions.  

Req./G3/1. Vessels must be informed of places and/or circumstances during navigation where/when meeting and overtaking is 
prohibited. 

Context What is (are) the main organizational 
aspect(s) influenced by the 
implementation of this requirement? 
 
What are the tasks linked to the 
application of this requirement? 
 

VTS operators and supervisors, VTS 
monitoring system, and communication 
means. Also, processes developed for 
handling navigation in restricted areas. 
The vessels reporting when entering 
those areas, the monitoring of the 
traffic performed by VTS operators. 
Monitoring is efficiently executed in the 
VTS centres. This supported by the 

The controlling of restricted 
navigation areas is an essential 
task in VTS centres. This includes 
prohibition of passing, 
overtaking, anchoring, etc. 
which are some of the common 
orders issued by VTS centres. 
 
KPI/Req./G3/1(1): 
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What is the status of the main conditions 
in the organization for implementing the 
requirement? 
 
 
What and who are responsible for the 
requirement implementation and 
maintenance? 
What is the current link of the 
requirement with other norms and 
regulations? 

combination between the 
responsibilities of VTs operators and the 
existing monitoring system. 
VTS centres and VTS operators and 
supervisor. 
 
This is linked to the existing demands in 
IMO SOLAS convention and particular 
guidelines from IALA. 

Number of accidents registered 
in conditioned navigational 
areas? (OI) 
 
KPI/Req./G3/1(2): 
Type of actions executed to 
strength the traffic organization 
in the VTS centres? (DI)  
 
 
  

Mechanism Which are the main means for the 
implementation of the requirement? 
How is the requirement currently 
communicated inside and outside of the 
organization? 
 
 
 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the understanding of the 
importance of the requirement? 
 
How are the skills and capabilities of the 
responsible person(s), for the 
functioning of the requirement, 
evaluated? 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the link of the requirement with 
other implemented norms and 
regulations? 

VTS personnel, VTS monitoring system 
and communication means. 
The importance of coordinating the 
traffic in restricted areas is a main task 
in the VTS centres. Externally, vessels 
know in advance about the limitations 
on those areas and they have to operate 
accordingly to the demands. 
VTs personnel receives training and 
constant feedback regarding the way 
traffic is organized. This is essential for 
ensuring this requirement. 
The provided training and the general 
performance of VTS personnel has 
continues evaluation on its efficiency. 
 
An integrated safety management 
safety has to cover the existing 
demands in regulations influencing the 
requirement. 

Outcome What is the current fulfilment level of 
the requirement? 
What are the expected results derived 
from the implementation of the 
requirement? 
What are the possible negative aspects 
that could affect the requirement 
implementation? 
What kind of improvement can be 
obtained after implementing this 
requirement? 

As main task of the centre, the 
requirement is efficiently applied. 
Reduce the risk of accidents in 
conflictive areas. 
 
Inappropriate or inexperience 
performance in the vessel 
manoeuvring. 
More efficient flow of vessel traffic in 
complicate areas.  

Req./G3/2. For certain vessels and also in certain navigational circumstances pilotage is compulsory. VTS operators have to inform to 
both, the vessel and pilots. 

Context What is (are) the main organizational 
aspect(s) influenced by the 
implementation of this requirement? 
What are the tasks linked to the 
application of this requirement? 
 
 
What is the status of the main conditions 
in the organization for implementing the 
requirement? 
 
What and who are responsible for the 
requirement implementation and 
maintenance? 

VTS operators, utilization of 
communication means to contact pilots. 
 
VTS operators have to monitor and 
listen to the report of vessels when 
these are approaching to place where 
piloting is required. 
Cooperation between VTS and pilots is 
essential. Therefore, communication 
and general support is commonly 
efficient. 
VTS centres and also pilots. 
 
 

VTS has a key role in supporting 
the compulsory pilotage to 
vessels navigating in the area. 
This is support is highly relevant 
for having an efficient planning 
of the service. 
 
KPI/Req./G3/2(1): 
Incidents during the 
coordination and initial 
provision of pilotage services? 
(OI) 
 
KPI/Req./G3/2(2): 
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What is the current link of the 
requirement with other norms and 
regulations? 

This includes links to common demands 
in SOLAS regulations and the demands 
coming from pilot services. Moreover, 
IALA guidelines are also incorporated in 
the relevant sections. 

Type of actions executed to 
strength the cooperation 
between VTS and Pilots? (DI)  
 
 
 Mechanism Which are the main means for the 

implementation of the requirement? 
 
How is the requirement currently 
communicated inside and outside of the 
organization? 
 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the understanding of the 
importance of the requirement? 
 
How are the skills and capabilities of the 
responsible person(s), for the 
functioning of the requirement, 
evaluated? 
 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the link of the requirement with 
other implemented norms and 
regulations? 

VTS personnel, monitoring system and 
communication means. 
 
VTS and Pilots have a strong 
cooperation in which key elements for 
succeeding in this service provision is 
also informed and discussed. 
VTSO are trained to make an efficient 
coordination with pilot services. 
Moreover, feedback from these 
operations is commonly received. 
Evaluation of the training received and 
the feedback from pilots is a used 
reference to evaluate the current 
coordination between VTS and piloting 
services. 
The safety specification has to integrate 
the demands of relevant regulations, 
including the demands from and for 
pilot services.  

Outcome What is the current fulfilment level of 
the requirement? 
What are the expected results derived 
from the implementation of the 
requirement? 
What are the possible negative aspects 
that could affect the requirement 
implementation? 
 
What kind of improvement can be 
obtained after implementing this 
requirement? 

Cooperation between VTS and pilots is 
categorized as efficient. 
Avoiding setbacks and incidents during 
the provision of piloting services. 
 
Poor communication and cooperation 
either with vessels or pilots. Sometimes, 
weather conditions can significantly 
affect the provision of this service. 
A general more efficient traffic 
organization. Particularly, a better 
coordination of piloting services. 

Req./G3/3. During wintertime, VTS centres should be aware about the type of vessel entering the areas and support the work of 
icebreaker with e.g. inform the vessel about its restrictions and providing the contact information of the icebreaker coordinator. 

Context What is (are) the main organizational 
aspect(s) influenced by the 
implementation of this requirement? 
What are the tasks linked to the 
application of this requirement? 
What is the status of the main conditions 
in the organization for implementing the 
requirement? 
 
 
What and who are responsible for the 
requirement implementation and 
maintenance? 
What is the current link of the 
requirement with other norms and 
regulations? 

VTS operators monitoring the types of 
vessels entering areas and the ice 
conditions existing in these. 
VTS operators and supervisors 
monitoring the traffic. 
The monitoring system provides all 
relevant information for execution of 
the requirement. However, work 
burden may be created for operators. 
VTS centres (operators and 
supervisors). 
 
This is linked to the existing demands in 
IMO SOLA, IALA Guidelines and 
particularly with the FSWNS. 

 KPI/Req./G3/3(1): 
Interventions to guide and 
organize the traffic during 
wintertime (ice conditions)? (MI)  
 

Mechanism Which are the main means for the 
implementation of the requirement? 

VTS personnel, VTS monitoring system 
and communication means. 
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How is the requirement currently 
communicated inside and outside of the 
organization? 
 
 
 
 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the understanding of the 
importance of the requirement? 
How are the skills and capabilities of the 
responsible person(s), for the 
functioning of the requirement, 
evaluated? 
 
 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the link of the requirement with 
other implemented norms and 
regulations? 

The traffic organization and its efficient 
flow during winter navigation depend 
on the capabilities of the vessel. 
Therefore, operators have to monitor 
and advice those vessels. Externally, all 
vessels are informed about traffic 
restrictions. 
Training covering the particular 
demands of winter navigation is 
provided to the operators. 
The efficiency of the training received is 
jointly evaluated between VTS 
personnel and training provider. 
Moreover, icebreakers provided 
feedback regarding the support 
received by VTS. 
An integrated SMS has to include the 
demands of relevant regulations, 
guidelines and the FSWNS. 

Outcome What is the current fulfilment level of 
the requirement? 
 
 
What are the expected results derived 
from the implementation of the 
requirement? 
What are the possible negative aspects 
that could affect the requirement 
implementation? 
What kind of improvement can be 
obtained after implementing this 
requirement? 

This is currently executed as a support 
activity for icebreaker operations. The 
requirement fulfilment is not yet 
evaluated. 
More efficient guidance to the vessels 
entering the areas and general support 
of the FSWNS. 
Inappropriate following of the guidance 
provided by ships entering the area. 
Work overload for the VTS operators. 
A better traffic organization in ice 
conditions and a more efficient support 
to icebreaker operations. 

Req./G3/4. During wintertime, meeting and overtaking is more common (e.g. in opened path channels in the ice). Moreover, distances 
between vessels are typically closer than in open water. VTS centres should closely monitor and support these operations. 

Context What is (are) the main organizational 
aspect(s) influenced by the 
implementation of this requirement? 
What are the tasks linked to the 
application of this requirement? 
What is the status of the main conditions 
in the organization for implementing the 
requirement? 
 
 
 
What and who are responsible for the 
requirement implementation and 
maintenance? 
What is the current link of the 
requirement with other norms and 
regulations? 

The VTS operators and supervisors 
monitoring the traffic. An appropriate 
functioning of the monitoring system. 
The monitoring and the traffic 
organization in general. 
The monitoring in centres has a 
strategic following of the traffic 
development. However, focusing in a 
particular operation may require 
support from other operators to 
monitor the traffic. 
VTS centres are the entity responsible 
for the monitoring and traffic 
organization. 
This is linked to the existing demands in 
IMO SOLA, IALA Guidelines and 
particularly with the FSWNS 

KPI/Req./G3/4(1): 
Operations monitored due to 
their complexity? (OI) 
  
KPI/Req./G3/4(2): 
Navigational assistance caused 
by the characteristics of the 
operation and ice conditions? 
(DI) 
 
 

Mechanism Which are the main means for the 
implementation of the requirement? 
How is the requirement currently 
communicated inside and outside of the 
organization? 
 

VTS personnel and the monitoring 
system. 
The characteristics of ship traffic during 
winter navigation are known by the 
personnel in the centres. Moreover, 
traffic restrictions act as the main 
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How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the understanding of the 
importance of the requirement? 
How are the skills and capabilities of the 
responsible person(s), for the 
functioning of the requirement, 
evaluated? 
How is the organization capable of 
ensuring the link of the requirement with 
other implemented norms and 
regulations? 

reference to know types of vessels allow 
to navigate in the areas. This depending 
in the existing ice conditions. 
By providing training and transmitting 
the needs and demands to support 
winter navigation operations. 
The training and general performance 
of the operators and supervisors is 
reviewed and feedback is always 
received. 
An integrated SMS has to consider the 
demands of relevant regulations, 
guidelines and the FSWNS. 

Outcome What is the current fulfilment level of 
the requirement? 
 
What are the expected results derived 
from the implementation of the 
requirement? 
 
What are the possible negative aspects 
that could affect the requirement 
implementation? 
What kind of improvement can be 
obtained after implementing this 
requirement? 

VTS centres continually monitor the 
traffic and provided on-time support 
when requested. 
More efficient awareness of winter 
navigations in order to provide faster 
and more efficient support when 
requested. 
Inappropriate following of the guidance 
provided by ships entering the area. 
Work overload for the VTS operators. 
Better situational awareness of the ship 
operations and more accurate support 
when requested.  

 
Table 23 has presented the KPIs designated to the particular requirements included within the general objectives 
of the VTS Finland safety specification. The analysis of the requirements using the realist evaluations has 
detected three elements on the function of the VTS centres which has also been detected as essential in the 
constitution and analysis of the requirements of the safety specification and particularly for reviewing the 
environmental assumptions linked to these requirements. These elements are: 
 

- VTS personnel (particularly operators and supervisors) 
- VTS monitoring system 
- VTS communication means 

 
Thus, the functionality of these three elements is essential for the provision of an efficient VTS. Therefore, 
ensuring this functionality is highly important. For this, the training and formation of VTS personnel and 
maintenance of equipment is essential. Table 24 proposes a set of KPIs for monitoring, reviewing and guiding the 
function of the described elements. 
 
Table 24. Designed KPIs for monitoring, guiding and reviewing the functionality assurance of VTS personnel, VTS 
monitoring system and the implemented communication means. 

Element KPI 

Training Training and formation of VTS personnel 
- E/KPI/TR (1): Reviewing and strengthening of the skills of VTS personnel (MI) 

Understanding the needs and demands of the current function of VTS, together with 
the skills and profile of the personnel. 

- E/KPI/TR (2): Planning and reviewing the annual training programme (MI) 
Planning of the calendars and appropriate way for provide general training based on 
needs and demands detected.  
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- E/KPI/TR (3): Evaluation of the quality and efficiency of the training provided (OI) 
Executing an assessment of the received trained which is performed between training 
provider, personnel trained and training manager.    

Maintenance VTS monitoring system 
- E/KPI/MA (1): Executed maintenance programme for evaluate and ensure the 

functionality of the monitoring system and communication equipment (OI) 
A complete maintenance programme is applied for the key equipment in the centres. 
Application and following of the programme is an essential task for ensuring their 
functionality. 

- E/KPI/MA (2): Reviewing the quality and efficiency of the maintenance provided to 
the equipment (MI) 
Executing an assessment of the received maintenance which is commonly received by 
a service provider. In order to have a more complete and fruitful evaluation, this is 
performed between maintenance provider and VTS personnel by e.g. a testing of the 
equipment (see Section 4.6)   

 
Finally, the defined KPIs are integrated into a model constructed base on the structure of the VTS Finland safety 
specification. For this, a Bayesian Network is created as a tool review and monitor the performance of the 
indicators which attempt to represent the general performance of the safety specification. This model is 
represented as visualization tool for supporting the analysis of the safety specification and provide guided actions 
to review and strength the function of the safety specification. Table 25 presents a detailed description of 
functionality of KPIs within the performance monitoring tool. Annex 1 presents a tutorial presenting how to elicit 
and practically utilized the VTS Finland KPIs performance monitoring tool. 
 
Table 25. The VTS Finland KPIs performance monitoring tool 

Function: The performance monitoring tool aims at monitoring, maintaining and ensuring the function 
of the VTS Finland safety specification by proactively using the KPIs which are allocated to each 
identified requirement. This is supported by implementing a Bayesian network which reviews 
and guides the VTS Finland safety management by executing certain actions which are 
suggested after the detection of the conception of the current safety level in each requirement 
of the constructed safety specification. 

Version VTS FIN 0.1 

Detailed functional description of the tool 

Goal 1 Provide information to all vessels when these report to the centres or when vessels request 
it. This information compromises things affecting vessel safe and its navigation flow. 

Req./G1/1 15 minutes before entering a VTS area, vessels must provide its basic information (vessel 
name, location, destination, intended route and vessel general condition) to VTS centre. 

Current status and 
input information 

KPI/Req./G1/1(1). Percentage of vessel reporting entering in a VTS area (if possible classified 
by VTS areas). Monitor Indicator (MI): 

- Status A: More than 95% reporting in the area.  
- Status B: Less than 95% but no less than 75%. 
- Status C: Less than 75% 

KPI/Req./G1/1(3) The initial status of the vessel reporting when entering the area is 
commonly (in each particular area) Outcome Indicator (OI): 

- Category A: No events that potentially can affect the navigation are reported. 

- Category B: Minor issues are reported on-board but these do not compromise the safe 
navigation of the vessel. 

- Category C: Major issues are reported and VTS has to support and coordinate operations for 
solving these issues in order to maintain the safety of the supported vessels and also 
maintaining smooth traffic in the area. 
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Conceptual of current 
safety level of the 

requirement 

States for defining the current safety level: 
- Efficient 

- Inefficient 

Actions connected to 
the efficiency of the 

requirement 

- Action A: Maintain periodical reviews of the requirement and safety constraints (SC) linked to 
it in order to improve them. 

- Action B: Make a complete review of the requirement, including the analysis of the 
assumptions of the requirement. Review the control structure established for analysing the 
hazards and unsafe controlled actions in order to make an update and perform changes aiming 
at improving the level of reporting. 

- Action C: Make a detailed review of the preliminary analysis in order to evaluate the relevancy 
of the already detected hazards and discuss about other potential threats connected to the 
function of the requirement. Review/elaborate the validation and complete hazard analysis 
using the STPA (see Section 4.4.2). 

Actions from Drive 
KPIs 

 

KPI/Req./G1/1(2). Particular actions developed to improve the reporting of the vessel (in 
each particular area). Drive Indicator (DI): 

- Action A: Report the most serious violations further to the relevant flag states, this action has 
to be done no matters the current safety level. 

- Action B: Organize workshops with relevant stakeholders in order to find alternatives to 
improve the reporting. 

Req./G1/2 A traceable route is generated in the VTS traffic monitoring system to all the vessels entering 
a VTS area. 

Current status and 
input information 

KPI/Req./G1/2(1) Percentage of efficiency of the VTS monitoring system to represent 
(portray) ship routes? (MI): 

- Status A: More than 95% of efficiency 
- Status B: Between 80 and 95% of efficiency 

- Status C: Below 80% of efficiency 

KPI/Req./G1/2(2): Reported malfunctions compromising AIS? (OI): 
- Status A: Less than 15 reported malfunctions 
- Status B: Between 30 and 15 reported malfunctions 

- Status C: More than 30 malfunctions 

Conceptual of current 
safety level of the 

requirement 

States for defining the current safety level: 
- Efficient 
- Inefficient 

Actions connected to 
the efficiency of the 

requirement 

- Action A: Maintain periodical reviews of the requirement and safety constraints (SC) linked to 
it in order to improve them. Moreover, keep a record about those AIS devices and malfunctions 
detected in the vessels. 

- Action B: Make a complete review of the requirement, including the analysis of the 
assumptions made to formulate the requirement. Review the control structure established for 
analysing the hazards and unsafe controlled actions in order to make an update and perform 
changes aiming at improving the level of reporting. In addition, check the records of defects 
and malfunction in the AIS devices of the vessels, generate general recommendations which 
can be transmitted to the traffic navigating or planning to navigate in the area 

- Action C: Make a detailed review of the preliminary analysis in order to evaluate the relevancy 
of the already detected hazards and discuss about other potential threats connected to the 
function of the requirement. Review/elaborate the validation and complete hazard analysis 
using the STPA. Additionally, make an analysis of the reported causes due to the malfunctions 
of AIS devices in vessels, find common causal factors and propose detailed actions (STPA can 
be used for this purpose). 

Req./G1/3 Once the vessel route is known, VTS operators must inform about warnings, traffic and 
weather conditions, and extraordinary events (e.g. accidents in the area). 

Current status and 
input information 

KPI/Req./G1/3(1) Efficiency of the actions made by VTS to ensure vessels listen the VHF 
channels? (MI): 

- Status A: More than 95% of efficiency 
- Status B: Between 85 and 95% of efficiency 
- Status C: Below 85% of efficiency 
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Conceptual of current 
safety level of the 

requirement 

States for defining the current safety level: 
- Efficient 
- Inefficient 

Actions connected to 
the efficiency of the 

requirement 

- Action A: Maintain periodical reviews of the requirement and safety constraints (SC) linked to 
it in order to improve them. 

- Action B: Make a complete review of the requirement, including the analysis of the 
assumptions made to formulate the requirement. Review the control structure established for 
analysing the hazards and unsafe controlled actions in order to make an update and perform 
changes aiming at improving the information sharing.  

- Action C: Make a detailed review of the preliminary analysis in order to evaluate the relevancy 
of the already detected hazards and discuss about other potential threats connected to the 
function of the requirement. Review/elaborate the validation and complete hazard analysis 
using the STPA.  

Actions from Drive 
KPIs 

 

KPI/Req./G1/3(2). Actions developed to improve the information sharing in VTS (DI): 
- Action A: Keep an open channel of communication (e.g. email, phone number, etc.) with 

relevant internal and external stakeholder to promote the submission of feedback regarding 
the sharing of information by VTS Finland. 

- Action B: Organize workshops with relevant internal and external stakeholders in order to find 
alternatives to improve the information sharing. 

Goal 2 Provide navigational assistance to identify vessels on request or when considered necessary 
by the VTS centres. This navigational assistance is advisory and normative, and the master is 
the final responsible for manoeuvring the vessel. The intention is to support, with guidance, 
the smooth flow and safety of navigation. 

Req./G2/1 Vessels navigating within a speed restricted area must respect the speed limits and keep their 
speeds within the established range. 

Current status and 
input information 

KPI/Req./G2/1(1) Reported speed violations occurred in a particular area (MI): 
- Status A: Less than 3 reported violations 
- Status B: Between 6 and 3 reported violations 
- Status C: More than 6 violations 

Conceptual of current 
safety level of the 

requirement 

States for defining the current safety level: 
- Efficient 
- Inefficient 

Actions connected to 
the efficiency of the 

requirement 

- Action A: Maintain periodical reviews of the requirement and safety constraints (SC) linked to 
it. 

- Action B: Make a review of the requirement, including the analysis of the assumptions made 
to formulate the requirement. Review the control structure established for analysing the 
hazards and unsafe controlled actions in order to make an update which improves the 
controlling of speed in restricted areas.  

- Action C: Make a detailed review of the preliminary hazard analysis in order to re-evaluate the 
relevancy of the detected hazards and discuss about other potential threats connected to the 
function of the requirement. Complement this with the validation and complete hazard 
analysis using the STPA. 

Actions from Drive 
KPIs 

 

KPI/Req./G2/1(2) Actions made by VTS centres to ensure a clear communication of the restricted areas? 
(DI) 

- Action A: Organize workshops or trainings to analyse the common way communication is 
performed in the described scenarios. The idea is to detect the e.g. unintended habits that 
affect the efficiency of the communication (length of the message transmitted, clarity in the 
message markers, and effectiveness of transmitting information) 

- Action B: Review with relevant stakeholders the general perception regarding the exchange of 
information and communication in restricted or conflictive areas. 

Req./G2/2 A vessel approaching to a point of contingency must be informed about the situation and 
recommendations (guidance) should be provided. 

Current status and 
input information 

KPI/Req./G2/2(1) Warnings emitted to vessels regarding contingency points (OI): 
- Status A: Less than 5 warnings reported 
- Status B: Between 5 and 15 warnings reported 
- Status C: More than 15 warnings reported 
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KPI/Req./G2/2(2) Vessels directly affected by registered contingency points? (MI) 
- Status A: Less than 3 vessels 
- Status B: Between 3 and 6 vessels affected 
- Status C: More than 6 vessels affected 

Conceptual of current 
safety level of the 

requirement 

States for defining the current safety level: 
- Efficient 
- Inefficient 

Actions connected to 
the efficiency of the 

requirement 

- Action A: Maintain periodical reviews of the requirement and safety constraints (SC) linked to 
it. 

- Action B: Make a review of the requirement, including the analysis of the assumptions made 
to formulate the requirement. Review the control structure established for analysing the 
hazards and unsafe controlled actions in order to make an update which improves the 
effectiveness on the transmission of warnings.  

- Action C: Make a detailed review of the preliminary hazard analysis in order to re-evaluate the 
relevancy of the detected hazards and discuss about other potential threats connected to the 
function of the requirement. Complement this with the validation and complete hazard 
analysis using the STPA. 

Actions from Drive 
KPIs 

 

KPI/Req./G2/2(3) Particular actions developed to support the skills of VTS personnel for providing 
guidance? (DI) 

- Action A: Organize internal meetings and workshops to discuss issues influencing the quality 
and effectiveness in the provision of warnings and navigational assistance. 

- Action B: Request for training and analysis focusing on the improvement of emitting warnings 
and the provision navigational assistance. The idea is to elaborate analysis by an outsourced 
organization which is capable to assess internal conflicts and combine this with other relevant 
experiences in e.g. previous trainings provided to VTS personnel. 

Req./G2/3 Vessels in route of collision (detected with the use of the collision alarm in the VTS centre) 
must be contacted and informed about the risk. 

Current status and 
input information 

KPI/Req./G2/3(1) Warnings emitted to prevent close quarter situations/too small CPAs (MI): 
- Status A: Less than 3 warnings emitted 
- Status B: Between 6 and 3 warnings emitted 

- Status C: 6 or more warnings emitted 

KPI/Req./G2/3(2) Number of actual collisions reported? (OI) 
- Status A: Zero collisions 

- Status B: More than one collision 

Conceptual of current 
safety level of the 

requirement 

States for defining the current safety level: 
- Efficient 
- Inefficient 

Actions connected to 
the efficiency of the 

requirement 

- Action A: Maintain periodical reviews of the requirement and safety constraints (SC) linked to 
it. In the case of reported collisions apply Action C. 

- Action B: Make a review of the requirement, including the analysis of the assumptions made 
to formulate the requirement. Review the control structure established for analysing the 
hazards and unsafe controlled actions in order to make an update which improves the 
effectiveness on the transmission of warnings regarding close quarter situations. In the case of 
reported collisions apply Action C. 

- Action C: Make a detailed review of the preliminary hazard analysis in order to re-evaluate the 
relevancy of the detected hazards and discuss about other potential threats connected to the 
function of the requirement. Complement this with the validation and complete hazard 
analysis using the STPA. 

Actions from Drive 
KPIs 

KPI/Req./G2/3(3) Particular actions developed to support the skills of VTS personnel for 
handling the task after a reported collision alarm? (DI) 

- Action A: Elaborate feedback sessions where the function of the alarm is described and discuss 
it among the VTS operators. 

- Action C: Elaborate workshops where scenarios of collision alarms are tested and subsequently 
analysed. Thus, debriefing the acting of the VTS operators and detecting areas of 
improvements in the performance of the operators. 
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Req./G2/4 Vessels in convoys or escorted without the assistance of an icebreaker should be closely 
monitored in the VTS centres, and detected deviations must be reported to the icebreaker 
responsible for the area. 

Current status and 
input information 

KPI/Req./G2/4(1) Navigational assistance provided to ships formed in convoys where 
icebreaker is not present? (MI): 

- Status A: Less than 3 cases 
- Status B: Between 5 or 3 cases 
- Status C: More than 5 cases 

KPI/Req./G2/4(2) Reported incidents in convoys where icebreaker is not present? (OI) 
- Status A: Minor incidents reported on-board which do not affect the operation 
- Status B: Incidents which could affect the performance of the operation 

KPI/Req./G2/4(3) Reported accidents in convoys where icebreaker is not present? (OI): 
- Status A: Zero accidents reported 
- Status B: Accidents reported with minor consequences or affectations to the operation 

- Status C: Significant accidents reported which endanger the performance of the operation 

Conceptual of current 
safety level of the 

requirement 

States for defining the current safety level: 
- Efficient 
- Inefficient 

Actions connected to 
the efficiency of the 

requirement 

- Action A: Maintain periodical reviews of the requirement and safety constraints (SC) linked to 
it. In the case of reported accidents apply Action C. 

- Action B: Make a review of the requirement, including the analysis of the assumptions made 
to formulate the requirement. Review the control structure established for analysing the 
hazards and unsafe controlled actions in order to make an update which improves the 
effectiveness of the support provided by VTS in this type of operation. This has to be discussed 
with icebreakers. In the case of reported accidents apply Action C. 

- Action C: Make a detailed review of the preliminary hazard analysis in order to re-evaluate the 
relevancy of the detected hazards and discuss other potential threats connected to the 
function of the requirement. Complement this with the validation and complete hazard 
analysis using the STPA. It is important to incorporate the winter navigation stakeholders’ 
(particularly icebreakers) opinion and contribution about the outcome from the analysis 
performed in this action. 

Actions from Drive 
KPIs 

KPI/Req./G2/4(4): Joint actions between VTS and icebreakers to support on winter navigation 
operations? (DI): 

- Action A: Elaborate periodical meeting to discuss the cooperation between VTS centres and 
icebreakers during winter navigation. 

- Action B: Define clear roles of the VTS for assisting in convoy operations in which icebreakers 
are not present. This has to be coordinated with icebreakers. 

Req./G2/5 Vessels navigating in a route where a possible grounding could occur must be contacted and 
informed about the risk. 

Current status and 
input information 

KPI/Req./G2/5(1) Ships detected and contacted due to potential drifting to the edge of a 
fairway? (MI): 

- Status A: Less than 5 contacted vessels 
- Status B: Between 5 and 15 vessels contacted 

- Status C: More than 15 vessels 

 KPI/Req./G2/5(2) Vessels with a late response when these are contacted because the risk of 
collision or groundings is detected in the centres? (MI): 

- Status A: Less than 5% of vessels with late response 

- Status B: More than 5% of vessels with late response 

 KPI/Req./G2/5(3) Groundings reported within areas of the VTS Finland? (OI): 
- Status A: Zero grounding reported 

- Status B: One or more groundings reported 

Conceptual of current 
safety level of the 

requirement 

States for defining the current safety level: 
- Efficient 
- Inefficient 
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Actions connected to 
the efficiency of the 

requirement 

- Action A: Maintain periodical reviews of the requirement and safety constraints (SC) linked to 
it. In the case of reported groundings apply Action C. 

- Action B: Make a review of the requirement, including the analysis of the assumptions made 
to formulate the requirement. Review the control structure established for analysing the 
hazards and unsafe controlled actions in order to make an update which improves the 
effectiveness of warnings provided when there is a risk of grounding. In the case of reported 
accidents apply Action C. 

- Action C: Make a detailed review of the preliminary hazard analysis in order to re-evaluate the 
relevancy of the detected hazards and discuss about other potential threats connected to the 
function of the requirement. Complement this with the validation and complete hazard 
analysis using the STPA. Elaborate forums of discussion with relevant stakeholder to analyse 
the findings of this action. 

Req./G2/6 Vessels navigating in a route where complex ice conditions can be foreseen must be informed 
about this situation and re-recommend the following of the waypoints. 

Current status and 
input information 

KPI/Req./G2/6(1) Warnings emitted to vessels regarding difficult ice conditions and 
recommended the following of the WPs? (MI):  

- Status A: Less than 5 warnings emitted 
- Status B: Between 5 and 15 warnings emitted 

- Status C: More than 15 warnings 

KPI/Req./G2/6(2) Request made to cut off a vessel from ice to another vessel (where 
icebreakers are not involved? (MI): 

- Status A: Less than 3 requests 

- Status B: 3 or more requests 

Conceptual of current 
safety level of the 

requirement 

States for defining the current safety level: 
- Efficient 
- Inefficient 

Actions connected to 
the efficiency of the 

requirement 

- Action A: Maintain periodical reviews of the requirement and safety constraints (SC) linked to 
it. 

- Action B: Make a review of the requirement, including the analysis of the assumptions made 
to formulate the requirement. Review the control structure established for analysing the 
hazards and unsafe controlled actions in order to make an update which improves the 
effectiveness of the navigational assistance in complex ice conditions. The action has to be 
discussed with relevant stakeholders of winter navigation. 

- Action C: Make a detailed review of the preliminary hazard analysis in order to re-evaluate the 
relevancy of the detected hazards and discuss about other potential threats connected to the 
function of the requirement. Complement this with the validation and complete hazard 
analysis using the STPA. Elaborate forums of discussion with relevant winter navigation 
stakeholders to analyse the findings of this action. 

Goal 3 Organization of vessel traffic to improve traffic flow and safety. This is provided in certain areas 
where e.g. meeting or overtaking represent a risk for accidents. The aim is to prevent 
dangerous navigational situations and congestions. 

Req./G3/1 Vessels must be informed of places and/or circumstances during navigation where/when 
meeting and overtaking is prohibited. 

Current status and 
input information 

KPI/Req./G3/1(1) Number of accidents registered in conditioned navigational areas? (OI) 
- Status A: Zero accidents 

- Status B: One or more accidents with insignificant affectations to the vessel(s), ship traffic 
and/or natural environment. 

- Status C: One or more accidents with significant affectations to the vessel(s), ship traffic and/or 
natural environment. 

Conceptual of current 
safety level of the 

requirement 

States for defining the current safety level: 
- Efficient 
- Inefficient 

Actions connected to 
the efficiency of the 

requirement 

- Action A: Maintain periodical reviews of the requirement and safety constraints (SC) linked to 
it. If Status B or C, apply Actions B or C. 

- Action B: Make a review of the requirement, including the analysis of the assumptions made 
to formulate the requirement. Review the control structure established for analysing the 
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hazards and unsafe controlled actions in order to make an update which improves the 
effectiveness of informing about those places or circumstances where certain manoeuvring is 
forbidden. 

- Action C: Make a detailed review of the preliminary hazard analysis in order to re-evaluate the 
relevancy of the detected hazards and discuss about other potential threats connected to the 
function of the requirement. Complement this with the validation and complete hazard 
analysis using the STPA. 

Actions from Drive 
KPIs 

KPI/Req./G3/1(2) Type of actions executed to strength the traffic organization in the VTS 
centres? (DI): 

- Action A: Periodical meetings are organized internally in order to discuss extraordinary events 
and general aspects to generate actions of improvement. 

- Action B: Workshops are organized to analyse determined aspects in the organization of the 
traffic in the VTS areas.  Relevant stakeholders (pilots, SAR services, icebreakers, shipping 
companies, etc.) are invited to these workshops. 

Req./G3/2 For certain vessels and in certain navigational circumstances pilotage is compulsory. VTS 
operators must inform both the vessel and pilots. 

Current status and 
input information 

KPI/Req./G3/2(1) Incidents/ accidents during the coordination and initial provision of pilotage 
services? (OI): 

- Status A: Zero incidents/ accidents 
- Status B: Incidents with minor repercussions in the execution of the operation. 

- Status C: Accidents affecting the execution of the operation. 

Conceptual of current 
safety level of the 

requirement 

States for defining the current safety level: 
- Efficient 
- Inefficient 

Actions connected to 
the efficiency of the 

requirement 

- Action A: Maintain periodical reviews of the requirement and safety constraints (SC) linked to 
it. If Status B or C, apply Actions B or C. 

- Action B: Make a review of the requirement, including the analysis of the assumptions made 
to formulate the requirement. Review the control structure established for analysing the 
hazards and unsafe controlled actions in order to make an update which improves the 
effectiveness of the coordination between VTS centres and pilots for the provision of piloting 
services. 

- Action C: Make a detailed review of the preliminary hazard analysis in order to re-evaluate the 
relevancy of the detected hazards and discuss about other potential threats connected to the 
function of the requirement. Complement this with the validation and complete hazard 
analysis using the STPA. 

Actions from Drive 
KPIs 

KPI/Req./G3/2(2) Type of actions executed to strength the cooperation between VTS and 
Pilots? (DI): 

- Action A: Periodical meetings are organized between pilots and VTS personnel in order to 
discuss extraordinary events and general aspects of the coordination between both 
organizations. The idea is to ensure the safety of the operations and generate actions of 
improvement. 

- Action B: Workshops are organized to analyse in details the elements involved in the execution 
of piloting services and particularly the input from VTS centres. For this, particular cases could 
be discussed and collected information from extraordinary events can be also utilized.  

Req./G3/3 During wintertime, VTS centres should be aware about the type of vessel entering the areas 
and support the work of icebreaker with e.g. inform the vessel about its restrictions and 
providing the contact information of the icebreaker coordinator. 

Current status and 
input information 

KPI/Req./G3/3(1) Interventions to guide and organize the traffic during wintertime (ice 
conditions)? (MI): 

- Status A: Less than 10 interventions 

- Status B: Between 10 and 20 interventions 
- Status C: More than 20 interventions 

Conceptual of current 
safety level of the 

requirement 

States for defining the current safety level: 
- Efficient 
- Inefficient 
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Actions connected to 
the efficiency of the 

requirement 

- Action A: Maintain periodical reviews of the requirement and safety constraints (SC) linked to 
it. 

- Action B: Make a review of the requirement, including the analysis of the assumptions made 
to formulate the requirement. Review the control structure established for analysing the 
hazards and unsafe controlled actions in order to make an update which improves the 
effectiveness of the coordination between VTS centres and icebreakers. 

- Action C: Make a detailed review of the preliminary hazard analysis in order to re-evaluate the 
relevancy of the detected hazards and discuss about other potential threats connected to the 
function of the requirement. Complement this with the validation and complete hazard 
analysis using the STPA. 

Req./G3/4 During wintertime, meeting and overtaking is more common (e.g. in opened path channels in 
the ice). Moreover, distances between vessels are typically closer than in open water. VTS 
centres should closely monitor and support these operations. 

Current status and 
input information 

KPI/Req./G3/4(1) Operations monitored due to their complexity? (OI): 
- Status A: Less than 5 operations 

- Status B: More than 5 operations 

KPI/Req./G3/4(2) Provided navigational assistance caused by the characteristics of the 
operation and ice conditions? (MI): 

- Status A: Less than 3 cases of provided assistance 

- Status B: 3 or more cases of provided assistance 

Conceptual of current 
safety level of the 

requirement 

States for defining the current safety level: 
- No very active 
- Active 
- Very active 

Actions connected to 
the efficiency of the 

requirement 

- Action A: Maintain periodical reviews of the requirement and safety constraints (SC) linked to 
it. 

- Action B: Make a review of the requirement, including the analysis of the assumptions made 
to formulate the requirement. Review the control structure established for analysing the 
hazards and unsafe controlled actions in order to make an update that strength the support 
provided by VTS centres to the vessels operating in complex ice conditions. 

- Action C: Make a detailed review of the preliminary hazard analysis in order to re-evaluate the 
relevancy of the detected hazards and discuss about other potential threats connected to the 
function of the requirement. Complement this with the validation and complete hazard 
analysis using the STPA. Discuss the findings with icebreakers and generated joint actions.  

Training and 
Maintenance 

This section includes KPIs relevant to monitor, review and control the performance of two 
essential elements (Personnel Training and Maintenance of the equipment) in the function of 
the safety specification of VTS Finland.  

Training (current 
status and input 

information) 

E/KPI/TR (1) Reviewing and strengthening of the skills of VTS personnel (MI): 
- Status A: Yes, periodical reviews are executed 

- Status B: Reviews are executed when needed  

E/KPI/TR (2) Planning and reviewing the annual training programme (MI): 
- Status A: Programme reviewed based on scheduled periods 

- Status B: Programme reviewed when needed 

E/KPI/TR (3) Evaluation of the quality and efficiency of the training provided (OI): 
- Status A: Evaluated as high quality training 
- Status B: Evaluated as average quality training 
- Status C: Evaluated as low quality training 

Conceptual of current 
safety level of the 

requirement 

States for defining the current safety level: 
- Efficient 
- Inefficient 

Actions connected to 
the efficiency of the 

requirement 

- Action A: Maintain periodical reviews of the elements connected to the training programme. 
Including the review of the safety constraints linked to these elements. 

- Action B: Make a review of training programme, including the safety constraints and their 
connected assumptions. Analyse the input of the training programme in the control structures 
of the requirements where training is represented. 
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- Action C: Make a detailed review of the preliminary hazard analysis in order to re-evaluate the 
relevancy of the detected hazards and discuss about other potential threats connected to the 
provision of training in the VTS centres. Complement this with the validation and complete 
hazard analysis using the STPA, this is for the analysis and recognition of an efficient training 
control structure.  

Maintenance (current 
status and input 

information) 

E/KPI/MA (1) Executed maintenance programme for evaluate and ensure the functionality of 
the monitoring system and communication equipment (OI): 

- Status A: Executed periodically based on a programmed scheduled 
- Status B: Executed by an external source also based on a programmed schedule. 

- Status C: No executed or delayed 

E/KPI/MA (2) Reviewing the quality and efficiency of the maintenance provided to the 
equipment (MI): 

- Status A: Evaluated as high quality maintenance 
- Status B: Evaluated as average quality maintenance 
- Status C: Evaluated as low quality maintenance 

Conceptual of current 
safety level of the 

requirement 

States for defining the current safety level: 
- Efficient 
- Inefficient 

Actions connected to 
the efficiency of the 

requirement 

- Action A: Maintain periodical reviews of the elements connected to the maintenance 
programme. Including the review of the safety constraints linked to these elements. 

- Action B: Make a review of maintenance programme, including the safety constraints and their 
connected assumptions. Analyse the input of the maintenance programme in the control 
structures of the requirements where it has influence. 

- Action C: Make a detailed review of the preliminary hazard analysis where maintenance is 
included, this in order to re-evaluate the relevancy of the detected hazards and discuss about 
other potential threats affecting the maintenance programme in VTS centres. Complement this 
with the validation and complete hazard analysis using the STPA, this is for the analysis and 
recognition of an efficient maintenance control structure. 

Safety specification 
update 

This section includes KPIs relevant to monitor, review and control the overall updating of the 
safety specification. This including the management of change in the case of updates or new 
setting of requirements that come from the overall analysis of the safety specification or for 
new demands in regulations.  

 Current status and 
input information 

E/KPI/Up (1) New generated requirements from updates of the safety specification (OI): 
- Status A: Zero new requirements 
- Status B: One new requirement 
- Status C: More than one new requirement. 

 E/KPI/Up (2) New generated requirements from updates of regulations (OI): 
- Status A: Zero new requirements 
- Status B: One new requirement 

- Status C: More than one new requirement. 

Conceptual of current 
safety level of the 

requirement 

States for defining the current safety level: 
- Safety specification (SE) constant 
- SE slowly evolving 
- SE fast evolving 

Actions connected to 
the efficiency of the 

requirement 

- Action A: Elaborate internal reviews of the performance of the safety specification (SE). Test if 
the SE covers the last updates in the regulations. 

- Action B: Elaborate (periodically) a document where all the implemented actions are 
contained. Analyse those actions in order to clearly detect and understand all changes in the 
requirement of the SE. Include the possible updates generated by changes in regulations.  

- Action C: Execute Action B and review the outcome with relevant external stakeholders 
affected by those changes. 

 

4.7.4. System limitations 

Once the safety specification is completed, the system limitations have to be identified and documented. These 
limitations have to be connected to the work performed in Level 1 because they are relevant to the actual 
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customer’s view of the system and this are needed before the final system acceptance and a possible official 
certification.  
 
For the identification of the limitations, the established requirements and their formulated safety constraints 
have to be under a final review. Generally, the limitations can be associated with the hazards and their causal 
factors that are not possible to completely be eliminated or controlled. This creates the existence of a certain 
accepted risk in the system function. Other limitations are linked to the nature of the organization, the safety 
performance targets which depend on the available resources for safety management. 
 
In the case of VTS Finland and the function of the VTS centres, a general and main limitation is the actual degree 
of controller that VTS centres actually are. As specified in the initial function of the VTS, navigational assistance 
is only advisory and normative but the master of the vessel is still responsible for the manoeuvring of the vessel 
and executing the final operation. Below, one example of the system limitation is presented. 
 

- Req./G2/5. Vessels in a route where a possible grounding make occur has to be contacted and informed about the 
risk 

 Limitation: The efforts of the VTS centre to contact the vessel can be blocked by failures in communication 
systems or an inappropriate watch keeping on board. 

 

Thus, these type of limitations should be complemented and documented by the actual personnel on charge of 
executing the tasks in the VTS centres. The outcome of this identification has to be linked to the safety constraints 
defined in each requirement.  
 

4.7.5. Establishing the VTS Finland safety specification: process mapping 

This section presents a map describing the complete process for establishing the VTS Finland safety specification. 
The idea is to present a general layout of the work performed in each level of the safety specification. Moreover, 
it helps to identify the links between the methodology of the safety specification and the actual work executed. 
Figure 13 presents the map describing the work executed in the definition of the VTS Finland safety specification. 
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Figure 13. Map processing for establishing the VTS Finland safety specification 

 

5. Conclusions 
This report has presented the application of the safety intent specification to describe and design the safety 

function of the Vessel Traffic Services in Finland. This has resulted in a documented process for establishing 

requirements and design a control structure which can ensure the safety management in the function of the 

Finnish VTS centres. The process is based on the theory of system safety presented in Leveson (2011) which 

provides support for making a systematic representation of the actual function of safety and safety practices 

within VTS Finland. The design of the VTS Finland safety specification has facilitated a detailed representation of 

the requirements and safety control constraints to support and ensure the safety of the navigation in Finnish VTS 

areas. Moreover, the documented process provides the needed analyses and guidance to design and 

subsequently install a safety management system. 

The analysis performed in the seven levels of the VTS Finland safety specification provided information and 

guidance regarding the main aspects to be assessed and documented for the establishment of a system capable 

of executing, maintaining and improving the management of safety. The first level (level 0) provides a detailed 

analysis of the actual practices in the management of the organization. This is essential to understand and 

accurate capture the idea about how the organization and its personnel define the function of the VTS and how 

the VTS centres operations are harmonized under a common legislative structure. The second level (level 1) 

represents the base for supporting the function of the safety system. This level is critical because it executes the 

initial analyses which provide the identification and documentation of the actual goals of the system and the 
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safety constraints to achieve them. The definition of the safety constraints includes an identification of the 

accident and actual hazards threatening the safe operation of VTS and the safe execution of maritime traffic 

operations in Finnish sea areas. This enables the design of accurate safety constraints which are also linked to a 

detailed analysis of the assumptions behind the formulated requirements aiming at controlling, preventing 

and/or mitigating the system threats. 

The finalization of level 1 has provided the initial detection of about 17 accidents and 35 hazards threatening the 

safety of VTS centres and the safety of the traffic operations in the monitored areas in these centres. A 

preliminary hazard analysis has been executed in order to initially detect possible causal factors and scenarios in 

which these hazards may evolve and lead to accidents. The collected aspects in this analysis have support the 

definition of 13 requirements and several documented general and environmental assumptions allocated to 

these requirements. Finally, the process for defining safety constraints is presented in order to provide a guided 

method for ensuring and controlling the functioning of the requirements. 

The third level (level 2) executes an analysis and validation of the foundations of the safety specification 

produced in the previous level. This focuses on the produced basic system design, and the scientific and 

engineering principles needed to achieve the specified in level 1. For this, the defined requirements present a 

definition of the external interfaces needed to execute these requirements, including the detection of the direct 

and indirect organizations influenced by the requirement. The analysis includes the definition of the control and 

displays utilized in the running of the requirement, including a definition of the logic principles behind their 

function. Then, a straight connection between the requirements function and the safety constraints involved in 

their execution are identified. Finally, a validation and hazard analysis using System-theoretic Process of Analysis 

(STPA) is executed in order to strength and re-define the requirements and safety constraints of the safety 

specification. 

The fourth level (level 3) present the design of the functional allocation and implementation of the system 

components. This is a simple mapping of the elements defined in level 1 and 2. The visualize map is used to make 

a general representation of the system function in order to detect the integration of technical and non-technical 

aspects demanded in the implementation of the requirements and safety constraints. This description is 

important to identify and simply represent the connection between requirements, assumptions and safety 

constraints that are included safety specification. This can be used to discuss the formulated system with external 

stakeholders involved in the execution of the system function.  

The fifth and sixth levels (levels 4 and 5) proposes a process for validation of the physical implementation, 

software components and other elements needed to the function of the safety specification. This an essential 

way for representing the interface between system and component designers and the actual implementers of 

the safety specification. This process is exemplified with the analysis of aspects within the VTS monitoring system 

which is one of the most important resources in the functioning of VTS centres. This efficiently communicates to 

external software providers, the safety demands of the system which represented by the created requirements 

and safety constraints. 

The final level (level 6) presents analysis and proposals to review and maintain the function of the safety 

specification. Initially, an analysis of the guidance provided to execute a review/ audit of the function of VTS 

centres by IALA is presented. The review of this guidance and the application of the recommended process within 

the design of the safety specification resulted in the creation of particular audit process which is capable to 

review the VTS Finland safety management.  
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This level also includes the analysis of the training provision and strengthening of the skills of VTS personnel. This 

includes an analysis of the training management systems of one external training provider which has practical 

expertise in the provision of training to VTS personnel and also expertise in the actual function of the VTS centres 

in Finland. Moreover, the analysis includes participation in one of the arranged courses for VTS operators, this 

has enabled a deep analysis of the actual content covered in the course and the interaction in the actual 

execution of the actions to test the new learned skills and knowledge by VTS operators. As resulted of the 

analysis, the detected best skill and general quality of the VTS personnel seem to be the high level of knowledge 

and adequate familiarization included in the function of a VTS centres. This knowledge is extended to have an 

accurate understanding of the actual function of the technology utilized in the centres and on-board vessels.  

The detected areas of improvement in the characteristics of VTS operators and supervisors seem to be related 

in finding the most efficient way to communicate instructions related to the provision of navigational assistance, 

particularly in the message markers provided to the vessels. Anyhow, this is a complex task which demands the 

operators to be simple, clear and appropriate (accurate) in a limited range of time available for different contexts. 

The content of the training provided is very complete and its interactivity promotes a true continues 

improvement and acquisition of new skills. Furthermore, the technology and created simulated environments 

are very supportive for reviewing the current performance and to provided new lessons learned. One limitation 

detected in the provision of training is that the context of analysis is limited to open water season. Thus, the role 

of VTS personnel during winter navigation (monitoring and coordinating ships navigating in ice conditions) was 

not covered at this time. However, the options for executing this kind of training were discussed and possible 

actions to coordinate courses including interactions between VTS personnel and ships navigating in ice are being 

considered as way to organize interactive courses which include ship and icebreaker simulators.  

Level 6 also provides the application of realist evaluations to assess the established requirements in the safety 

specification in order to defined a set of determined KPIs. This has produced the definition of 31 KPIs for 

monitoring, reviewing and guiding the performance of requirement included in the safety specification. This KPIs 

evaluate the performance of the requirement and safety constraint established in the function of VTS Finland, 

including the provision of information, navigational assistance and traffic organization. Moreover, KPIs are also 

defined to test the maintenance of the VTS equipment, the provision of personnel training and KPIs for testing 

the adaptation of the safety specification to the potential changes in its structural context.  

Finally, in order make these KPIs proactive and efficient for controlling and improving of the safety specification, 

a VTS Finland KPIs performance monitoring tool has also been developed. This tool supports the management of 

safety by executing a common P-D-C-A process. Initially, the tool enables the planning of the targets of the safety 

specification and setting the expected results in management of safety in a certain evaluated period. Then, the 

tool is able to capture the actual results of the performance of the safety specification. Thus, giving visualize 

information to check the efficiency and general performance of each of the established requirements. Based on 

the indexes of efficiency, the tool also proposes certain actions aiming at controlling and improving the 

performance of the requirements, the safety constraints and the general performance of the designed safety 

specification. These actions included indexes which represent what seems to be the most feasible action to 

execute. 

In general, the designed safety specification presented in this report describes in details the safety management 

function of VTS Finland. The analyses performed in the design of the safety specification cover the current 

organizational management of VTS Finland, the demands included on international regulations and the review 

of the interaction between VTS and other stakeholders involved in the execution of navigational operations. 
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Furthermore, the generated structure of the safety specification makes a clear distinction of the function of the 

requirement and safety constraints in the provision of VTS during spring-summer-autumn season and winter 

season (navigation in ice conditions), giving requirements and safety constraints to the safety function for both 

seasons. 
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Annex A. Elicitation and function of the VTS Finland KPIs Performance monitoring tool 
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